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Abstract

This thesis presents techniques for the machine-assisted verification of an impor-

tant class of concurrent algorithms, callednon-blockingalgorithms. The notion

of linearizability is used as a correctness condition for concurrent implementa-

tions of sequential datatypes and the use offorward simulation relationsas a

proof method for showing linearizability is described. A detailed case study is

presented: the attempted verification of a concurrent double-ended queue imple-

mentation, theSnarkalgorithm, using the theorem proving systemPVS. This case

study allows the exploration of the difficult problem of verifying an algorithm that

uses low-level pointer operations over a dynamic data-structure in the presence of

concurrent access by multiple processes.

During the verification attempt, a previously undetected bug was found in the

Snark algorithm. Two possible corrections to this algorithm are presented and

their merits discussed. The verification of one of these corrections would require

the use of abackward simulation relation. The thesis concludes by describing the

reason for this extention to the verification methodology and the use of ahierar-

chicalproof structure to simplify verifications that require backward simulations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis describes work on the formal verification of an important class of con-

current algorithms callednon-blockingalgorithms, which provide implementa-

tions of shared data-structures without using any form of mutual exclusion. A

case study based on the attempted verification of a non-blocking algorithm called

Snarkis presented. The goal of this verification attempt was to define correctness

conditions and arguments at a sufficient level of formality and rigour that the ar-

guments could be submitted to a mechanical theorem prover for elaboration and

validity checking.

Our effort to verify the Snark algorithm exposed a previously undetected bug.

This bug had gone undetected despite the fact that the Snark algorithm had been

published with a semi-formal proof of its correctness. Thisillustrates an important

point about non-blocking algorithms: they tend to have verysubtle behaviours and

are difficult to validate by traditional means. Therefore, the application of formal

methodologies to the verification of non-blocking algorithms can greatly increase

our confidence in the correctness of these algorithms.

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Non-blocking Algorithms and the Snark

Algorithm

The Snark algorithm was originally developed at Sun Microsystems at Burlington,

Massachusetts and was first presented in [8]. Snark was designed to implement

a double-ended queueor deque. A deque is a datatype like a queue that supports

pushes and pops (or enqueues and dequeues) atbothends. Snark exploits dynamic

memory allocation and uses a linked structure to represent the deque.

Non-blocking algorithms typically make clever use of strong synchronisation

primitives to guarantee that the system remains in a consistent state and so avoid

the need for mutual exclusion; Snark follows this pattern. Because they do not

rely on mutual-exclusion, non-blocking algorithms are able to guarantee one of

several progress properties. These progress properties mean that certain problems

associated with mutual exclusion do not occur: for example,all non-blocking

algorithms are free from deadlock, most non-blocking progress conditions guar-

antee freedom from livelock. Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to theoretical

and practical issues relating to non-blocking algorithms and describes the Snark

algorithm.

1.2 Formal Verification

A formal verificationof an algorithm is an attempt to provide a very high level of

assurance that the algorithm behaves correctly, using wellunderstood mathemat-

ical models and arguments. Any formal verification methodology must provide

answers to several questions:

• What are the correctness conditions for an implementation?

• How is the implementation to be modelled?

• What proof techniques are available to show that an implementation meets

its specification?
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This thesis provides answers to these questions, drawn fromthe work of sev-

eral research programmes, particularly the work of Lynch and others at M.I.T

[28, 29, 36]. Correctness is defined in terms of a certain mathematical notion of

sequential datatypesand linearizability. The notion of linearizability, originally

due to Herlihy and Wing [22], is a popular way of specifying correctness for con-

current systems: it defines a natural way of bridging the gap between concurrent

systems and their sequential counterparts.

Labelled transition systems calledI/O automataare used to model the Snark

algorithm. Originally presented in [27], I/O automata makea distinction between

transitions (modelling steps in a computation) that are internal and those that are

externally visible. Specification of the desired behaviourof an automaton con-

strains the externally visible behaviour: this property allows us to useabstractau-

tomata as intermediate specifications betweenconcreteautomata (like the one that

models the Snark algorithm) and their specifications. If theabstract automaton is

known to meet its specification (put in terms of linearizability and a sequential

datatype)and the abstract automaton has all the externally visible behaviour that

the concrete automaton does, then the concrete automaton iscorrect.

In this thesis, we use asimulation relationin our attempt to show that the Snark

algorithm meets its specification. Simulation relations are relations over the states

of two automata: the existence of a simulation relation fromone automaton to

another guarantees that the externally visible behaviour of the first is shared by

the second.

Simulation relations have a very useful property for showing that an imple-

mentation is correct: they reduce reasoning about all possible behaviours of the

automaton to reasoning about the individual transitions. In this respect they are

akin to proofs relying on invariants, which reduce reasoning about all possible

states of an automaton to reasoning about transitions. Thislocality of proof obli-

gations makes reasoning about a large set of possibilities tractable.

This thesis doesnot discuss the verification of progress properties. It is much

easier to see that the Snark algorithm is non-blocking than to see that it is correct.

This is true of many non-blocking algorithms: published algorithms are presented
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with much more space devoted to correctness arguments than to progress argu-

ments (see [8, 2, 31] for examples). Also, the techniques used in the verification

of progress properties are very different to the techniquesdiscussed here [35].

Chapters 3 and 4 describe the issues of specification, modelling and verifica-

tion in more detail. Chapter 5 defines the simulation relation used in the attempted

verification of the Snark algorithm.

1.2.1 Mechanical Theorem Provers

One of the advantages of using rigorous mathematical modelsand specifications

is that proof obligations can be submitted to a mechanical theorem prover. A

mechanical theorem prover is an application capable, at least, of checking proofs

of theorems expressed in some kind of formal notation. Most provers have some

ability to constructproofs, using heuristic-driven, automated proof search and

decision procedures. The attempted verification of the Snark algorithm used the

theorem prover PVS developed at SRI [7, 37].

The use of a mechanical theorem prover offers several advantages over the

construction of proofs by hand. Automated proof search relieves the human of

much of the responsibility for carrying out tedious, mechanical reasoning. The

PVS system can carry out simple quantifier instantiation andpropositional rea-

soning automatically, as well as applying lemmas based on well-designed heuris-

tics. PVS also has sophisticated decision procedures for equational logic and pure

boolean expressions. In combination, these features mean that a user of the PVS

system can submit most simple proof goals to the PVS prover, with good reason

to hope that they can be proved without any human intervention.

Mechanical theorem provers present the possibility of recording and re-using

frequently applied modes of reasoning. They do this by providing astrategy lan-

guage: PVS supports a LISP-like functional language for this purpose. Even when

this language is used in a simple way, it greatly increases the level of automation

available for the construction of proofs.

Proofs are checked with mechanical rigour. In the ideal case, steps in an argu-

ment are matched against the rules of the logic that the prover supports. However,
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the use of decision procedures in a theorem proving system complicates this is-

sue somewhat: the mechanically checked proof may rely on thecorrectness of

decision procedures that donot explicitly represent applications of proof rules.

Still, in the PVS system, these decision procedures are implementations of well-

understood algorithms and may be assumed to be trustworthy.

1.3 Verification of Non-blocking Algorithms with

Dynamic Memory

In addition to the general issues related to the descriptionand verification of con-

current systems, there are important issues to be dealt withrelated to non-blocking

algorithms that work with dynamically allocated memory. These algorithms typi-

cally use low-level operations for communicating with one another and operating

on shared resources: reads and writes from and to shared memory. In particular,

Snark uses a pointer-based linked structure and depends on an instruction that op-

erates on addresses. This is unlike many concurrent algorithms, where processes

have high-level operations for communicating with each other, and the low-level

nature of these operations complicates proofs.

The low-level nature of the Snark algorithm, and the fact that it deals with

operations on pointers in dynamic memory, raises several questions:

• How do we describe dynamic memory mathematically?

• How do we describe unbounded linked structures in dynamic memory and

manage this information in a proof?

• How do we handle the fact that updates to shared memory by one process

may affect the states and executions of other processes in unexpected ways?

Chapter 4 describes our answer to the first question; Chapter5 answers the second

and third. At the heart of Chapter 5 is the use arepresentation function. This rep-

resentation function does not carry states of the concrete automaton to states of the

abstract automaton, as in other verification strategies (for example, the standard
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approach used in the Z community [39, Chapter 18]). Instead,it carries indexes

of a sequence in the abstract state into pointers into the heap of the concrete state.

This allows a concise treatment of the properties of the unbounded data-structure

used to represent the deque in the concrete automaton. The use of this function

elaborates an approach first applied in a verification appearing in [2]. We be-

lieve that the use of functions of this kind constitutes a generalisable approach to

the verification of concurrent algorithms that use dynamic memory and low-level

operations.

1.4 Finding and Fixing Bugs

As mentioned above, the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm led to the

discovery of a bug in what was believed to be a correct non-blocking implementa-

tion of a deque. In lieu of a complete verification, this provides evidence that the

proof approach described here is useful: an analysis of failed proof obligations

lead to the construction of an incorrect execution of the Snark algorithm. Chapter

6 describes this process and the bug.

In response to the discovery that the Snark algorithm is incorrect, two possi-

ble fixes have been developed. These fixes allow the exploration of techniques

used in the design of non-blocking algorithms. Moreover, one of these fixes has

an unusual property: values can be popped from the data-structure representing

the dequebefore it is determined which process will return the popped value.

This creates the need for an extension to the methodology used in the attempted

verification of the original Snark algorithm: we would need to use abackward

simulation. The implications of this extension are discussed in Chapter 7.

1.5 Mathematical Notation

This section describes the mathematical notation used in this thesis. We use the

standard logical connectives, listed here in order of increasing binding power:∀

for ‘for all’; ∃ for ‘there exists’;⇒ for implies;∨ for ‘or’; ∧ for ‘and’; ¬ for ‘not’.
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These binding conventions are consistent with those used inPVS [7]. The scope

of bound variables extends to the end of the expression following the quantifier,

and we use a dot notation to seperate quantifier and predicate. Thus, in

∀ x • P ⇒ Q(x)

x is bound in the predicateQ.

We use to denote the natural numbers,� to denote the integers andbool to

denote the booleans{true, false}.

S× T is the Cartesian product of setsS andT. The projectionsπ1 andπ2

access the first and second members of these products, respectively. We also use
∏

s∈S
e wheree is some set expression that may involves, which yields the product

of the setse across the index setS. For products like this, we use the projections

πs for eachs∈ S.

For complex products, we often use mnemonic access names with a dot syn-

tax. For example, for some tuplet ∈ X × (Y × Z) we might stipulate that

t.x = π1(t), t.y = π1(π2(t)) andt.z = π2(π2(t)).

Given a relationR : S× T ands∈ S, R[s] is the relational image ofsontoT:

R[s] = {t ∈ T | R(s, t)}

We often need to modify the value of a function at a certain point: given a

function f : S→ T, s ∈ Sandt ∈ T, f [s := t] be the function exactly likef , but

with f (s) = t, ie. for everys′ ∈ S:

f [s := t](s′) =







f (s′) if s′ 6= s

t if s′ = s
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Chapter 2

Non-Blocking Algorithms and Snark

This chapter discusses non-blocking algorithms in generaland the Snark algo-

rithm in particular. Section 2.1 presents brief discussions of certain topics relating

to non-blocking algorithms: their advantages over traditional techniques for the

implementation of shared data-structures; the operationson which they are based;

an important theoretical problem called theconsensus problem; and a brief survey

of known non-blocking implementations. This provides background for Section

2.2, which describes the Snark algorithm in detail. Section2.3 discusses the sys-

tem requirements of the Snark algorithm and how these requirements relate to

other non-blocking algorithms and to verification.

2.1 Shared Data-Structures and Non-Blocking

Implementations

As discussed in the Chapter 1, non-blocking algorithms implement data-structures

shared by several processes without using any form of mutualexclusion. Mutual

exclusion creates several well-known problems: Greenwald’s thesis [15] provides

a good introduction to some of these problems and the advantages which non-

blocking algorithms provide.

Perhaps most notorious of the problems with mutual exclusion is the issue of

9
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deadlock. Deadlock occurs when two or more processes compete to obtain locks

on the same set of resources. If each process holds a lock on one resource from

the set (of course, these will be distinct) and does not release it, then no process

can obtain the locks it needs to continue computation. Techniques exist to solve

this problem, but it continues to be an issue in the development of multi-process

systems. Non-blocking implementations do not use locks, and so do not contribute

to deadlock.

Another advantage of non-blocking algorithms is that they often scale well

to systems where dozens or hundreds of processors can accessshared memory

simultaneously. In cases like these, an algorithm that useslocks can perform very

poorly: if a process holding a lock on a shared data-structure is pre-empted by

some other process, then all other processes on all other processors must wait for

the pre-empted process to run again and complete its operation. If a data-structure

is non-blocking, other processes are free to execute operations without having to

wait for stalled processes.

2.1.1 Non-blocking Progress Properties

There are several non-blocking progress properties which have been the subject

of research. Currently, the most important arewait-freedom1 and lock-freedom.

These two properties form a hierarchy. That is, every lock-free algorithm is wait-

free. Their definitions, taken from [21], follow. Underlying these definitions are

notions of executing high-leveloperationsand low-levelsteps. These correspond

to executing procedures in the interface to some datatype, and executing individual

statements or instructions within those procedures, respectively. These definitions

also use a notion ofexecutionwhich is the sequence of steps which processes take

during all the operations executed on a data-structure during its lifetime.

Definition 2.1 (Wait-freedom) An implementation of an operation iswait-free

1There is ambiguity in the literature between the termslock-freeandnon-blocking. Until re-

cently, they have been used synonymously. However, a convention is developing wherebynon-

blockingdescribes the whole family of algorithms which do not rely onmutual exclusion, and

lock-freedescribes a class within that family. This is the conventionused here.
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if, after a finite number of steps of any execution of that operation, thatoperation

completes.

Definition 2.2 (Lock-freedom) An implementation of an operation islock-free

if, after a finite number of steps of any execution,someoperation has completed.

Lock-freedom is the weaker condition: lock-freedom allowsthe possibility

that some processesnevercomplete their operations. So long as some processes

are completing, the others may be prevented from making progress. Wait-freedom

precludes this property: every process is guaranteed to complete. The Snark algo-

rithm is lock-free but not wait-free (see Section 2.2).

Lock-freedom precludes the use of locks for the following reason. A process

which has a lock on a given resource stops any other operations on that resource

from completing. If this process does not complete any stepsin its execution (if

the process fails), then there will be no finite number of steps which any other

process can take to complete their operations.

The advantage that lock-freedom does have is that implementations of lock-

free algorithms tend to be much simpler and more efficient than wait-free imple-

mentations [15].

2.1.2 Synchronisation Primitives

The construction of non-blocking algorithms and analysis of their properties con-

stitutes a large research area. These algorithms normally make substantial use

of powerful synchronisation primitives. Thecompare-and-swap(CAS) instruc-

tion is a very popular synchronisation operation. The CAS operation takes three

arguments, an addressaddr, and two value arguments,old andnew, and re-

turns a boolean value. The value currently ataddr is tested againstold. If they

are equal, then the value ataddr is updated tonew and the CAS returnstrue;

otherwise, no update is made and the CAS returnsfalse. These comparisons

and updates happen atomically. That is, no other operation on memory appears

to occur between the invocation and response of the CAS operation. Figure 2.1

contains C-style pseudo-code representing the semantics of CAS.
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boolean CAS(val *addr,
val old,
val new) {

atomically {
if (*addr == old){

*addr = new;
return true;

} else return false;
}

}

Figure 2.1: Semantics of the CAS instruction

boolean DCAS(val *addr1, val *addr2,
val old1, val old2,
val new1, val new2) {

atomically {
if ((*addr1 == old1) &&

(*addr2 == old2)) {
*addr1 = new1;
*addr2 = new2;

} else return false;
}

}

Figure 2.2: Semantics of the DCAS instruction

Thedouble-compare-and-swap(DCAS) instruction is a generalisation of CAS.

It operates like CAS, but compares and updates two addressesinstead of one. Fig-

ure 2.2 describes its semantics. Note that an update occurs only if bothaddresses

contain the old values. CAS is available on many multiprocessor systems [15],

whereas almost no systems offer DCAS at the hardware level.2 For this reason,

the algorithms which use DCAS currently have a very limited range of uses and

their development serves mainly to assess the utility of providing DCAS as a

primitive instruction [15, 14, 8, 2, 30].

2To my knowledge, the only system offering such a DCAS is the Motorola 68040 [2].
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There are several other strong synchronisation primitiveswhich have been im-

plemented on many machines, among themtest-and-setand fetch-and-add. Se-

mantics for these instructions are given in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. Both these opera-

tions atomically read a value at some address, and modify that address, returning

the value originally read. For this reason they are sometimes calledread-modify-

write (RMW) instructions.

2.1.3 Consensus Theory and Universal Constructions

RMW instructions are less powerful than CAS and DCAS instructions because

they unconditionally update memory, and the updated value is constrained to be

a (sometimes constant) function of the old value. This difference in power can

be formalised in terms ofconsensus theory. The consensus problem is a very

important one in distributed-systems theory. Briefly, the consensus problem is the

problem of making some set of processes agree on an output value, taken from a

set of input values, each input value being assigned to one process.

In “Wait-free Synchronisation” [17], Herlihy showed that CAS can be used to

construct a wait-free solution to the consensus problem forany number of pro-

cesses; RMW instructions are only able to solve the consensus problem for sets

of two processes. Herlihy presents a series of results of this form for several dif-

ferent synchronisation primitives and shows that for any natural numbern, there

is a synchronisation primitive which can solve the consensus problem for up to,

but no more thann processes.

boolean test and set(boolean *addr)
atomically {

boolean b = *addr;
*addr = true;
return b;

}
}

Figure 2.3: Semantics for test-and-set.
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int fetch and add(int *addr, int k)
atomically {

int i = *addr;
*addr = i+k;
return i;

} }

Figure 2.4: Semantics for fetch-and-add.

Herlihy also showed that any operation which can solve the consensus problem

for any number of processes can be used in auniversal construction. A univer-

sal construction is a mechanical method of transforming sequential code for some

data-type into a (in this case, wait-free) concurrent implementation. Because they

are mechanical, universal constructions offer the possibility of developing wait-

free algorithms from their much simpler, sequential counterparts. Unfortunately,

the implementations so constructed tend to be very inefficient in most circum-

stances and are very rarely used in practical applications[15].

2.1.4 Lock-Free Algorithms

Numerous published lock-free algorithms exist; there are several lock-free imple-

mentations of deques alone. The deque implementations given in [2] and [30]

were developed, like Snark, at Sun Microsystems Laboratories, Burlington, Mas-

sachusetts and all rely on the DCAS operation. Deques have received substantial

attention for several reasons [33]. They generalise the twomost commonly used

concurrent data-structures, stacks and queues. Also, theyoffer developers an op-

portunity to explore issues in the implementation of concurrent data-structures:

implementations must detect and handle complex boundary cases properly; and

they benefit greatly from making use of parallelism in accessto opposite ends of

a non-empty deque.

Arora, Blumfoe and Plaxton [4] present a practical implementation of a non-

blocking deque, designed for use in awork-stealingalgorithm. Work-stealing

is a technique used in thread scheduling for multiprocessorsystems. The work-
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stealing deque uses the CAS instruction rather than DCAS butdoes not have all

the functionality of the general deques in [2, 30] and Snark.Only one end supports

both pushes and pops, the other end offering only pops. Also,the end with both

operations can only be accessed by one designated process; and the pop operation

on the opposite end is allowed toabort if another pop operation completes suc-

cessfully during its execution. These restrictions allow the work-stealing deque

algorithm to be simple, efficient, and correct for its specialised purpose all with-

out relying on the DCAS operation.

Other common data-structures have been successfully implemented and used

in practical applications. Michael and Scott [31] present apractical implemen-

tation of a lock-free queue object which uses the CAS operation. Treiber [38]

presents a simple and efficient lock-free stack implementation, based on a linked

list and using the CAS operation.

2.2 The Snark Algorithm

Snark [8] was designed to be a lock-free implementation of a deque, using DCAS

to provide lock-freedom. It was believed to be an advance on other DCAS based

deque algorithms for several reasons:

• It exploits the natural parallelism of deques. Processes popping from dif-

ferent ends when there is more than one element in the deque are able to

complete their operations without interfering with each other.

• No ‘spare bits’ are needed in the addresses containing pointers to deque

nodes. Non-blocking algorithms often allow processes to signal various

conditions to other processes by setting a bit (or several) in an operand of a

CAS or DCAS which simultaneously contains a pointer value. This is possi-

ble because in many multiprocessors, CAS (and hypothetically, DCAS) op-

erates on a word wider than what is needed to represent a pointer. [16, 32]

provide examples; [2] is a deque algorithm predating Snark that uses this

kind of technique. However, especially in cases where several spare bits are
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needed, storing extra information in pointers reduces the applicability of the

algorithm.

• The Snark algorithm uses only one DCAS per operation. This isbeneficial

because hardware implementations of DCAS are likely to be very much

slower than normal reads and writes.

• The algorithm uses a dynamically allocated data-structure, rather than a stat-

ically allocated array, and so can adapt to fluctuations in the number of items

currently stored.

The remainder of this section describes the Snark algorithm.

2.2.1 Deques

As mentioned in Section 1.1, a deque is a datatype like a queuebut which supports

operations to add and remove elements at both ends. In more detail3, a deque

is a container type which offers the interface described in Figure 2.5. A deque

maintains a sequence of elements storing the values which have been put into the

deque, but not yet popped: invocations of the formpushLeft(v) placev onto

the left end of this sequence; invocations of the formpushRight(v) placev

onto the right;popLeft removes an element from the left end of the sequence

and returns it;popRight does this on the right end of the sequence.popRight

andpopLeft return a special value"empty" if they find the deque empty:

"empty" should not be pushed onto the deque.

In the Snark algorithm,pushLeft(v) andpushRight(v) are allowed to

not addv to the sequence, when there is no room in dynamic memory. The type

rtype is used to indicate when this has happened:"ok" is returned when the

value has been successfully pushed;"full" is returned if allocation failed.

3Section 4.1 describes the deque datatype in formal terms, based on material presented in

Chapter 3.
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type rtype = {"ok", "full"}

rtype pushLeft(val v);
rtype pushRight(val v);
val popLeft();
val popRight();

Figure 2.5: The deque interface.

2.2.2 The Snark Data-structure

Snark uses a doubly-linked-list data structure to represent the deque, which is

accessed through theLeftHat andRightHat pointers. Figure 2.6 specifies the

node structure which makes up the list, and the initialisation code for the deque.

Nodes in the list are never explicitly deallocated: Snark assumes the availability

of a garbage collector, which allows memory to be recycled.

Figures 2.7 and 2.8 contain C-style pseudo-code for the right-hand side op-

erations,pushRight andpopRight. The left-hand side operations are en-

tirely symmetric but have been included in Figures 2.9 and 2.10 for completeness.

Flow-charts representing the right-side operations appear at the end of the chapter

in Figures 2.14 and 2.15.

In the following discussion, it is convenient to call the node pointed to by the

pointer variableLeftHat simply theLeftHat. Likewise for theRightHat.

The use of clever sentinel nodes marking each end of the dequeis critical to

the way Snark handles pops and detection of an empty deque. A node isleft-dead

if its L field contains a self-pointer; likewise, it isright-deadif its R field contains

a self-pointer. The Snark deque maintains two important properties:

1. structure Node {
2. Node *L;
3. Node *R;
4. val V;
5. }

1. Node Dummy = new Node();
2. Dummy->L = Dummy;
3. Dummy->R = Dummy;
4. Node *LeftHat = Dummy;
5. Node *RightHat = Dummy;

Figure 2.6: Node structure and deque initialisation.
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1. rtype pushRight(val v) {
2. nd = new Node();
3. if (nd == null) return "full";
4. nd->R = Dummy;
5. nd->V = v;
6. while (true) {
7. rh = RightHat;
8. rhR = rh->R;
9. if (rhR == rh) {
10. nd->L = Dummy;
11. lh = LeftHat;
12. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat,

rh, lh, nd, nd))
13. return "ok";
14. } else {
15. nd->L = rh;
16. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh->R,

rh, rhR, nd, nd))
17. return "ok";
18. }
19. }
20. }

Figure 2.7: Snark deque - right push.
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1. val popRight() {
2. while (true) {
3. rh = RightHat;
4. lh = LeftHat;
5. if (rh->R == rh) {
6. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh->R,

rh, rh, rh, rh))
7. return "empty";
8. } else if (rh == lh) {
9. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat,

rh, lh, Dummy, Dummy))
10. return rh->V;
11. } else {
12. rhL = rh->L;
13. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh->L,

rh, rhL, rhL, rh)) {
14. result = rh->V;
15. rh->R = Dummy;
16. rh->V = null; /* Optional */
17. return result;
18. }
19. }
20. }
21. }

Figure 2.8: Snark deque - right pop.
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1. rtype pushLeft(val v) {
2. nd = new Node();
3. if (nd == null) return "full";
4. nd->L = Dummy;
5. nd->V = v;
6. while (true) {
7. lh = LeftHat;
8. lhL = lh->L;
9. if (lhL == lh) {
10. nd->R = Dummy;
11. rh = RightHat;
12. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &RightHat,

lh, rh, nd, nd))
13. return "ok";
14. } else {
15. nd->R = lh;
16. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh->L,

lh, lhL, nd, nd))
17. return "ok";
18. }
19. }
20. }

Figure 2.9: Snark deque - left push.
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1. val popLeft() {
2. while (true) {
3. lh = LeftHat;
4. rh = RightHat;
5. if (lh->L == lh) {
6. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh->L,

lh, lh, lh, lh))
7. return "empty";
8. } else if (lh == rh) {
9. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &RightHat,

lh, rh, Dummy, Dummy))
10. return lh->V;
11. } else {
12. lhR = lh->R;
13. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh->R,

lh, lhR, lhR, lh)) {
14. result = lh->V;
15. lh->L = Dummy;
16. lh->V = null; /* Optional */
17. return result;
18. }
19. }
20. }
21. }

Figure 2.10: Snark deque - left pop.
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?

RightHatLeftHat

V1 V2?

?

?

Figure 2.11: Typical non-empty deque.

1. When the deque is not empty, the node immediately to the left of theLeftHat

is right-dead and the node to the right of theRightHat is left-dead. See

Figure 2.11.

2. When the deque is empty, theLeftHat is left-dead and theRightHat is

right-dead. See Figure 2.12.

The sentinel nodes are not necessarily distinct. In fact, Snark uses a global

constantDummy, which points to a node which is both left-dead and right-dead,

as the initial value of bothLeftHat andRightHat: this initial state represents

an empty deque (see Figure 2.13). No node within the deque (ie., that holds a

value that has been pushed onto the deque but not popped) is ever left- or right-

dead.

The sentinel nodes are not treated as containing actual values: the fields con-

taining question marks in figures 2.11 and 2.12 are irrelevant to the representation

of the deque and can contain any value.

2.2.3 Push Operations

ThepushRight routine functions as follows. Line numbers mentioned in this

discussion refer to the line numbers of Figure 2.7. First, a process executing

pushRight attempts to allocate a new node callednd: if this allocation fails, the
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LeftHat

??

?

?

RightHat

Figure 2.12: The form of an empty

deque.

Dummy

?

LeftHat RightHat

Figure 2.13: Initial

empty deque.

push returns indicating that the heap was full; otherwisend->V is set to the value

that is being pushed; andnd->R is set to point toDummy. Recall thatDummy is

always both left- and right-dead: sincend will become the rightmost node in the

deque, we need itsR field to point to a left-dead node. Now, the current value of

RightHat is loaded into the local variablerh. If the deque is empty, as ascer-

tained by the test at line 9, thenpushRight setsnd->L to Dummy. This is be-

causend->Lmust point to a right-dead node ifnd is successfully pushed onto the

deque while it is empty. After loading the currentLeftHat and using a DCAS,

pushRight attempts to set both theLeftHat andRightHat to the new node.

If this succeeds, becausend->L == nd->R == Dummy andDummy is both

left- and right-dead, property (2) above will be fulfilled. If the DCAS fails, it must

be that some other process has updated the deque since the current process loaded

its hats. In this case,pushRight will re-load theRightHat and attempt the

push operation again. This loop (like the similar loops in the pop routines) may

fail to terminate and it is this property which means Snark isnot wait-free.

If the test at line 9 determines that the deque is not empty,pushRight at-

tempts to splice the node onto the right end of the deque.nd->L is set to the value
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that the pushing process saw inRightHat at line 7, and the DCAS at line 16 is

attempted. If it succeeds, this DCAS swings theRightHat variable to point to

nd and setsrh->R (the rightwards field of the oldRightHat) to nd. Because

nd->R == Dummy, property (1) above is preserved and because the DCAS suc-

ceeded we know thatnd->L points to the old value ofRightHat. If the DCAS

fails, the loop is retried.

2.2.4 Pop Operations

This section describes the operation of thepopRight routine. Line numbers

here refer to the line numbers of Figure 2.8. ThepopRight routine begins by

loading both hats into local variables. Then, it tries to determine if the deque is

currently empty. First it tests whetherrh->R is right-dead (at line 5). Then it

uses a DCAS to check thatrh == RightHat and thatrh is still right-dead. If

this DCAS succeedsRightHat is right-dead and, by property (2), the deque is

empty. If the DCAS fails, the process retries. As with thepushRight routine,

this fail and retry pattern can continue indefinitely.

If the test at line 5 fails,popRight attempts to tell if the deque has exactly

one element. If so, it uses a DCAS to try to set bothRightHat andLeftHat

to Dummy, thus creating an empty deque. If this DCAS succeeds, the popping

process is free to return the value contained in the noderh. If the DCAS fails, the

loop is retried.

If the test at line 8 fails, thenpopRight attempts to pop a node from the

right side of the deque. Using a DCAS it attempts to swingRightHat inwards

to point toRightHat->L and makerh (the oldRightHat) left-dead (preserv-

ing property (2)). The conditions on a successful DCAS ensure that if this oper-

ation succeeds thenrh == RightHat andrhL == RightHat->L. After a

successful DCAS, the node which was to be popped now containsa self-pointer

and has become the new sentinel. The value to be returned is then loaded into

result, and the field pointingoutwardsfrom the deque is set toDummy. This al-

lows the old sentinel (if it is notDummy) to be reclaimed by the garbage collector.

The line marked/* Optional */, if applied, would improve the interaction
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of Snark with the garbage collector: if it is not applied and the deque is being used

to contain pointer values then the value in the popped node cannot be collected

until after the next push or pop. This is because there is a path from either hat,

through the deque to the sentinel node which contains the value. Setting this value

field tonull solves this problem.4

While the DCAS at line 13 is meant to be used when the deque contains more

than one element, it is possible for it to be executed successfully when the deque

contains exactly one element. [8] presents a scenario, dubbed ‘hats crossing’

where two processes popping from opposite ends of the deque begin pop opera-

tions on a deque with two elements, and then both successfully execute the DCAS

at line 13 one after the other. The second process to execute its DCAS will be

removing the last node from the deque. This scenario doesnot result in incorrect

behaviour. However, it turns out that it is possible for the DCAS at line 13 to be

attempted and succeed, even when the deque is actually empty: this is the source

of the bug in Snark, which is described fully in Chapter 6.

The Snark algorithm as described here differs in an important respect from that

presented in [8]. In that presentation, line 6 of the pop routines did not appear: it

was believed that the test at line 5 (rh->R == rh in thepopRight routine)

was enough for a process to tell that the deque was empty. However, it is possible

for the testrh->R == rh to succeed, but for the deque not to be empty: this

can happen whenrh is no longer theRightHat and has been popped from the

dequefrom the left. Applying the DCAS at line 6 allows the process to test that

bothrh->R == rh andrh == RightHat, which is enough to guarantee that

RightHat is right-dead. The discovery of this bug and the fix presentedhere are

due to Moir [33].

2.2.5 Lock-freedom

It is fairly easy to see why the Snark algorithm is lock-free.The DCASs which

update the deque in the push and pop routines will fail only ifsome other process

4The version of Snark which we attempted to verify does not model this step.
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successfully executes a DCAS on the deque. Once a DCAS is successfully exe-

cuted by a process, there are only a finite number of steps which that process must

take before completing its operation all of which take placeindependently of any

other process.

2.3 System Requirements for Snark

The Snark algorithm requires that any system on which it runshave certain prop-

erties: as mentioned above, there must be a garbage collector if memory is to be

recycled; also, as the algorithm is presented here, the memory system must sup-

port a strong consistency model [8]. Subsections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2 explain these

requirements and briefly describe work in these areas as related to non-blocking

algorithms and program verification.

2.3.1 Garbage Collection

Snark does not use any explicit deallocation of memory and soneeds a garbage

collector to allow memory to be recycled. Although a processwhich has com-

pletedpopRight makes the old sentinel node redundant to the representationof

the deque, there is no way to determine if some other process still has a pointer to

it. It may be that another process executingpopRight loaded a pointer to one

of these nodes intorh and was then interrupted, during which time several nodes

were popped from the right.

The inability to reliably use explicit deallocation is a very common problem

in non-blocking algorithm design [24] and several approaches have been used.

One is to simply assume the presence of a garbage collector, as Snark does. This

has the drawback that the non-blocking properties of the algorithm will not be

preserved if a non-blocking garbage collector is not used and the construction of

a non-blocking garbage collector is a very difficult problem. Part of this diffi-

culty comes from the fact that a non-blocking garbage collector cannot rely on the

presence of a garbage collector to help implement the data-structures it uses.
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Detlefset al. [9] present a way to transform a lock-free algorithm which de-

pends on a garbage collector into one which uses DCAS and reference counting

to enable explicit deallocation. Herlihy, Luchangco and Moir [24] introduce the

repeat offender problemand provide a lock-free solution: solutions to the repeat

offender problem can be used to help design dynamic sized non-blocking data-

structures which do not require a garbage collector. Herlihy et al. [18] give an

example of how this technique can be used to transform a program that cannot

safely free memory into one that can.

2.3.2 Memory Consistency Models

The Snark algorithm has been designed to work with memories that arelineariz-

able(see [8, Section 2]). Roughly speaking, a memory is linearizable if it appears

to each process that each operation on the memory (in this case, a read, write

or DCAS) begins and ends without any other operation beginning or ending.5

Many multiprocessor systems do not have this property. These non-atomic mem-

ories support much weaker guarantees about the order in which operations occur

and when changes to memory become visible to other processes. The guarantees

which a multiprocessor does provide are called itsmemory consistency model.

Adve and Garachorloo [1] present 11 consistency models, allnon-atomic, which

have been used in commercial multi-processors. Typical relaxations include one

or more of the following: a processor may write a value to a location and read that

value back before any other processor is able to read the new value; a processor

can read the value written byanotherprocessor before that write becomes visible

to the remaining processors; in some models it is even possible for a processor to

write a value andthenread back the value which was overwritten. This list is not

exhaustive.

Assuming linearizability of memory during design is one wayof tackling the

fact that there are many different consistency models whichan algorithm may

have to deal with. Most multiprocessor systems offer instructions which alleviate

5Linearizability will be described fully in Chapter 3.
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the weakness in the consistency model [1]. As an example, some systems with the

CAS instruction have the following property: when a processexecutes CAS, all

the writes to shared memory that process has executed are guaranteed to be visible

to every other process once the CAS is complete. Some systemsalso offer spe-

cialised instructions which have similar effects: the STBAR instruction available

on the SPARC V8 system is an example. Once an algorithm has been developed

under the assumption of linearizable memory, that algorithm can be augmented

with instructions of this kind to achieve an implementationfor a particular ma-

chine.

The attempted verification of the Snark algorithm assumes a very strong mem-

ory consistency model that guarantees linearizability: all writes become visible to

all processes instantly. There are two very good reasons forthis: most obviously,

Snark has been designed under the assumption of linearizable memory; secondly,

modelling and reasoning about non-atomic memories is a verydifficult problem

which has attracted a significant amount of research.

One approach is to reduce a model of a program running on a non-atomic

memory to one which is atomic, but more complex. Choy and Singh [6] present

a strategy for achieving this by introducing processor-local auxiliary variables

to the program and stipulating that updates to shared memoryin the non-atomic

model become updates to these auxiliary variables. Then themethod by which the

values of these variables are translated to globally accessible updates is specified

according to the consistency model being represented.

Anderson and Gouda [3] present a similar transformation-based approach for a

more abstract kind of non-atomic memory. They make the interesting observation

that the invariants which are of use in verifying a program under theassumption

of atomicity can be modified to help verify the program for non-atomic memory.

Lamport [25] describes a proof system which allows a programto be verified

in a way which exposes the ordering relations which must exist between non-

atomic memory operations. Once these orderings have been obtained, they can be

used as the basis of a modification of the program to work with agiven memory

consistency model.
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Figure 2.14: Flow chart - pushRight
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Figure 2.15: Flow chart - popRight



Chapter 3

I/O Automata, Specification and

Simulation

This chapter answers three questions which are critical to the formal verification

of concurrent algorithms: how are the correctness requirements of a concurrent

algorithm to be described mathematically; how are the algorithms themselves to

be modelled mathematically; and how should a proof that an algorithm meets its

requirements be constructed? Correctness is defined in terms of a certain math-

ematical notion ofdatatype; the algorithms themselves are modelled usingI/O

automata; and the proofs are based onsimulation relations.

3.1 I/O Automata

I/O automata originated in the work of Nancy Lynch and Mark Tuttle at M.I.T

[27] and are essentially labelled-transition systems in which transitions are clas-

sified according to whether they are ‘visible’ to the external world. Externally

visible transitions are further classified according to whether they model invoca-

tion (input) or response (output) events. I/O automata havebecome very popular

for modelling concurrent systems [27, 17, 12, 36].

What follows is adapted from material in [27] and [29]. The I/O automata

used here differ from those described in [27] and [29]: in both those treatments,

31
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I/O automata must beinput-enabled; here we do not require that automata be

input-enabled. Input-enabledness is discussed in Section3.5.

Definition 3.1 (LTS, signature, I/O automaton, external action) A labelled tran-

sition system(LTS) is a quadruple(states, start, acts, trans), where states is a set

of states (over some set or type); start⊆ states is a nonempty set of start states;

acts is the label alphabet(calledactions) ; and trans⊆ states× acts× states is

the transition relation. Given an LTS T= (states, start, acts, trans), a signature

of T is a triple of subsets of acts called Input, Output and Internal, where each

member of acts is contained in exactly one component of S. AnI/O automatonis

a pair (T, S), where T is an LTS, and S is a signature of T. For any automaton

A = (T, S), external(A), is the union of the sets Input and Output defined by the

signature S.

We need some notation to access the components of an I/O automaton. Given

an I/O automatonA = (T, S) whereT = (states, start, acts, trans) and S =

(Input, Output, Internal), let states(A) = states, start(A) = start, acts(A) = acts

and trans(A) = trans; also, letInput(A) = Input, Internal(A) = Internal and

Output(A) = Output. When(s, a, s′) ∈ trans(A) we writes a
−→A s′, or s a

−→ s′

when no confusion is possible. Ifs a
−→A s′ we may refer tos as thepre-stateof

the transition, ands′ as thepost-state.

Accessing components of I/O automata in this way is slightlyat odds with

the dot notation described in Section 1.5 and is used here forconsistency with

notation used in the literature (for example, [28, 29]).

The external actions are meant to be actions which are visible to the outside

world. The sequences of these actions that an automaton can generate represent

its externally visible behaviour.

Definition 3.2 (Execution fragment, execution, trace, traces) For any I/O au-

tomaton A:

• Anexecution fragmentfrom sm to sn is a (possibly empty) sequenceα = 〈sm,

am, sm+1, . . . , an−1, sn〉 made up of alternating states and actions of A, where
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si
ai−→ si+1 for each m≤ i < n. If such an execution fragment exists, we

write sm
α

=⇒A sn, or sm
α

=⇒ sn when no confusion is possible.1

• An executionof A is a finite or infinite sequence〈s0, a0, s1, a1 . . .〉 of al-

ternating states and actions of A, where si
ai−→ si+1 for each i and s0 ∈

start(A).

• For an executionα = 〈s0, a0, s1, a1, . . .〉 of A, trace(α) is the sequenceα

restricted to actions of the automaton which are in external(A).

• The set traces(A) is the set of traces of executions of A.

Definition 3.3 (Trace inclusion) The trace inclusion pre-order≤T, is defined thus:

for any I/O automata A and B, A≤T B iff traces(A) ⊆ traces(B).

Note that trace inclusion is apre-order: that is, it is reflexive and transitive. Other

trace pre-orders can be defined, relating to strictly finite or infinite traces [29].

The set of traces of an automaton defines its externally observable behaviour.

If, for any automataA andB, A ≤T B, then any behaviour exhibited byA could

also be exhibited byB. Trace inclusion can be used to allow one I/O automaton

to specify the desired behaviour of another automaton. Sections 3.4, 3.5 and 3.7

describe a verification technique based on trace inclusion between a specification

automaton and an implementation automaton.

3.2 Describing I/O automata

It will be useful to have some notation to describe the statesand transition relations

of I/O automata. The notation we describe here is modelled closely on the IOA

language which has been used for describing I/O automata [13, 12]. This section

presents a simple I/O automaton that is used to illustrate this notation and provides

an example of the modelling style used in this thesis.

1Note that this notation differs from that used in [29]. There, the arrow notation is used to

represent amove: the notion ofmoveis not used here.
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Our example is an automaton that models a very simple mutual-exclusion pro-

tocol for any number of processes. Given a set of processesPROCand a set

COUNTER= {idle, has lock, acquiring, releasing}, define the automatonMutex

as follows:

states(Mutex) = bool× Πp∈PROCCOUNTER

Input(Mutex) = {acquire invp, releaseinvp | p ∈ PROC}

Internal(Mutex) = {}

Output(Mutex) = {acquire respp, releaseresp | p ∈ PROC}

The interpretation is thatMutexmodels|PROC| processes running in parallel: an

invocation ofacquireby p is modelled by a transition labelled by thep-indexed ac-

tion acquire invp; a releaseinvocation is modelled by areleaseinvp. Transitions

labelled by the response (output) actionsacquire respp andreleaserespp model

the processp returning fromacquireor releaseoperations. The component of the

stateΠp∈PROCCOUNTERassociates a value fromCOUNTERwith each process:

this value records whether that process is executing an operation and if so, what

point in that operation it is up to. Theboolcomponent of the state serves as a flag,

indicating when the lock can be acquired.

It is very common for I/O automata that the set of states is a Cartesian product,

so it is useful to introducestate variablesto access each element of the state of

an automaton. These state variables are just access names for the state type of

the automaton. We introduce the state variablespcp for eachp ∈ PROCandflag

where, for anys∈ states(Mutex), s.flag = π1(s) and,pcp = πp(π2(s)). Now, it is

easy to define the start states ofMutex:

start(Mutex) = {s∈ states(Mutex) | s.flag = false∧

∀p ∈ PROC• pcp = idle}

So the start states ofMutexare those where no process has acquired the lock (flag

is false) and no process is attempting to acquire or release the lock (all thepcp

variables areidle).

Several of the automata presented in this thesis have process-indexed vari-

ables: these variables always represent the local state of each process, so some-
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acquire invp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := acquiring

acquire respp :
pre pcp = acquiring∧ flag = false
eff pcp := has lock; flag := true

release invp :
pre pcp = has lock
eff pcp := releasing

release respp :
pre pcp = releasing
eff pcp := idle; flag := false

Figure 3.1: Transition relation of theMutexautomaton.

times we refer to them aslocal variables. We also refer to un-indexed variables as

globalvariables.

Now we define the transition relation ofMutex. To do this, we will associate

each action with apreconditionand aneffectthat together specify the transitions

labelled by that action. Figure 3.1 presents this association forMutex.

The precondition of each action acts as a guard for the action. The precon-

dition constrains the values taken by state variables in pre-states of transitions

labelled by the action. The effect of each action is a set ofparallel assignments,

where the post-state value of the variable on the left-hand side is taken to be the

value of the right-hand side expression. Variables not mentioned on the left-hand

side of any assignment keep the same value. For example, the precondition and

effect associated with the actionreleaserespp entail that

s
release respp

−→ s′ ⇔ s.pcp = releasing∧ s′.pcp = idle∧

s′.flag = false∧ ∀q 6= p • s′.pcq = s.pcq

When state variables appear on the right-hand side of assignments, their values

are taken to be thepre-statevalues of those variables.
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Note that, given a pre-state and action there is only one possible post-state:

every transition relation discussed in this thesis has thisproperty. The parallel

assignment notation used here is simpler and clearer than a more general relational

notation that would be needed to specify less deterministicsystems.

3.3 Sequential Datatypes

In order to describe formally the relationship between a sequential datatype and

its concurrent implementations, we need a formal description of the notion of

a datatype. Informally, a datatype defines two things: an interface between its

members and the outside world; and some kind of specificationof its responses

to invocations on that interface. What follows is a simple way to describe these

aspects of a datatype formally, adapted from [28, Section 9.4].

A datatypeD is a tuple(V, v0, I , R, f ); each component of this tuple is de-

scribed below:

• V is the set of values of the datatype.

• v0 ∈ V is the datatype’s initial value.

• The setsI of invocations andR of responses constitute the interface to the

datatype. These invocations and responses may take parameters and are

used to represent the operations the datatype supports.

• The functionf : V × I → V × R is called theupdate function. f takes

an invocation on a given value, and provides the suitable response while

updating the value if necessary. It defines the behaviour of the datatype.

The primary goal of this formulation is to give a general way of describing the

behaviour of automata that implement a given type. Note thatthe invocations

and responses, which model operations, are explicit components of the datatype.

This is slightly at odds with a specification style that treats operations directly

as functions (or relations) over the datatype (for example [11]). However, this
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approach allows us to easily definetracesof the datatype, in close analogy with

the way we have done for I/O automata. Definitions 3.4 and 3.5 are adapted from

[28, Section 13.1.1]. First we define executions:

Definition 3.4 (Execution of datatype) An executionof a datatypeD is a se-

quence beginning with v0 ∈ V, the initial value of the datatype, and continu-

ing with zero or more subsequences made up of an invocation, aresponse and a

value. (So sequences have the form〈v0, i1, r1, v1, i2, r2, v2 . . .〉.) Each such sub-

sequence i, r, v′, occurring immediately after some value v, is required to satisfy

f (i, v) = (r, v′).

This leads to a notion of traces:

Definition 3.5 (Trace of datatype) A traceof a datatypeD is any sequence that

can be obtained from an execution ofD by removing all the occurrences of val-

ues. Note that a trace is a sequence of alternating invocations and responses,

beginning with an invocation.

As an example of this specification style, consider thestackdatatype. The

stack contains elements of some non-empty setT. It is modelled as a sequence of

elements from that set. Let the stack datatype beStack= (V, v0, I , R, f ) where

• V is the set of sequences of elements fromT.

• v0 = 〈〉, the empty sequence.

• I = {push(t) | t ∈ T}∪{pop} andR = {push resp, empty}∪{pop resp(t) |

t ∈ T}. Expressions likepush(t) andpop resp(t) can be interpreted as in-

jections over the setT into the setsI or R, whose ranges are distinct from

the other elements ofI andR. push(t) represents an invocation with the pa-

rametert; pop resp(t) represents the response to a previouspopinvocation,

with the return valuet; push respsignals that a push operation has been

completed;emptysignals that an attempted pop operation found the stack

empty.
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• We will treat the left side of the sequence as the top of the stack so that

in response to a push, we want to concatenate the pushed valueonto the

left side of the sequence. For a pop, unless the stack is empty, we want to

remove and return the leftmost value in the sequence; if the stack is empty,

we should do nothing to its state, but returnemptyas a response. Hence, for

anyv ∈ V, t ∈ T, definef as follows:

f (v, push(t)) = (〈t〉 ⌢ v, push resp)

f (〈〉, pop) = (〈〉, empty)

f (〈t〉 ⌢ v, pop) = (v, pop resp(t))

Stacks have executions like

〈 〈〉, push(t1), push resp, 〈t1〉, pop, pop resp(t1), 〈〉, . . .〉

which has the following trace

〈push(t1), push resp, pop, pop resp(t1), . . .〉

This specification is similar in style to the one which is usedlater to specify

deques. However, there is a major difference: rather than using sequences to

represent the state of a deque, we will use functions over a finite range of integers.

This issue will be discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.4 Correctness and Atomic Automata

Lynch [28] defines a notion ofatomic object. In the current context, anobject is

understood to be an I/O automaton. An atomic automaton represents an imple-

mentation of a datatype that can be accessed concurrently bymultiple processes.

An automaton must fulfil three properties to be a concurrent implementation of a

given datatype: it must have a signature which allows it to model the operations
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of the given datatype; its traces must bewell-formed; and it must belinearizable

[22]. When an automatonA is a atomic for a datatypeD, we sayA implementsD.

The datatype an automaton implements determines the interface the automa-

ton must provide. The automaton’s input actions must be the invocations of the

datatype, indexed by processes. Likewise, its external actions are the datatype’s

responses, indexed by processes. The interpretation is that a process indexing an

invocation or response is the process invoking or returningfrom the operation,

respectively. An automatonA implementing a typeD with invocationsI and re-

sponsesR for use by processes from a setPROC, will have the following external

signature

Input(A) = {invp | inv ∈ I , p ∈ PROC}

Output(A) = {respp | resp∈ R, p ∈ PROC}

WhenA implements some datatype, we callInput(A) its invocations, andOutput(A)

its responses.

A trace iswell-formedif for each process, invocations and responses alternate,

beginning with an invocation. To put this formally, it is useful to have a notion of

process sub-trace. The following two definitions are adapted from [22]:

Definition 3.6 (Process sub-trace)Aprocess sub-traceof a traceµ for p ∈ PROC,

written µ | p, is the subsequence ofµ consisting of the elements ofµ that are in-

dexed by p.

Definition 3.7 (Well-formed trace) A traceµ is well-formed if, for every p∈

PROC the following is true:

1. µ | p begins with an invocation.

2. Each invocation inµ | p, except possibly the last, is immediately followed

by a response.

3. Each response inµ | p, except possibly the last, is immediately followed by

an invocation.
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The linearizability property constrains what these invocation-response pairs

can be. Linearizability is due originally to Herlihy and Wing [22, 23], and has

become a very common correctness condition for concurrent objects. The idea

is to make it look to each process (and the observer) as thougheach operation

in a trace is occurring one at a time in some particular order consistent with a

sequential specification of the datatype. The formal definition presented here is

adapted from [22] and [28]. It is standard among developers who use linearizabil-

ity as a correctness condition to present the definition found in [22] (for example

[17, 8, 2, 16, 14]). [28] has the advantage of providing a tight notion of sequential

specification, using sequential datatypes.

The definition of linearizability depends on the following preliminary defini-

tions:

Definition 3.8 (Complete and incomplete operation)Given a traceµ of some

automaton A, acomplete operationofµ is a pair(invp, respp) with invp ∈ Input(A)

and respp ∈ Output(A) where invp occurs before respp in µ with no intervening

p-indexed actions. Given a complete operationO = (invp, respp), the invocation

of O is invp and theresponseof O is respp. An incomplete operationof µ is an

invocation invp ∈ Input(A) appearing inµ with no p-indexed actions occurring

after invp in µ.

Definition 3.9 Given a traceµ of some automaton, complete(µ) is the sequence

µ with all incomplete operations ofµ removed.

Definition 3.10 (Irreflexive partial order of trace, <µ) Given a well-formed trace

µ of some automaton,<µ is the irreflexive partial order over the operations ofµ

defined by

O1 <µ O2 if and only if the response ofO1 occurs before the invoca-

tion ofO2 in µ.

Observe that an irreflexivetotal order<, on complete operations that has a least

element (ie., there is an operationO with the property that there is no operation
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O′ such thatO′ < O) or is defined over the empty set of operations, induces a

sequence of invocations and responses. If< has a least element, this sequence

is constructed by laying out the invocation and response of each operation, in the

order determined by<; if < is defined over the empty set, then the sequence is

〈〉. Also, note that given a well-formed traceµ with some complete operation,

any total order over the complete operations of that trace has a least element if

it contains the irreflexive partial order<µ (the set of operations with invocations

occurring before the first response is finite, since the first response occurs at a

finite index, and every element of this set is less than every operation not in this

set) and so induces a sequence of invocations and responses.

Definition 3.11 (Linearizability of traces) A traceµ of an automaton A islin-

earizablewith respect to a datatypeD if it can be extended to a traceµ′ by ap-

pending actions of A, such that there exists an irreflexive total order < over the

operations of complete(µ′) satisfying the following conditions:

1. A trace ofD is obtained by removing the process indices from the sequence

induced by<.

2. For every pair of operationsO1,O2 of µ′, O1 <µ′ O2 impliesO1 < O2.

There are two sets of decisions which must be made to show thata given trace

µ can be linearized: the choice of the extensionµ′ and the construction of the

order<. The traceµ′ should be extended by providing responses for incomplete

operations whose ‘effects’ have been ‘seen’ by other operations. The construction

of < can be achieved by choosing, for each operation, alinearization pointbe-

tween the invocation and response of that operation: the linearization point of an

operation is a point in the trace where we think of the operation as taking effect;<

is the order induced by the relative positions of these linearization points. These

issues will be made clear with an example.

With reference to the datatypeStackintroduced in the previous section, sup-

pose we are given a traceµ of some automaton meant to implement the stack
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datatype where

µ = 〈pushp1
(t1), pushp2

(t2), popp3
, push respp2

,

pop respp3
(t2), popp3

, pop respp3
(t1)〉

Figure 3.2 illustrates this trace.

p1

p2

p3

push(t1)

push(t2) push resp

pop pop resp(t2) pop pop resp(t1)

Figure 3.2: The operations of the example trace.

There are three complete operations:O1 = (pushp2
(t2), push respp2

), O2 =

(popp3
, pop respp3

(t2)) andO3 = (popp3
, pop respp3

(t1)). Also, there is one in-

complete operation:pushp1
(t1). The response ofO3 returns the valuet1 (it has

‘seen’ the effect ofpushp1
(t1)), so we should extendµ to include a response for

pushp1
(t1). So define

µ′ = 〈pushp1
(t1), pushp2

(t2), popp3
, push respp2

,

pop respp3
(t2), popp3

, pop respp3
(t1), push respp1

〉

and letO4 = (pushp1
(t1), push resp).

Every operation ofµ′ is complete so thatcomplete(µ′) = µ′; all we need to

do now is construct the order< to satisfy clause (1) of Definition 3.11. Since

the response ofO2 returns the valuet2 we need to placeO1’s linearization point

before that ofO2 (becauset2 needs to be in the stack forO2 to be able to return

the value). Also,O3 returnst1, the value pushed by the incomplete invocation

pushp1
(t1), so we should choose a linearization point forO4 before that ofO3.

Figure 3.3 illustrates one possibility for a set linearization points consistent with

these constraints.
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p1

p2

p3

push(t1)

push(t2) push resp

pop pop resp(t2) pop pop resp(t1)
O1

O2 O3

O4

Figure 3.3: The operations of the example trace.

This set of linearization points induces the following order on the operations

of µ′:

O1 < O2 < O4 < O3

This order induces the following trace of theStackdatatype:

〈push(t2), push resp, pop, pop resp(t2), push(t1), push resp, pop, pop resp(t1)〉

This is the trace of the following execution ofStack:

〈 〈〉, push(t2), push resp, 〈t2〉, pop, popresp(t2),

〈〉, push(t1), push resp, 〈t1〉,

pop, pop resp(t1), 〈〉 〉

There is another possible choice for the linearization point chosen for the incom-

plete push: we could have stipulated that it occurred beforethe linearization point

of O1 and still obtained a valid linearization. There is often a substantial degree

of freedom in linearizing traces.

Note that choosing linearization points between the invocations and responses

of each operation guaranteed that the resulting order contained<µ (so we satisfied

clause (2) of Definition 3.11).

Every trace of an atomic automaton is linearizable:

Definition 3.12 (Linearizability of an automaton) An automaton A islineariz-

ablewith respect to a datatypeD if every trace of A is linearizable with respect to

D.
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So, an atomic automaton for a datatype has the correct interface; has well-

formed traces; and is linearizable with respect to the datatype. We need a tractable

proof method to show that a given automaton is atomic. This method is developed

in the following sections. It consists of two steps: construct an automaton which is

known to be atomic for the given datatype; then show that the traces of some other

given automaton are included in the set of traces of the constructed automaton.

The second step usessimulation relationswhich provide a way of reasoning about

trace-inclusion based only on local properties of individual transitions. Simulation

relations are described in Section 3.7. The first step uses a ‘canonical automaton’

construction described in the next section.

3.5 Canonical Automata

This section describes a method which takes a datatypeD and constructs an I/O

automaton that is atomic forD. This automaton is called acanonical automaton

for D and has the property that it can generateall the linearizable traces ofD,

which means that the traces ofany automaton that is atomic forD will be con-

tained in the traces of the canonical automaton. This property tells us that using

the canonical automaton will not restrict the kinds of implementations that we can

verify.

The canonical automaton forD is fairly straightforward. Its global state is just

some element from the value set ofD. It has actions for all ofD’s invocations and

responses, and internal actions that atomically update thecurrent value according

to each invocation ofD. The state also contains a program counter variable for

each process, recording which processes are active and the invocation that each

process is trying to respond to.

The canonical automaton for the datatypeD = (V, v0, I , R, f ), constructed for

access by processes from the setPROC, has the following signature:

Input(C) = {invp | inv ∈ I , p ∈ PROC}

Output(C) = {respp | resp∈ R, p ∈ PROC}
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Internal(C) = {do invp | inv ∈ I , p ∈ PROC}

The labelsdo invp must all be distinct from each other and distinct from every-

thing in Input(C) ∪ Output(C).

states(C) = V ×
∏

p∈PROC
COUNTER

whereCOUNTER= {idle} ∪ I ∪ R.

The automaton’s state is accessed with the variablesval andpcp for eachp ∈

PROCwheres.val = π1(s) ands.pcp = πp(π2(s)) for all s ∈ states(C). The

variablepcp is used to record whether processp is executing an operation and if

so, which operation that is. A process with anidleprogram counter is not currently

executing any operation. Note that theCOUNTERset contains entire invocations

and responses, including arguments (if any).

The start state ofC is the state where theval variable of the automaton is the

initial value ofD and each process is idle:

start(C) = {s∈ states(C) | s.val = v0 ∧ ∀p ∈ PROC• s.pcp = idle}

The transition relation of the canonical automaton is very simple. In essence,

each idle process may execute an invocation of an operation;some time later it

executes the operation atomically on the value in the automaton’s state; some time

later it returns the response associated with that operation. The transition relation

is as follows:

invp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := inv

do invp :
pre pcp = inv
eff (val, pcp) := f (val, inv)

respp :
pre pcp = resp
eff pcp := idle

Note that hereinvp, do invp and respp all representfamiliesof actions: for

example,invp represents all the| PROC| × | I | process labelled invocations.
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The construction of canonical automata presented here differs from the con-

struction presented in [28, Section 13.2] in certain respects. The use ofpro-

cess-indexed invocations and responses differs from the indexing used in [28].

Lynch uses indices on invocations and responses, but there the interpretation is

that the indices representports. This difference is partly attributable to the fact

that [28] is concerned with distributed systems, where as here the concern is

multi-processor systems. However, there is a more substantive difference between

the two constructions of canonical automata, related to therelaxation here of the

input-enabledcondition on I/O automata. The input-enabled condition insists that

every input action is always enabled: that is, in every stateof the automaton, ev-

ery input action labels some transition whose preconditionis met. This means

that I/O automata canreceiveevery input from the external environment at all

times and allows the definition of a composition operator over automata which

has several desirable properties. However, we are not concerned with composi-

tion of automata, only the implementation of datatypes, so the canonical automata

defined here arenot input enabled: invocations are enabled when the invoking

process isidle. This approach provides an easy way to guaranteewell-formedness

of the traces of canonical automata (see Lemma 3.1).

3.6 Properties of Canonical Automata

This section presents results concerning atomicity of canonical automata, and

explores theoretically their usefulness in the verification of implementations of

datatypes. The results in this section are fairly straightforward and all have ana-

logues in [28]. Their importance lies in showing soundness and the breadth of

applicability of the proof method being developed.

For the rest of this section, fix a datatypeD = (V, v0, I , R, f ). Let C be the

canonical automaton forD, constructed as in the previous section.
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3.6.1 Atomicity of the Canonical Automaton

Recall that an atomic automaton has three properties: it hasthe correct external

signature; its traces are well formed; and its traces are linearizable. Note that the

external signature ofC is exactly that required by atomic automata: theInput and

Outputactions are process-indexed versions of the invocations and responses of

D.

Our canonical automaton produces only well-formed traces by virtue of the

preconditions on each transition:

Lemma 3.1 (Well-formedness of canonical automaton’s traces.) All the traces

of C are well-formed.

Consider some traceµ of C and processp:

• For eachs∈ start(C), s.pcp = idle. So the firstp-indexed action inµ must

be an invocation, since the precondition of every otherp-indexed action

requires thats.pcp 6= idle.

• Assume there is an occurrence of ap-indexed invocation inµ. Each states

appearing in the execution which producedµ after this occurrence will have

s.pcp 6= idle until an occurrence of ap-indexed response. Hence if there is

an action following thep-indexed invocation inµ it must be a response.

• A similar consideration shows that any action following a response inµ | p

is an invocation.

Now all we need to see thatC is atomic is that it is linearizable (cf. [28],

Theorem 13.3):

Lemma 3.2 (Linearizability of canonical automaton) C is linearizable.

[28] presents a proof of this theorem for a slightly different canonical automaton,

but the proof carries directly to the automata discussed here. The basic motivation

is that an order for the operations in any execution can be constructed accord-

ing to the order ofdo actions in that execution. Since the transitions labelled
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by do actions are just applications of the update function of the datatype being

implemented to a member of that datatype, this order inducesa valid sequential

execution.

3.6.2 Completeness of the Canonical Automaton

The construction of the canonical automaton represents an important step in show-

ing how to prove that some automaton is atomic for some datatype. Consider an

automatonA such thatA has the correct signature to be atomic forD (and so

has the same signature asD’s canonical automaton). If we know thatA ≤T C

(that is, every trace ofA is also a trace ofC) then we know thatA is atomic for

D: if traces(A) ⊆ traces(C) and all members oftraces(C) are well-formed and

linearizable then all members oftraces(A) are well-formed and linearizable.

This observation gives us a proof strategy for showing that agiven automaton

implements a particular datatype. How best to show trace inclusion from one

automaton to another? A popular and effective approach is tousesimulation

relations, which are discussed in the following section. There is, however, another

important question. Can we guarantee thatC haseverywell-formed, linearizable

trace? This is a very desirable property to have: if we have some automatonA

meant to implementD we know that if we are unable to showA ≤T C, then

either we are not clever enough or our implementation contains a bug. We do

not have to find some other way to specify well-formed and linearizable traces.

The following theorem formalises a sense in which the canonical automaton is

complete(cf. [28], Theorem 13.5):

Theorem 3.1 (Completeness of the canonical automaton)Let A be an I/O au-

tomaton which is atomic forD. Then A≤T C.

Again, [28] provides a proof. The idea is to observe that an execution ofC can be

constructed by associatingdo actions with linearization points. Briefly, for every

trace of an automaton implementingD there is a total order over the operations

of that trace, witnessing its linearizability. An execution of C can be constructed,
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containing invocation and response actions in the order given by the trace, with

internaldo actions in the order given by the linearization points.

3.7 Simulation Relations and Trace Inclusion

This section defines several notions ofsimulation relation. The existence of a

simulation relation between two automata guarantees traceinclusion between the

automata. There are several different kinds of simulation relation, differing from

one another in their range of applicability and complexity.[29] provides a good

survey of the classes of simulation relations available.

This section describes an important class of simulation relations:forward sim-

ulations. We present three definitions of forward simulation to allowa clear devel-

opment of the ideas involved and to help make the point that the notion of forward

simulation admits modification for specific purposes.

For the remainder of this section, letA andB be I/O automata.

3.7.1 General Forward Simulation and Representation

The following definition is adapted from [36].

Definition 3.13 (Forward Simulation, first version) A forward simulationR from

A to B is a relation over states(A) and states(B) satisfying:

1. For all sA ∈ start(A), there is some sB ∈ start(B) such that R(sA, sB).

2. For all sA, s′A ∈ states(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a ∈ external(A), then for all

sB such that R(sA, sB), there is some s′B ∈ states(B) such that R(s′A, s′B) and

sB
a

−→ s′B.

3. For all sA, s′A ∈ states(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a /∈ external(A), then for all sB
such that R(sA, sB), there is some s′B ∈ states(B) and execution fragmentβ

such that R(s′A, s′B), sB
β

=⇒ s′B andβ contains no external actions. Note that

β may be the empty execution fragment.
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The automatonA in the above definition is ‘more concrete’ and the automatonB is

‘more abstract’: because of this, when discussing a particular simulation relation,

we callA theconcrete automatonandB theabstract automaton.

The basic idea behind forward simulation is that the simulation relation speci-

fies the sense in which the states of the concrete automatonrepresentstates of the

abstract automaton: forsA ∈ states(A) and simulation relationR, R[sA] is the set

of abstract states whichsA represents. From this perspective, the three conditions

on Rcan be re-stated as follows:

1. EachsA ∈ start(A) represents some abstract start state.

2. If sA representssB, andsA
a

−→ s′A with a external, thens′A represents some

state ofB which can be reached fromsB by a transition labelled witha.

3. If sA representssB, andsA
a

−→ s′A with a internal, thens′A represents some

state ofB which can be reached fromsB without taking external transitions.

Put together, the three conditions allow us to construct forany execution of

A, an execution ofB with the same trace. We do this with an induction along the

length of executions ofA with the hypothesis that each state along executions of

A represents a state ofB; furthermore, this abstract state can be reached by an

abstract execution fragment with the same external actionsin the same order (ie.

the sametrace) as that which led to the representing concrete state. (1) above

gives us the base case and as the length of executions increases, the hypothesis is

preserved by applying one of (2) or (3). These observations are the basis of the

proof of the following soundness property:

Theorem 3.2 (Forward simulation implies trace inclusion) If R is a forward sim-

ulation from A to B, in the sense of Definition 3.13, then A≤T B.

See [27] for a proof.

So, a forward simulation between two automata guarantees trace inclusion

from one to the other.
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3.7.2 Reachability and Forward Simulations

Improvements can be made to the definition of forward simulation as presented so

far to facilitate a verification attempt. Critically, we must incorporate the concept

of reachability. Reachability can be defined inductively as follows:

Definition 3.14 (Reachable states)For any automaton A, the set ofreachable

states, reach(A) is the least set satisfying:

• For all s ∈ states(A), if s∈ start(A) then s∈ reach(A).

• For all s′ ∈ states(A), if there exists some state s∈ reach(A) and action a

such that s a
−→A s′ then s′ ∈ reach(A).

The advantage of incorporating reachability into our definition is that our

proofs can useinvariants. An invariant of an automatonA is a predicate over

states ofA that is satisfied by all states inreach(A). Constructing proofs using

invariants is a standard way of verifying properties of algorithms [28] and the

verification attempt described in Chapter 5 makes some use ofinvariants. A pred-

icate can be shown to be invariant using a proof rule based on an induction over

the structure of the setreachof an automaton. For any automatonA and predicate

I overstates(A), I is an invariant ofA if

• For alls∈ states(A), s∈ start(A) impliesI(s).

• For alls, s′ ∈ reachA), a ∈ acts(A), s a
−→A s′ andI(s) impliesI(s′).

Incorporating reachability into forward simulation is straightforward. We only

need to make claims about states of the concrete automaton which are reachable.

The following definition is adapted from [29] and [36]:

Definition 3.15 (Forward Simulation, second version)A forward simulationR

from A to B is a relation over states(A) and states(B) satisfying:

1. For all sA ∈ start(A), there is some sB ∈ start(B) such that R(sA, sB).
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2. For all sA, s′A ∈ reach(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a ∈ external(A), then for all

sB ∈ reach(B) such that R(sA, sB), there is some s′B ∈ states(B) such that

R(s′A, s′B) and sB
a

−→ s′B.

3. For all sA, s′A ∈ reach(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a /∈ external(A), then for all

sB ∈ reach(B) such that R(sA, sB), there is some s′B ∈ states(B) and execu-

tion fragmentβ such that R(s′A, s′B), sB
β

=⇒ s′B andβ contains no external

actions.

This notion of forward simulation has the same soundness property as the first:

Theorem 3.3 If R is a forward simulation from A to B, in the sense of Definition

3.15,then A≤T B.

Every state along an execution is reachable, so we only need to consider these

states as we construct an execution ofB with the same trace as a given execution

of A.

3.7.3 Simple Forward Simulation

The final development provides a definition of forward simulation that is simpler

to use but has a smaller range of applicability. The clauses labelled (3) in Defini-

tions 3.13 and 3.15 allow us to associate with an internal transition of the concrete

automaton an entire execution fragment of the abstract automaton not containing

external transitions. However, for the verification of the Snark algorithm, we do

not need this much flexibility. Moreover, expressing such a property in a formal

logic (such as that used in PVS) would introduce unnecessarycomplexity. For

these reasons we will replace condition (3) with a simpler condition: if the con-

crete automaton takes an internal transition, then the abstract automaton must take

one internal transition or take no transition. The modified definition of forward

simulation is essentially that of [29] and runs as follows:

Definition 3.16 (Forward Simulation, third version) A forward simulation R from

A to B is a relation over states(A) and states(B) satisfying:
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1. For all sA ∈ start(A), there is some sB ∈ start(B) such that R(sA, sB).

2. For all sA, s′A ∈ reach(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a ∈ external(A), then for all

reachable sB ∈ reach(B) such that R(sA, sB), there is some s′B ∈ states(B)

such that R(s′A, s′B) and sB
a

−→ s′B.

3. For all sA, s′A ∈ reach(A), if sA
a

−→ s′A and a /∈ external(A), then for all

sB ∈ reach(B) such that R(sA, sB), either

(a) there is some s′B ∈ states(B) and action b /∈ external(B), such that

sB
b

−→ s′B and R(s′A, s′B), or

(b) R(s′A, sB)

The third version of forward simulation shares the same soundness property as the

first two. This is clear because item (3) in Definition 3.15 is implied by Definition

3.16. The relevant theorem is stated for completeness:

Theorem 3.4 If R is a forward simulation from A to B, in the sense of 3.16, then

A ≤T B.

The notion of forward simulation given in Definition 3.16 is the one used in

the verification attempt described in Chapter 5. However, forward simulations are

not complete for trace inclusion. As will be discussed in Chapter 8, one of the

fixes for the Snark algorithm, presented in Chapter 7, provides an example where

we believe that the implementation is correct but there is noforward simulation

between the implementation and the canonical automaton.
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Chapter 4

Correctness and Representation for

the Snark Algorithm

Chapter 3 described the underlying specification and modelling strategy used in

this thesis, based on I/O automata. This chapter describes the I/O automata used

in the attempted verification of Snark. Section 4.1 defines the deque datatype and

the canonical automaton for deques; it also defines a slight modification of this

canonical automaton which exploits the symmetry in the Snark algorithm.

Section 4.2 presents the automaton which is used to model theSnark algo-

rithm. This automaton makes heavy use of a structure which represents a dynamic

heap, described in Section 4.2.2. A notation for describingthe states of this heap

model is defined in Section 4.2.3.

4.1 Correctness Requirements for the Snark

Algorithm

We need to do two things to specify the behaviour of a concurrent implementation

of a deque: define the deque data-type and construct the canonical automaton.

55
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4.1.1 The Deque Data-type

Section 2.2.1 presented an informal definition of the deque datatype: a formal

definition is presented here based on the notion ofsequential datatypespresented

in Chapter 3.

The set of values of the deque datatype is represented as a triple made up

of a function from� into a setT that represents the type of the elements of the

deque, and two integersbot andtop which represent the lower and upper bounds

of the deque. This is in contrast to the situation with theStackdatatype, which

used a sequence. However, in the PVS language, sequences arestraightforwardly

represented using a pair made up of a function from into some other type and an

upper bound1: in our case it is advantageous to use� as the domain of the function

because operations on the left and the right can then be symmetric.

Let t0 be some element ofT. The deque datatype isDeque= (V, v0, I , R, f )

where:

• V = {v ∈ (� → T) × � × � | π2(v) < π3(v)}. Given v ∈ V, let

v.seq = π1(v), v.bot = π2(v) andv.top = π3(v). The integerbot is the

greatest unused position less thantop (the bottom of the deque);top is the

least unused index greater thanbot (the top of the deque).2

• v0 = (emp, 0, 1), where for alli ∈ �, emp(i) = t0.

• The invocations are

I = {push left(t) | t ∈ T} ∪ {push right(t) | t ∈ T}∪

{pop left, pop right}

The responses are

R = {push resp, resp empty} ∪ {pop resp(t) | t ∈ T}

1PVS does support the ability to express algebraic specifications, which could be used to rep-

resent sequences. However, this would complicate the statement of the simulation relation given

in Chapter 5.
2bot andtopareunusedindexes to preventtopneeding to be less thanbot in an empty deque.
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Similarly to the stack datatype described in Section 3.3,push left(t) and

push right(t) represent parameterised invocations of the push operations;

pop resp(t) represents a response to a pop invocation with return valuet;

push respsignals the termination of a push operation;resp emptyindicates

that a pop operation found the deque empty.

• A push on the left should cause the bottom of the sequence to befilled with

the pushed value, andbot to be decremented. A pop on the left should

behave symmetrically. That isbot should be incremented, and the value

to its right returned. Right-side operations should be symmetric with their

left-side counterparts. So define the update functionf as follows:

f (v, push left(t)) = ((v.seq[bot := t], v.bot− 1, v.top), push resp)

f (v, push right(t)) = ((v.seq[top := t], v.bot, v.top+ 1), push resp)

f (v, pop left) =



















(v, resp empty) if v.bot = v.top− 1

((v.seq, v.bot+ 1, v.top),

pop resp(v.seq(v.bot+ 1))) otherwise

f (v, pop right) =



















(v, resp empty) if v.bot = v.top− 1

((v.seq, v.bot, v.top− 1),

pop resp(v.seq(v.top− 1))) otherwise

4.1.2 The Canonical Automaton for the Deque

Following the discussion in Section 3.5, the canonical automaton for the deque

can be constructed mechanically. Given a set of processesPROC, a typeT, and

the constantsV, I , Randf defined above, the canonical automatonC is defined as

follows:

Input(C) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push leftp(t), push rightp(t), pop leftp, pop rightp}
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Output(C) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push respp, pop resp(t)p, resp emptyp}

Internal(C) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{do push leftp(t),

do push rightp(t), do pop leftp, do pop rightp}

The states ofC are

states(C) = V ×
∏

p∈PROC
COUNTER

whereCOUNTER= {idle} ∪ I ∪ R.

The automaton has state variablespcp for eachp ∈ PROCanddeqwhere for

any states, s.deq= π1(s) ands.pcp = πp(π2(s)).

The start states ofC are

start(C) = {s∈ states(C) | s.deq= v0 ∧ ∀p ∈ PROC• s.pcp = idle}

The transition relation, described in the notation of Section 3.2 is presented in

Figure 4.1 on page 59.

4.1.3 A Symmetric Deque Automaton

The canonical automaton described so far would suffice for a verification of the

Snark algorithm. However, we can reduce redundancy in the proof by exploiting

the symmetry in the Snark algorithm. The following automaton, DeqAut, uses

pc variables to record whether a process is active and if so, howfar through its

operation the process is, but uses asidevariable for each process to record the

side of the deque that each active process is operating on. This will halve the

number of internal actions in the automaton. This is a very modest simplification

for the abstract automaton but it will make our Snark automaton substantially

simpler than it would otherwise have been.

Let SIDE = {Left, Right}. The signature of the modified automaton is as

follows (note that theInternal actions are the only part of the signature that has
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push leftp(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := push left(t)

push rightp(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := push right(t)

pop leftp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pop left

pop rightp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pop right

do push leftp(t) :
pre pcp = push left(t)
eff (deq, pcp) :=

f (deq, push left(t))

do push rightp(t) :
pre pcp = push right(t)
eff (deq, pcp) :=

f (deq, push right(t))

do pop leftp :
pre pcp = pop left
eff (deq, pcp) :=

f (deq, pop left)

do pop rightp :
pre pcp = pop right
eff (deq, pcp) :=

f (deq, pop right)

push respp :
pre pcp = push resp
eff pcp := idle

pop respp(t) :
pre pcp = pop resp(t)
eff pcp := idle

resp emptyp :
pre pcp = resp empty
eff pcp := idle

Figure 4.1: Canonical Deque Automaton - unmodified.

changed):

Input(DeqAut) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push leftp(t), push rightp(t), pop leftp,

pop rightp}

OutputOut(DeqAut) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push respp, pop respp(t), emptyp}

Internal(DeqAut) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{do pushp(t), do popp}

The Snark algorithm, as described in Section 2.2, allows a pushing process

to return"full" indicating that it was unable to allocate a new node. This
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suggests thatDeqAutshould have an external actionresp fullp: the question is,

how shouldDeqAutbe modified to specify when this response is allowed to oc-

cur? We could modify the deque datatype so that its update function became

a relation, which could non-deterministically choose to returnresp full in re-

sponse to a push invocation. However, this would create a problem of under-

specification: any automaton with the appropriate signature, whose traces were

well-formed sequences of push and pop invocations and the responsesresp fullp
and resp emptyp, would implement such a datatype. Another possibility is that

DeqAutcould non-deterministically decide to returnresp fullp in any state where

pcp = do push(t) is true for somep andt. Apart from the fact thatDeqAutwould

no longer be a canonical automaton for the deque datatype, this would create the

same problem of underspecification as the first option: the traces of an automa-

ton that never successfully pushes values would be includedin the traces of the

modifiedDeqAut.

The solution presented in this chapter is to avoid the issue:we use the sig-

nature defined above and define the Snark automaton so that it is always able to

allocate new nodes and thus never has to return"full". In the Snark algorithm,

a pushing process does not operate on any global data if it finds the heap full, so

not modelling this behaviour in a verification attempt does not reduce the level

of assurance that the verification would provide. The mechanism by which the

Snark automaton guarantees that there is always room in the heap are described

in Section 4.2.2.

The states ofDeqAutare like those ofC above, but with some extra local state

for each process to record which side of the deque an operation should act on:

states(DeqAut) = V × (
∏

p∈PROC
COUNTER′) × (

∏

p∈PROC
SIDE)

whereCOUNTER′ is like COUNTERbut with the information about whether

pushes or pops are occurring on the left or right removed. That is:

COUNTER′ = {idle} ∪ {pop, push resp} ∪
⋃

t∈T
{push(t), pop resp(t)}

The variablesdeqandpcp represent the same elements of the state as forC.

Note thatCOUNTER′ still contains the set of responses for deques,R: this means
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that thepcp variables can be assigned values from the second component of appli-

cations of the update functionf , while respecting the type ofpcp. We also need

the variablessidep for eachp ∈ PROC, wheres.sidep = πp(π3(s)) represents the

side that each active process is operating on.

The start states ofDeqAutare defined as forC:

start(DeqAut) = {s∈ states(C) | s.deq= v0 ∧ ∀p ∈ PROC• s.pcp = idle}

The transition relation forDeqAutis presented in Figure 4.2 on page 62. The

relation makes use of the functionspush : V × T × SIDE → V × R andpop :

V × SIDE→ V × R, defined for allv ∈ V, t ∈ T ands∈ SIDEas follows:

push(v, t, s) =







f (v, push left(t)) if s = Left

f (v, push right(t)) otherwise

pop(v, s) =







f (v, pop left) if s = Left

f (v, pop right) otherwise

It should be clear thatDeqAuthas the same set of traces asC, the canonical

automaton for deques. The transition relation ofDeqAutis essentially a notational

variation on the actions ofC: rather than carrying the side of the operation on the

transition label, the side is carried in the local state of the process.

4.2 The Snark Automaton

This section describes the I/O automatonSnarkAut, that represents the Snark algo-

rithm. Section 4.2.1 defines the Snark automaton’s signature; Section 4.2.2 defines

the model of the heap used in the Snark automaton; Section 4.2.3 describes some

simple notation for talking about heap states; Section 4.2.4 defines the states of

the Snark automaton and its state variables; Section 4.2.5 describes the transition

relation.

The Snark automaton described here usessidevariables in a similar manner to

those used inDeqAut(see Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5). These variables do not appear
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push left(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := push(t);

sidep := Left

push rightp(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := push(t);

sidep := Right

pop leftp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pop;

sidep := Left

pop rightp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pop;

sidep := Right

do pushp(t) :
pre pcp = push(t)
eff (deq, pcp) := push(deq, t, sidep)

do popp :
pre pcp = pop
eff (deq, pcp) := pop(deq, sidep)

push respp :
pre pcp = push resp
eff pcp := idle

pop respp(t) :
pre pcp = pop resp(t)
eff pcp := idle

resp emptyp :
pre pcp = resp empty
eff pcp := idle

Figure 4.2: Transitions forDeqAut

in the code of the Snark algorithm and would not appear in an automaton devel-

oped using a more direct translation from the code. However,as withDeqAut, the

difference is essentially notational.

4.2.1 The Signature of the Snark Automaton

SnarkAuthas the same external signature asDeqAut:

Input(SnarkAut) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push leftp(t), push rightp(t), pop leftp

pop rightp}

Output(SnarkAut) =
⋃

t∈T, p∈PROC
{push respp, pop respp(t), resp emptyp}

Note that we are using the same set of processes as that used for DeqAut.

SnarkAuthas a large number of internal actions:
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Internal(SnarkAut) =
⋃

p∈PROC
{ pop 3p, pop 4p, pop 5 yesp, pop 5 nop,

pop 6 yesp, pop 6 nop, pop 8 yesp, pop 8 nop,

pop 9 yesp, pop 9 nop, pop 12p, pop 13 yesp,

pop 13 nop, pop 14p, pop 15p, push 2p,

push 4p, push 5p, push 7p, push 8p

push 9 yesp, push 9 nop, push 10p,

push 11p, push 12 yesp, push 12 nop,

push 15p, push 16 yesp, push 16 nop }

Eachp-indexed action is associated with a line of code: for example, a transi-

tion labelledpop 4p representsp executing line 4 of one of the pop routines (the

line numbers referred to are those presented in Figures 2.7,2.8, 2.9 and 2.10).

Note that certain lines of code are not matched with corresponding internal ac-

tions:

• No actions exist for lines 13 and 17 of the push routines. These return

instructions are represented by external actions of the automaton.

• Line 6 of the push routines and line 2 of the pop routines (the heads of

thewhile loops) are not directly represented. This is because the control-

flow specified by the while loops will be represented directlyin the Snark

automaton’s transitions. This will be described in more detail below.

• Line 3 of the push routines (where a process tests if the heap is full) has no

associated action. This is because the heap ofSnarkAutnever becomes full.

• Line 16 of the pop routines (where a process sets the value field of a node to

null) is not modelled. This line is ‘optional’ in the definition ofthe Snark

algorithm (see Section 2.2).

The conditional instructions are each represented by two sets of labels: one

for the successful case (for examplepop 6 yesp); one for the unsuccessful case

(pop 6 nop). The conditions themselves become part of the precondition of each

action.
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Note that the internal actions make no reference to whether aline ofpopLeft

or popRight is being modelled. This is becauseSnarkAutrecords this informa-

tion in sidevariables in the same way asDeqAutdoes.

4.2.2 Modelling the Heap

The goal of the heap model discussed here is to represent the dynamically allo-

catable memory on which Snark operates. To do this, we use some infinite set

POINTERwhich represents the set of pointer values. The idea is that these point-

ers point to records. Each record possesses a number of fields, each containing

some value, which may be a pointer or a value in some typeT, the type that the

deque contains. We use the setFIELD = {L, R, V, Z}, to represent these fields:

the fieldsV, L andR correspond to the fields of the same name in the Snark algo-

rithm; the fieldZ is used to obtain the effect of theaddress-ofoperator (written&)

and will be explained later in this section.FIELD should be explicitly partitioned

into two sets, depending on whether each field accesses a pointer or a member of

T: let FIELDT = {V} be the value field andFIELDP = {L, R, Z} be the pointer

fields.

A heap stateis represented by a triple from the product

HEAPTYPE= (POINTER× FIELDT → T)×

(POINTER× FIELDP → POINTER)

×�(POINTER)

For anyh ∈ HEAPTYPE, define the access namesevalT, evalP andfree, described

below:

• h.evalT = π1(h) ∈ POINTER× FIELDT → T. An application of this

function,evalT(pt, f ), returns the value contained in the fieldf of the record

pointed to bypt.

• h.evalP = π2(h) ∈ POINTER× FIELDP → POINTER. An application of

this function,evalP(pt, f ), returns the pointer value contained in the fieldf

of the record pointed to bypt.
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• h.free= π3(h) ⊆ POINTER. freerepresents the set of unallocated pointers.

As noted in Section 4.2, the heap should never run out of space, so we insist

thatfree(like POINTER) be infinite.

We are only interested in heap states which have infinitefreesets, so we define

the set of all possible heap states to be:

HEAP= {h ∈ HEAPTYPE| h.freeis infinite}

We need to be able to represent four operations on the heap: read, write, DCAS

and allocation using thenew operator. The read operation is modelled using ap-

plications of theeval functions. No attempt is made to model the recycling of

memory by garbage collection: all the garbage collector does is make allocation

succesful more often, it does not affect the correctness of the program. Also, the

address-of operation is not modelled directly: it is easy torepresent this using an

extra level of indirection. The Snark automaton will make use of two pointer con-

stants&LeftHat : POINTERand&RightHat : POINTER(strictly, each of these

is an identifier, rather the operator& applied to an identifier) which will represent

the locationswhere the current values ofLeftHat andRightHat are stored.

The value ofLeftHat is accessed with the expressionevalP(h)(&LeftHat, Z).

The write operation sets the value at a field of a given record (referenced by

some pointer). This operation is represented by twoupdatefunctions: the first,

updateT : HEAP×POINTER×FIELDT×T → HEAPwrites a value fromT into a

field; the second,updateP : HEAP×POINTER×FIELDP×POINTER→ HEAP,

writes a pointer value. The first argument to each function isthe heap state before

the write; the returned element ofHEAP represents the state after the write. For

anyh ∈ HEAP, pt, pt′ ∈ POINTER, f ∈ FIELD, t ∈ T these functions are defined

thus:

updateT(h, pt, f , t) = (h.evalT[(pt, f ) := t], h.evalP, h.free)

updateP(h, pt, f , pt′) = (h.evalT, h.evalP[(pt, f ) := pt′], h.free)
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Recall from Section 2.2 that there is an optional line of codein the pop rou-

tines: theV field of a node popped from a deque is set tonull if the deque

contains reference values, to allow garbage collection to work more effectively.

In our heap model, the deque would contain reference values just whenT is in-

stantiated with the setPOINTER, in which case it would be meaningful to include

this optional line: we do not do so in this verification.

The DCAS operation as used in the Snark algorithm takes two addresses and

four values as arguments (see Figure 2.2). However, the DCASdefined here uses

a pointer and a field to represent an address. Thus, DCAS has the following type:

DCAS: HEAP× POINTER× FIELDP × POINTER× FIELDP

×POINTER× POINTER× POINTER× POINTER

→ HEAP× bool

The second and third arguments, together with the fourth andfifth arguments,

specify the locations to be operated on. The remaining arguments are the expected

values and the new values to write to the locations if the DCASis successful.

Similarly to theupdatefunctions, theHEAPargument and theHEAPpart of the

return value represent the states of the heap before and after the DCAS. Thebool

member of the return value signals whether the DCAS was successful. DCAS is

defined using theupdatefunctions:

DCAS(h, pt1, f1, pt2, f2, old1, old2, new1, new2) =


















(update(update(h, pt1, f1, new1), if eval(h)(pt1, f1) = old1

pt2, f2, new2), true) ∧eval(h)(pt2, f2) = old2

(h, false) otherwise

Note that the Snark algorithm only uses DCAS on pointer fields, so theDCAS

function defined above is sufficient for our purposes.

We also need to model anew operator. This operator is represented by a

functionnew: HEAP→ HEAP× POINTER. Its argument is the heap before the

allocation. The first component of its return value is the heap after the allocation,

which is like the first heap, but with a pointer removed from the free set. This
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removed pointer is the second component of the returned value, so the pointer

returned bynew was free before the allocation. Thenew operator can be any

function that fulfils the following condition:

∀h ∈ HEAP•

free(h) 6= �⇒ ∃pt ∈ free(h) • new(h) =

((h.evalT, h.evalP, h.free\ pt), pt)

Sinceh.free is never empty for anyh ∈ HEAP, this condition guarantees thatnew

will always return a pointer out of thefreeset.3

The Snark algorithm uses two global constants:null andDummy. null is

used for two purposes, neither of which is needed in this model of Snark: to signal

that the heap is full; and to eliminate references to objectsthat have been removed

from the deque.Dummy will be represented by the constant valueDummy∈

POINTER. As mentioned above, we use the constants&LeftHatand&RightHat

to represent&LeftHat and&RightHat. Because we want to update these

locations seperately, we stipulate that

&LeftHat 6= &RightHat

4.2.3 Notation for the Heap Model

This subsection introduces some notation for describing heap states that is closely

related to the notation used in C-style pseudo-code. The goal is to replace ex-

pressions likeh.evalP(h.evalP(pt, f1), f2) with something like the more familiar

pt → f1 → f2. The notation is governed by the following grammar:

EXPR := VAL TAIL

TAIL := ǫ|
h
→ f TAIL

Here,ǫ is the empty string; VAL is some pointer value (a the value of avariable

of the Snark automaton in some state, or a constant like&LeftHator Dummy); h

3Note that the setHEAP is closed under all the operations described above: in particular, if

h ∈ HEAPthenπ1(new(h)) ∈ HEAP.
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is a value fromHEAP; andf is an element ofFIELD. The interpretation of these

expressions is straightforward:

• An expression of the form VAL evaluates to that pointer value.

• An expression of the form EXPRh→F TAIL evaluates toh.evalT(pt, F) (if

f ∈ FIELDT) or h.evalP(pt, F) (if f ∈ FIELDP), wherept is the evaluation

of EXPR.

When the heap in question is obvious from the context, it willbe ommitted:

in that case, the expressionsh.evalP(pt, f ), pt h
→ f and pt → f would all be

equivalent.

4.2.4 The States of the Snark Automaton

Now that the heap model has been described, we are in a position to define the

states of the Snark automaton. LikeDeqAut, SnarkAuthas apc andsidevariable

associated with each process; it also has variables associated with each process,

that correspond to the local variables used in the Snark algorithm described in

Chapter 2. The global state ofSnarkAutis just a variable representing the heap.

The states ofSnarkAutare as follows:

states(SnarkAut) = HEAP×
(

∏

p∈PROC
PCOUNT

)

×

(

∏

p∈PROC
SIDE

)

×
(

∏

p∈PROC
T2

)

×

(

∏

p∈PROC
POINTER5

)

SnarkAuthas the following state variables:h ∈ HEAP is the heap;sidep ∈ SIDE

andpcp ∈ PCOUNTfor eachp ∈ PROCrepresent the side of the operation each

active process is performing and the program counter of eachprocess.SnarkAut

also has several other variables associated with each process: these variables and

their relationship with the Snark algorithm as presented inChapter 2 are presented

in Figure 4.3. As usual thep indexes range overPROC. The specific association
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Variable name p executing op. on left p executing op. on right

hatp ∈ POINTER lh of both operations rh of both ops

otherHatp ∈ POINTER rh of both operations lh of both ops

hatInp ∈ POINTER lhR of pop operations rhL of pop ops

hatOutp ∈ POINTER lhL of push operations rhR of push ops

valp ∈ VAL v of push operations

ndp ∈ POINTER nd of push operations

resultp ∈ VAL result of pop operations

Figure 4.3: Local variables of the Snark automaton

between variables and components of elements ofstates(SnarkAut) is not impor-

tant, since we never construct new states ofSnarkAutusing tuple construction.

The setPCOUNTis defined as follows:

PCOUNT=

{idle, push resp, resp empty,

pc pop 3, pc pop 4, pc pop 5, pc pop 6, pc pop 8,

pc pop 9, pc pop 12, pc pop 13, pc pop 14, pc pop 15,

pc push 2, pc push 3, pc push 4, pc push 5, pc push 7,

pc push 8, pc push 9, pc push 10, pc push 11, pc push 12,

pc push 15, pc push 16}∪
⋃

t∈T
pop resp(t)

The program counter valuesidle, push respandpop resp(t) perform the same

function as inDeqAut: if pcp = idle, p is not executing an operation; ifpcp =

push resp, p is about to return from a push operation; ifpcp = pop resp(t), p is

about to return from a pop operation with the valuet; if pcp = resp empty, p is

about to return from a pop operation, signalling empty.

There is a close relationship between the rest of the membersof PCOUNTand

the internal actions: for example, an action of the formpop np for some natural

numbern will have as part of its precondition thatpcp = pc pop n; an action of

the formpush n yesp will have as part of its precondition thatpcp = pc push n.
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After initialisation of the Snark algorithm, bothLeftHat andRightHat

point toDummy (as per Figure 2.6): the start states ofSnarkAutare those mod-

elling this fact, constrained so that every process isidle:

start(SnarkAut) = {s∈ states(SnarkAut) |

&LeftHat s.h
→ Z = Dummy∧

&RightHat s.h
→ Z = Dummy∧

Dummy/∈ s.free∧

∀p ∈ PROC• s.pcp = idle}

4.2.5 The Transition Relation of the Snark Automaton

The transition relation ofSnarkAutis defined in Figure 4.4 on page 73 and Figure

4.5 on page 74. The approach is to translate each line of code to a transition

(or more precisely, aset of transitions) of the automaton. This strategy allows

us to carry the atomicity assumptions made in the Snark algorithm over to the

automaton representing that algorithm.

The transition relation ofSnarkAutmakes use of several auxiliary functions.

These functions are needed to allow the transition relationto exploit the sym-

metry in the Snark algorithm. Take for example, line 7 of the push routines:

for pushRight it is rh = RightHat; for pushLeft, lh = LeftHat. In

other words, the process loads the value of the hat corresponding to the side it is

pushing on. To represent this in the automaton where the action labels suppress

the side of the operation, we use the following function as a shorthand:

onHat(cc, p) =







&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z if cc.sidep = Left

&RightHatcc.h
→ Z if cc.sidep = Right

Similarly, to obtain the hat corresponding to theoppositeside, we use:

offHat(cc, p) =







&RightHatcc.h
→ Z if cc.sidep = Left

&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z if cc.sidep = Right
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We also need functions that obtain the fieldsL or R, depending on the side of the

operation:

onField(cc, p) =







L if cc.sidep = Left

R if cc.sidep = Right

offField(cc, p) =







R if cc.sidep = Left

L if cc.sidep = Right

The transition relation also uses some functions that package the effect of each

DCAS. These functions return the updated heap and a boolean indicating whether

or not the DCAS was successful. They are as follows:

push 12 dcas(cc, p) =

DCAS(cc.h, onHat(cc, p), Z, offHat(cc, p), Z,

cc.hatp, cc.otherHatp, cc.ndp, cc.ndp)

push 16 dcas(cc, p) =

DCAS(cc.h, onHat(cc, p), Z, cc.hatp, onField(cc, p),

cc.hatp, cc.hatOutp, cc.ndp, cc.ndp)

pop 6 dcas(cc, p) =

DCAS(cc.h, onHat(cc, p), Z, cc.hatp, onField(cc, p),

cc.hatp, cc.hatp, cc.hatp, cc.hatp)

pop 9 dcas(cc, p) =

DCAS(cc.h, onHat(cc, p), Z, offHat(cc, p), Z,

cc.hatp, cc.otherHatp, Dummy, Dummy)

pop 13 dcas(cc, p) =

DCAS(cc.h, onHat(cc, p), Z, cc.hatp, offField(cc, p),

cc.hatp, cc.hatInp, cc.hatInp, cc.hatp)
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Note that all the functions described in this section take asan argument a

state ofSnarkAut. To invoke these functions from within the transition relation

definition, we need to extend the transition relation notation presented in Section

3.2 by allowing it to directly mention the pre-state of the transition. To do this we

use the symbols.

Using the symmetric transition relation with thesidep variables increases the

complexity of stating the transition definition but halves the number of actions

needed to defineSnarkAut. This is very useful when verifying invariants or simu-

lation relations. Recall that an invariant proof is made up of a series of sub-proofs,

each one showing that the invariant property is preserved across the transitions

labelled by each action. Halving the number of labels halvesthe number of sub-

proofs. Simulation proofs have a closely related property,whereby the simulation

relation is shown to be preserved across each action.

Given the heap model described in Section 4.2.2, the translation of the code

of the Snark algorithm into the transitions of the Snark automaton is reasonably

straightforward: loads from memory into local variables are translated into assign-

ments to the process-indexed variables using applicationsof the eval functions

(hidden behind the pointer-to-member notation); writes tomemory are translated

into applications of theupdatefunctions and assignments to the heap variable

h. As mentioned in Section 4.2.1, the conditional statementsare translated into

pairs of (sets of) actions. For example, line 9 of the push routines (if (lhl ==

lh) {... in pushLeft) is translated intopush 9 yesp andpush 9 nop for

eachp. A precondition ofpush 9 yesp is thathatOutp = hatp and ofpush 9 nop

thathatOutp 6= hatp. The effect of each of these transitions is to set the program

counter of the process taking the transition to the program counter value corre-

sponding to the appropriate branch of the conditional.

Thewhile instructions are not directly translated. In the Snark algorithm,

control loops back through the head of a while if one of the DCAS operations fail,

so the effect of actions that model this failure is to set the program counter of the

process taking the transition to the value corresponding tothe top of the loop. For

example, the effect ofpush 16 nop is to setpcp to pc push 7.
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push leftp(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pc push 2;

sidep := Left;
valp := t

push rightp(t) :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pc push 2;

sidep := Right;
valp := t

push 2p :
pre pcp = pc push 2
eff (h, ndp) := new(h);

pcp := pc push 4

push 4p :
pre pcp = pc push 4
eff h := updateP

(h, ndp, onField(s, p), Dummy);
pcp := pc push 5

push 5p :
pre pcp = pc push 5
eff h :=

updateT(h, ndp, V, valp);
pcp := pc push 7

push 7p :
pre pcp = pc push 7
eff hatp := onHat(s, p) → Z;

pcp := pc push 8

push 8p :
pre pcp = pc push 8
eff hatOutp :=

hatp → onField(s, p);
pcp := pc push 9

push 9 yesp :
pre pcp = pc push 9∧

hatOutp = hatp
eff pcp := pc push 10

push 9 nop :
pre pcp = pc push 9∧

hatOut 6= hatp
eff pcp := pc push 15

push 10p :
pre pcp = pc push 10
eff h :=

updateP(h, ndp, offField(s, p), Dummy);
pcp := pc push 11

push 11p :
pre pcp = pc push 11
eff otherHatp := offHat(s, p);

pcp := pc push 12

push 12 yesp :
pre pcp = pc push 12∧

π2(push 12 dcas(s, p))
eff h := π1(push 12 dcas(s, p));

pcp := push resp

push 12 nop :
pre pcp = pc push 12∧

¬π2(push 12 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp := pc push 7

push 15p :
pre pcp = pc push 15
eff h := updateP(h, ndp, offField(s, p), hatp);

pcp := pc push 16

push 16 yesp :
pre pcp = pc push 16∧

π2(push 16 dcas(s, p))
eff h := π1(push 16 dcas(s, p));

pcp := push resp

push 16 nop :
pre pcp = pc push 16∧

¬π2(push 16 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp := pc push 7

push respp :
pre pcp = push resp
eff pcp := idle

Figure 4.4: Push transitions of the Snark automaton.
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pop leftp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pc pop 3;

sidep := Left

pop rightp :
pre pcp = idle
eff pcp := pc pop 3;

sidep := Right

pop 3p :
pre pcp = pc pop 3
eff hatp := onHat(s, p);

pcp := pc pop 4

pop 4p :
pre pcp = pc pop 4
eff otherHatp := offHat(s, p);

pcp := pc pop 5

pop 5 yesp :
pre pcp = pc pop 5∧

hatp → onField(s, p) = hatp
eff pcp := pc pop 6

pop 5 nop :
pre pcp = pc pop 5∧

hatp → onField(s, p) 6= hatp
eff pcp := pc pop 8

pop 6 yesp :
pre pcp = pc pop 6∧

π2(pop 6 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp : resp empty

pop 6 nop :
pre pcp = pc pop 6∧

¬π2(pop 6 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp := pc pop 3

pop 8 yesp :
pre pcp = pc pop 8∧

hatp = otherHatp
eff pcp := pc pop 9

pop 8 nop :
pre pcp = pc pop 8∧

hatp 6= otherHatp
eff pcp := pc pop 12

pop 9 yesp :
pre pcp = pc pop 9∧

π2(pop 9 dcas(s, p))
eff h := π1(pop 9 dcas(s, p));

pcp := pop resp(hatp → V)

pop 9 nop :
pre pcp = pc pop 9∧

¬π2(pop 9 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp := pc pop 3

pop 12p :
pre pcp = pc pop 12
eff hatInp :=

hatp → offField(s, p);
pcp := pc pop 13

pop 13 yesp :
pre pcp = pc pop 13∧

π2(pop 13 dcas(s, p))
eff h := π1(pop 13 dcas(s, p));

pcp := pc pop 14

pop 13 nop :
pre pcp = pc pop 13∧

¬π2(pop 13 dcas(s, p))
eff pcp := pc pop 3

pop 14p :
pre pcp = pc pop 14
eff resultp := hatp → V;

pcp := pc pop 15

pop 15p :
pre pcp = pc pop 15
eff h := updateP

(h, hatp, onField(s, p), Dummy);
pcp := pop resp(resultp)

pop respp(t) :
pre pcp = pop resp(t)
eff pcp := idle

resp emptyp :
pre pcp = resp empty
eff pcp := idle

Figure 4.5: Pop transitions of the Snark automaton.



Chapter 5

The Attempted Verification

This chapter presents a relation overstates(DeqAut) andstates(SnarkAut), which

was designed to be a simulation relation in the sense of Definition 3.16 and used

in the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm. The proposed relation is

not a simulation between the concrete and abstract automata. Inattempting to

prove that this relation was a simulation, a bug was discovered in the Snark al-

gorithm. The discussion of the proposed simulation in this chapter serves several

purposes: it completes the account of the verification methodology used in this

thesis; the issues faced in the development of this relationshould be applicable to

the development of simulation relations for the verification of other non-blocking

algorithms using dynamic memory; and an analysis of the failure of the relation as

a simulation lead directly to the discovery of a bug in an algorithm that was oth-

erwise believed to be correct. The bug in the Snark algorithmand its relationship

with the proposed simulation relation are described in Chapter 6.

Some invariants ofSnarkAutwere stated and proved during the attempted ver-

ification: these invariants are presented and discussed in Section 5.6.

Obviously, this chapter cannot provide aproof that the relation is a simula-

tion (it is not). However, two important lemmas about the relation are stated and

detailed arguments provided in Section 5.7. These lemmas show that part of the

simulation relation (asserting that the global state of theSnark automaton repre-

sents a deque data-structure) is preserved across criticaltransitions (those which

75
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represent DCASs applied to this global data-structure). Providing these argu-

ments serves two purposes: working through the proofs will help develop a good

intuition about why the relation was constructed as it was; and the possibility of

proving these lemmas provides evidence that the approach taken to building the

relation was a reasonable one.

The reader will observe that the arguments for the preservation of even one part

of the simulation relation are very detailed. This level of detail and the possibility

of human error that it entails motivate the use of mechanicalproof assistance. As

described in the introduction, the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm

was undertaken using the mechanical theorem prover PVS. Thenotion of simula-

tion relation defined in Chapter 3, the automataSnarkAutandDeqAutdescribed

in Chapter 4 and the specific relation described here have allbeen encoded in

the PVS language. Moreover, machine-checkable proofs for most of the proof

obligations generated by the proposed simulation relationhave been constructed

using the PVS prover. This provides further evidence that the relation described

in this chapter would have been a simulation betweenSnarkAutandDeqAuthad

the Snark algorithm been correct. The use of PVS is briefly described in Section

5.8.

To avoid confusion by over-use of the termdeque, for the remainder of this

chapter the deque data-structure of the Snark algorithm (that part of the heap ac-

cessible throughLeftHat or RightHat) will be referred to as the ‘concrete

data-structure’ or ‘the data-structure’ of a state ofSnarkAut; the abstract variable

deq (a member of the deque datatype) will be referred to as the ‘abstract data-

structure’.

For the remainder of the chapter, occurrences of the following variables should

be assumed to range over the stated sets:cc ranges overstates(SnarkAut); abover

states(DeqAut); p over PROC; f over functions from the set� → POINTER;

anda, a′ over acts(SnarkAut) ∪ acts(DeqAut). In definitions of predicates and

functions, it is assumed that these variables are universally quantified.

The expressionconcrete statedescribes states ofSnarkAut; similarly, abstract

statedescribes states ofDeqAut. When we refer torelated states, we mean any
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concrete state and abstract state that are related by the proposed simulation rela-

tion.

5.1 Step Correspondence

Before describing the simulation relation in detail, it is useful to describe how a

proof that a relation is a simulation is structured. This structure follows directly

from the definition of simulation relation given in Definition 3.16. This defini-

tion is presented here, instantiated with the names of the relevant automata for

convenience.

A forward simulationR from SnarkAutto DeqAutis a relation over

states(SnarkAut) andstates(DeqAut) satisfying:

1. For allcc ∈ start(SnarkAut), there is someab∈ start(DeqAut)

such thatR(cc, ab).

2. For allcc, cc′ ∈ reach(SnarkAut), if cc a
−→ cc′ anda ∈ external

(SnarkAut), then for allab∈ reach(DeqAut) such thatR(cc, ab),

there is someab′ ∈ states(DeqAut) such thatR(cc′, ab′) andab
a

−→ ab′.

3. For allcc, cc′ ∈ reach(SnarkAut), if cc a
−→ cc′ anda /∈ external

(SnarkAut), then for allab∈ reach(DeqAut) such thatR(cc, ab),

either

(a) there is someab′ ∈ states(DeqAut) and actionb ∈ internal

(DeqAut), such thatab b
−→ ab′ andR(cc′, ab′), or

(b) R(cc′, ab).

Given a relation between state ofSnarkAutandDeqAut, if (2) or (3) is true for

some concrete actiona and all the pre- and post- states of transitions labelled by

a, we say that the relation ispreserved across a.

For eachab∈ reach(DeqAut) anda′ ∈ acts(DeqAut) there is at most oneab′

such thatab a′
−→ ab′. This removes any freedom we have in choosing an abstract
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post-state for clauses (2) or (3a): once we have the abstractaction (whether it is

external and the choice was forced on us, or internal and we had some freedom)

we have to show that the unique abstract post-state is related to the concrete post-

state. Because of this, we tend to focus onmatchingconcrete actions with abstract

actions without mentioning that we are also matching concrete states with abstract

states.

Collectively, the decisions for all the concrete internal actions about whether

(3a) or (3b) is true and the matchings used to witness (3a) arecalled thestep

correspondence[34].

The choice of a step correspondence can be used to help develop (and moti-

vate) a simulation relation. The step correspondence used in the present verifica-

tion attempt is as follows:

• For transitions ofSnarkAutthat model a successful DCAS operation of a

push procedure (ie., those labelled bypush 12 yesp or push 16 yesp for

somep) we choose option (3a) above: these transitions are matchedwith the

transition ofDeqAutlabelled bydo pushp(cc.valp). The successful DCAS

transitions represent a globally visible update that changes the sequence

which the concrete data-structure represents. This changein representation

can be reflected in the abstract automaton by making it take the appropriate

do pushoperation.

• Transitions that model a successful DCAS operation of thepop procedure

(ie., those labelled bypop 6 yesp, pop 9 yesp or pop 13 yesp for some

p) are matched with the transition ofDeqAutlabelled bydo popp. Apart

from those labelled bypop 6 yesp, these transitions represent a globally

visible update in the same way as successful push-DCAS transitions. Tran-

sitions labelled bypop 6 yesp representp determining that the concrete

data-structure is empty: this test is done directly in the abstract transition

labelled bydo popp.

• For the transitions labelled by other internal actions we choose option (3b)

above: these actions do not change the abstract state which is represented
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by the concrete automaton.

Note that all transitions labelled by somea ∈ external(SnarkAut) are associated

with the abstract transition labelled bya: this association is required by clause (2)

of the definition of simulation relation.

5.2 Overview of the Simulation Relation

The proposed simulation relation presented here is essentially a conjunction of

three major predicates. Each of these predicates is designed to achieve a particular

high-level goal, and is itself a conjunction. The predicates are listed and briefly

described below:1

• correspondenceok?: This predicate guarantees that, for related states of

SnarkAutandDeqAut, each process is attempting to ‘do the same thing’

in both concrete and abstract states. For example, it guarantees that if a

process is attempting to push a certain value onto the right of the deque

in the concrete automaton, then in any related abstract state, that process

is attempting to push the same value onto the same side of the abstract

deque. It also guarantees that each process will be at analogous stages of

the computation in each state. For example, if a process has just successfully

completed a DCAS as part of the push sequence in the concrete state, then

in any related abstract state, that process has just completed thedo push

transition. Thecorrespondenceok? predicate is critical in enforcing the

step correspondence described in Section 5.1.

• obj ok? (a contraction of “object ok”): This predicate ensures thatthe con-

crete data-structure represents the same sequence of values as the abstract

data-structure: for instance, it asserts that, for relatedstates, the concrete

data-structure is empty exactly when the abstract data-structure is. It also

1The predicate names in this chapter follow the convention ofmany users of PVS: predicate

names always end in ‘?’. In PVS this helps to distinguish predicates (functions intobool) from

other types of functions.
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contains information about the internal structure of the concrete deque: for

example, it asserts that if the data-structure is not empty,then the node to

the left of the node pointed to by&LeftHat is right-dead.

• rest ok?: As its name suggests, therest ok? predicate makes a variety of as-

sertions, but they are all bound together by two features. Firstly, rest ok? is

in a sense auxiliary toobj ok? andcorrespondenceok? in that these pred-

icates force the simulation relation to have certain other properties: these

properties are provided byrest ok?. Secondly, the assertions contained in

rest ok? are not ‘about’ the relationship between two automata, theyare

about the internal state of the concrete automaton.

The top-level predicate in the proposed simulation relation isSR? (“Simulation

Relation”) and is defined as follows:

SR?(ab, cc)
def
= ∃ f : �→ POINTER• rel?(ab, cc, f )

The existentially quantified functionf , called therepresentation functionin this

thesis, is used in theobj ok? predicate to relate the abstract data-structure to the

concrete data-structure.

The predicaterel? is as follows:

rel?(ab, cc, f )
def
= injective in range?(f , ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)∧

correspondenceok?(ab, cc) ∧ obj ok?(ab, cc, f ) ∧ rest ok?(ab, cc, f )

rel? is a notational convenience, allowing us to assert lemmas which make claims

about the functionf : to do this, we need to universally quantify over functions of

that type, but the existential quantification inSR? hides the function.

BecauseSR? is the existential quantification of a function, we have to decide

what function we will choose to witness the truth ofSR?, after each transition of

SnarkAut, given that a function existed fulfilling the requirements of SR?, prior to

the transition. For transitions labelled by every concreteaction except those with

labels of the formdo pushp(t), the function witnessingSR? in the concrete and
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abstract post-states will be thesameas that witnessingSR? for the pre-states. The

reason for this is described in Section 5.4.

The predicateinjective in range? asserts thatf is a 1-1 correspondence from

integers betweenab.deq.botandab.deq.top(not inclusive) to a subset ofPOINTER.

This constraint on the representation function is discussed in Section 5.4.

5.3 Thecorrespondenceok? Predicate

Figure 5.1 defines thecorrespondenceok? predicate; Figure 5.2 defines certain

predicates used in the definition ofcorrespondenceok? and elsewhere. Note that

the first two entries in this figure,pc pop i j? andpc push i j?, definefamilies

of predicates. Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.4, presented on page 87, define basic predi-

cates over processes and pointers that are used throughout the proposed simulation

relation.

The correspondenceok? predicate has two overlapping goals. The first is

to ensure that each process is attempting the same operationin related states of

SnarkAutandDeqAut. The conjunct (9), for example, helps fulfil the first of these

goals: it guarantees that, for related states, each processis operating on the same

side. One aspect of what the other conjuncts do is to ensure that if a process is

about to execute a transition modelling, say, part of a push operation, then that

process is also about to execute part of the abstract push operation.

The second goal ofcorrespondenceok? is to ensure that wheneverSnarkAut

takes a transition,DeqAut is able to take the appropriate transition, if it exists.

For each external action, we need to know that, for related concrete and abstract

states, whenever the concrete precondition of the action holds, so does the ab-

stract precondition. Moreover, for each concrete internalaction, we need to know

that whenever the concrete precondition of that action holds, so does the abstract

precondition of the matching action (if it exists, as determined by the step corre-

spondence).

The conjuncts marked (1), (3), (5), and (8) guarantee collectively that when-

ever the concrete precondition of each external action is met, the abstract precon-
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correspondenceok?(ab, cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC, t ∈ T •
(cc.pcp = idle ⇒ ab.pcp = idle) (1)
∧
(in do push?(cc, p) ⇒ ab.pcp = do push(cc.valp)) (2)
∧
(cc.pcp = push resp⇒ ab.pcp = push resp) (3)
∧
(in do pop?(cc, p) ⇒ ab.pcp = do pop) (4)
∧
(cc.pcp = resp empty⇒ ab.pcp = resp empty) (5)
∧
(cc.pcp = pc pop 14⇒

ab.pcp = pop resp(cc.hatp
cc.h
→ V)) (6)

∧
(cc.pcp = pc pop 15⇒

ab.pcp = pop resp(cc.resultp)) (7)
∧
(cc.pcp = pop resp(t) ⇒ ab.pcp = pop resp(t)) (8)
∧
cc.sidep = ab.sidep (9)

Figure 5.1: Thecorrespondenceok? predicate.
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pc pop i j?(cc, p)
def
=

cc.pcp = pc pop n
where i ≤ n ≤ j

p is about to execute a transition
modelling a line of code of thepop
routines, numbered betweeni and
j.

pc push i j?(cc, p)
def
=

cc.pcp = pc push n
where i ≤ n ≤ j

p is about to execute a transition
modelling a line of code of the
push routines, numbered between
i andj.

in do pop?(cc, p)
def
=

pc pop 3 6?(cc, p)∨
pc pop 8 9?(cc, p)∨
pc pop 12 13?(cc, p)

p is executing the transitions which
allow it to decide which DCAS
to execute, or about to execute a
DCAS.

in return val?(cc, p)
def
=

pc pop 14 15?(cc, p)
p is doing the cleanup prior to re-
turning a value.

in do push?(cc, p)
def
=

pc push 2 16?(cc, p)
p is about to execute a transition
modelling a line of thepush rou-
tines which is not a return instruc-
tion (ie. a line up to and including
a DCAS).

Figure 5.2: Auxiliary predicates defining intervals of a process’ execution.
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dition of that action will be met.

Conjunct (2) illustrates an important point: the step correspondence often in-

duces an association between a set of concrete program counter values (from the

setPCOUNT) and a single abstract value (fromCOUNTER′), in cases where the

concrete automaton takes several small steps to represent asingle step of the ab-

stract automaton. As an example, recall that the step correspondence matches

concrete transitions labelled by actions of the formpush leftp(t) with the abstract

transition with the same label; transitions labelled bypush 16 yesp are matched

with the abstract transition labelleddo pushp(valp); and none ofp’s intervening

transitions are matched with a transition of the abstract automaton. Thus, in order

to guarantee that the abstract precondition ofdo pushp(valp) will be met when

cc.pcp = pc push 16, correspondenceok? must record that whenevercc.pcp has

a value indicating thatpush leftp(t) has been invoked butpush 16 yesp has not

yet been executed, then for related abstract automata,ab.pcp = do push(cc.valp)

is true.

Conjunct (4) ensures that the abstract precondition ofdo popp will be met

whenever a transition with a label of the formpop 13 yesp is enabled. Collec-

tively, conjuncts (6) to (8) do the same thing for concrete and abstract transitions

labelled by external actions of the formpop respp, but the situation is slightly

more complex. Recall that we associate the successful DCAS transitions labelled

by pop 13 yesp with do popp transitions ofDeqAutand thatDeqAutsetsab.pcp

to pop resp(t) for somet. However, after its DCAS transition, the processp

has several steps to take before returning a value: in particular, p has not loaded

hatp → V into resultp. Our only choice is to constructcorrespondenceok? so

that it records that oncecc.pcp = pc pop 14, then in related states, the corre-

spondingpop respaction is already enabled; and so that it records that the result

to be returned by that operation is stored inhatp → V. This requirement is met

by conjunct (6). Conjunct (7) records that the value to be returned has now been

loaded intoresultp which enables the primary requirement, that each process will

‘return’ the same value: that is,cc.pcp = pop resp(t) ⇒ ab.pcp = pop resp(t).
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5.4 The Representation Function andobj ok?

Theobj ok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.3; the predicatesempty dll state?,

right dead? andleft dead? are defined in Figure 5.4. Wherecorrespondenceok?

makes claims about thelocal state of each process (its program counter and local

variables) in each automaton,obj ok? makes claims about theglobal state of re-

lated automata: for relatedccandab, the data-structure belonging tocc represents

the abstract data-structureab.deq. This representation requirement can be broken

into two parts:

• For relatedab andcc, the data-structure incc must represent an empty se-

quence exactly ifab.deq is empty: this is the content of conjunct (1) of

obj ok?.

• Whenab.deq is not empty, then the data-structure of any relatedcc must

contain the same elements in the same order. The representation function

which is the third argument toobj ok? is critical in this regard, providing

a way to say that the concrete data-structure contains the same elements in

the same order as the abstract sequence. Conjuncts (2) and (3) achieve this

goal.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the claims about related concrete and abstract states made

by conjuncts (2) and (3) ofobj ok?. (2) says thatf takes each index of the ab-

stract sequence to a pointer whose fieldV contains the value stored at that index;

moreover, the order of the indexes is mirrored by the values in theL andR fields

of each record.

(3) says two things: the outermost used indexes of the abstract sequence are

taken byf to the values stored in&LeftHat and &RightHat; and the sentinels

beyond the hats have the appropriate self-pointers. (3a) guarantees that, for exam-

ple, the value in theV field of &LeftHat→ Z is the leftmost value in the abstract

data-structure; (3c) and (3d) guarantee that the sentinelshave the property used

by processes to ascertain whether the deque is empty.

There are two important respects in whichcorrespondenceok? depends on

obj ok?. While conjunct (1) ofobj ok? can be motivated by the intuition that
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obj ok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

(empty dll state?(cc) ⇔
ab.deq.bot = ab.deq.top− 1) (1)

∧
(∀ i ∈ � •
ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top⇒ (2)

f (i) cc.h
→ V = ab.deq.seq(i)∧ (2a)

(i 6= ab.deq.bot+ 1 ⇒ f (i) cc.h
→ L = f (i − 1))∧ (2b)

(i 6= ab.deq.top− 1 ⇒ f (i) cc.h
→ R = f (i + 1))) (2c)

∧
(¬empty dll state?(cc) ⇒ (3)

f (ab.deq.bot+ 1) = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z∧ (3a)

f (ab.deq.top− 1) = &RightHatcc.h
→ Z∧ (3b)

right dead?(cc.h, &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L)∧ (3c)

left dead?(cc.h, &RightHatcc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ R)) (3d)

Figure 5.3: Theobj ok? predicate.

the concrete data-structure should represent the abstractdata-structure, we also

need it to ensure that thecorrespondenceok? predicate is preserved across cer-

tain transitions. Recall that the step correspondence matches concrete transi-

tions having labels of the formpop 6 yesp (the transition wherep determines

that the concrete data-structure is empty) with the abstract transition labelled by

do popp. After the concrete transition,p is ready to respond that the deque is

empty (pcp = resp empty); we need the same to be true of the abstract post-state

of the transition labelled bydo popp, from pre-states related to the pre-state of the

concrete transition. If the related abstract pre-state contained a non-empty deque,

p would be ready to return a popped value afterdo popp. The forward direction

of conjunct (1) ofobj ok? guarantees that this does not happen. In a similar way,

the correspondence betweenpop 13 yesp (the successful DCAS transition for a

deque with many elements) anddo popp requires that we know that if the con-

crete data-structure isnot empty, then the abstract sequence isnot empty. The

backwards direction of (1) achieves this.
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right dead?(h, pt)
def
= pt h

→ R = pt True when theR field of the
record pointed to bypt contains
a self-pointer.

left dead?(h, pt)
def
= pt h

→ L = pt True when theL field of the
record pointed to bypt contains
a self-pointer.

empty dll state?(cc)
def
=

right dead?(cc.h, &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z)∧

left dead?(cc.h, &RightHatcc.h
→ Z)

True when the deque is empty.

not in range?(f , pt, i1, i2)
def
=

∀ j ∈ �•
i1 < j ∧ j < i2 ⇒ f (i) 6= pt

True whenpt is not in the sub-
range off betweeni1, i2 ∈ � not
inclusive.

injective in range?(f , i1, i2)
def
=

∀ j1, j2 ∈ �•
i1 < j1 ∧ j1 < i2 ∧
i1 < j2 ∧ j2 < i2 ∧
j1 6= j2 ⇒ f (j1) 6= f (j2)

True when f is a 1-1 map-
ping over the sub-range between
i1, i2 ∈ � not inclusive.

Figure 5.4: Auxiliary predicates defining properties of pointers in the simulation
relation.

The second way in whichcorrespondenceok? depends onobj ok? relates to

the values which popping processes return. Recall that conjuncts (6) and (7) of

correspondenceok? collectively ensure that each process will return the same

value when they takepop respp actions. In both the abstract and concrete au-

tomata, this return value is determined by the state of the automaton during an

internal transition that occurs before the response transition in the execution of

each popping process:

• In the transition relation ofDeqAut, this return value is the value in the

appropriate outermost used index ofdeq.seqin the pre-state of thedo popp

transition (for example, it is the valuedeq.seq(deq.top− 1) if the process is

popping from the right) leading up to thepop respp action.
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Data−structure B ?A? C

topbot

A B C

f(bot+2) f(bot+3)f(bot+1)

&LeftHat &RightHat

Abstract

Concrete
Data−structure

Figure 5.5: The representation function.

• In the transition relation ofSnarkAut, it is the value in theV field of the

node pointed to by the appropriate hat in the pre-state of thepop 9 yesp
or pop 13 yesp transition (for example&RightHat → Z if the process is

popping from the right) leading up to thepop respp action.

Since the step correspondence matchespop 13 yesp transitions with the transition

labelled bydo popp, these two values must be equal in related states. Conjuncts

(2a), (3a) and (3b) ofobj ok? together imply the required equalities when the

abstract and concrete data-structures are non-empty.

5.5 Therest ok? Predicate

Therest ok? predicate collects the auxiliary properties required of the simulation

relation. Figure 5.6 defines therest ok? predicate. The remainder of this section

discusses each conjunct ofrest ok?.
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rest ok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

dead ok?(ab, cc, f ) ∧ conditions ok?(ab, cc, f )∧
nds ok?(ab, cc, f ) ∧ distinctnessok?(ab, cc, f )∧
free ok?(ab, cc, f )

Figure 5.6: Therest ok? predicate.

dead ok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

(∀ i ∈ �•
ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top⇒
¬left dead?(f (i)) ∧ ¬right dead?(f (i))) (1)

∧
left dead?(Dummy) ∧ right dead?(Dummy) (2)

Figure 5.7: Thedead ok? predicate.

5.5.1 Thedead ok? Predicate

Thedead ok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.7. Thedead ok? predicate makes

assertions about the concrete data-structure that preclude nodes within the deque

containing a self-pointer. It also records the properties required of theDummy

node, that it be both left-dead and right-dead. These facts allow processes to

correctly determine when a hat variable is pointing to a sentinel node.

Conjunct (1) is used several times in Section 5.7 to help showthat the concrete

data-structure is empty, during the transitions that rely on that property: those

labelled bypush 12 yesp andpop 6 yesp.

Conjunct (2) is used in conjunction with thends ok? (see Section 5.5.3) pred-

icate to help show that after transitions modelling successful push DCASs (those

labelled bypush 12 yesp andpush 16 yesp) the new sentinel nodes have the cor-

rect self-pointers.
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conditions ok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
(pc push 10 12?(cc, p) ⇒ (1)

cc.hatOutp = cc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) (1a)

∨
not in range?(f , cc.hatp, ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)) (1b)

∧
(pc pop 8 9?(cc, p) ⇒ (2)

cc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) 6= cc.hatp (2a)

∨
not in range?(f , cc.hatp, ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)∧
¬π2(pop 9 dcas(cc, p))) (2b)

∧
(pc pop 12 13?(cc, p) ⇒ (3)

cc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) 6= cc.hatp (3a)

∨
not in range?(f , cc.hatp, ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)∧
¬π2(pop 13 dcas(cc, p))) (3b)

Figure 5.8: Theconditions ok? Predicate.

5.5.2 Theconditions ok? Predicate

The conditionsok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.8. It was in attempting

to show that this predicate is preserved across transitionslabelled bypop 13 yesp
and the matching abstract transition that the bug in the Snark algorithm was found.

This issue is explained at the end of this subsection.

Theconditionsok? predicate has a certain form: it is a universal quantification

overPROCwhose scope is a series of conjuncts; each conjunct is an implication;

the antecedent of each implication is a range of program counter values; the con-

sequent is a predicate over local and global variables. Several of the remaining

conjuncts ofrest ok? share this form, as do the invariants presented in Section

5.6. The importance of this form derives from features of theactions and the tran-

sition relation ofSnarkAut: each action is labelled by a process; the precondition
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of each action includes a predicate over thepcp variable of the process indexing

the action; and the post-state of the action often depends onthe pre-state values

of variables indexed by the process taking the action. Assertions with a form like

that ofconditions ok? allow us to constrain the pre-state values of local variables

when each transition is enabled, and so to constrain the post-state values of local

and global variables.

The final program counter value in each antecedent range of program counter

values enables the execution of one of the DCASs that update the concrete data-

structure. The second arm of each disjunct ((1b), (2b) and (3b)) is an assertion

about the relationship between the local variables of the process and the current

global state that is powerful enough to entail that the DCAS will fail. The first

arm is a condition on the relationship between the states of the process and the

global state that we need to show that the concrete data-structure is empty or not,

as required by the simulation relation, if the DCAS will be successful. These

conditions are used in the arguments presented in Section 5.7.

Recall that the DCAS at line 12 of the push routines of the Snark algorithm is

meant to succeed only when the deque is empty. Conjunct (1) ofconditions ok?

allows us to show that in pre-states of transitions modelling successful executions

of the line 12 DCAS, the concrete data-structure is empty. Itdoes this by asserting

that, for processes about to take this transition, eitherhatOutp is still the value

contained in the field ofhatp pointing out of the concrete data-structure or else

hatp is no longer contained in the concrete data-structure. This, along with an

invariant ofSnarkAut(hat hatOut, Figure 5.13 on page 99) is enough to show

that the node pointed to by the corresponding global hat contains a self-pointer if

the DCAS succeeds. As discussed in Section 5.7, This is sufficient to show that

the concrete data-structure is empty.

The DCAS at line 16 of the push routines is meant to be executedon non-

empty deques and we will need to show that the concrete data-structure isnot

empty in the pre-states of transitions modelling successful executions of this DCAS.

However,conditionsok? makes no assertions about processes that are about to

take these transitions. This is because we can show that the concrete data-structure
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is not empty if the node to which the DCAS is applied does not contain a self-

pointer in the field pointing out from the concrete data-structure (for example, if

a process is pushing onto the right, we need to know that&RightHat → Z →

R 6= &RightHat→ Z). Together, the precondition ofpush 16 yesp and the in-

variant ofSnarkAut hatnot hatOutare enough to guarantee this: for any process

p, the DCAS will fail in statecc unlesshatp = onHat(cc, p) and hatOutp =

onHat(cc, p)
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) andSnarkAut hatnot hatOutasserts that ifp can

take thepush 16 yesp thenhatp 6= hatOutp.

Both the DCAS at line 9 and the DCAS at line 13 of the pop routines are meant

to succeed only when the deque is not empty. (2a) and (3a) assert that the node

pointed to byhatp is notdead, and so the concrete data-structure will not be empty

if the DCAS succeeds. (2b) and (3b) explicitly state that theDCASs fail; the asser-

tions in (2b) and (3b), thathatp not be in the range of the representation function,

help to show that once (2b) or (3b) is true of a process, then (2a) or (3a) can never

be true of that process again. The idea is that (2a) and (3a) are falsified when the

hatp node is popped from the concrete data-structure and once this happens no

modifications to that structure make them true. Consider a process popping from

the right, withpcp = pc pop 13andcc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) 6= cc.Hatp (so that

condition (3a) is satisfied). Ifhatp is popped by some other process, then the con-

ditions forp’s DCAS to succeed are falsified andhatp is no longer in the specified

range of the representation function. Thisnot in range? condition tells us that

further updates to the concrete data-structure will not re-enablep’s DCAS: if hatp
werestill in the range of the representation function, it could be set by another pop

to be the value of the&RightHatcc.h
→ Z andp’s DCAS could be enabled.

Unfortunately, it turns out that a process can end up in a situation where it is

about to execute a transition modelling the successful execution of a DCAS at line

13 of a pop routine but both (3a) and (3b) are false. This can happen for a process

p when the node pointed to byhatp is the value ofbothhats, andhatp is removed

from the concrete data-structure by a process popping from the other side top.

Consider a stateccsatisfying the conjunction presented in Figure 5.9 for some

processesp, q with p 6= q. The statecc is like that presented in Figure 6.5, on page
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cc.pcp = pc pop 13∧
cc.pcq = pc pop 13∧
cc.sidep = Right∧ cc.sideq = Left∧

cc.hatp = &RightHatcc.h
→ Z ∧

cc.hatInp = &RightHatcc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L ∧ so thatp’s DCAS can succeed.

cc.hatq = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z ∧

cc.hatInq = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ R∧ so thatq’s DCAS can succeed.

cc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) 6= cc.hatp ∧ so thatp is in condition (3a).

cc.hatq
cc.h
→ onField(cc, q) 6= cc.hatq ∧ so thatq is in condition (3a).

Figure 5.9: A state ofSnarkAutthat leads to an incorrect execution.

123 of Chapter 6 withp set top2 andq to p1. It turns out thatq can execute its

DCAS (taking the transition labelled bypop 13 yesq) and takeSnarkAutto a state

cc′ whereπ2(pop 13 dcas(cc′, p)) is true but so ishatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc′, p) = hatp.

So, in statecc′, neither condition (3a) nor (3b) is true forp. This means that

conditions ok? is not preserved acrosspop 13 yesp transitions andSR? is not a

simulation relation.

The reader should consult Chapter 6 to understand the details of howcc is

reachable and how it leads the Snark algorithm to malfunction. The point to

note here is that the states for whichSR? fails are those from which the Snark

automaton (and the Snark algorithm which it represents) canproduce incorrect

executions. This provides good evidence that this part of the proposed simulation

relation has been well-constructed.

5.5.3 Thends ok? Predicate

The nds ok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.10. Recall that during the push

routines, each process sets fields of the its newly allocatednode to the values re-

quired to make the push operation work correctly. Thends ok? predicate records

that these fields contain the correct values. Consider a pushing processp with

sidep = Right: (1) says thatndp → R = Dummy, so that after the node is pushed,

the right-hand sentinel will be left-dead; (2) says that theV field of ndp contains
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nds ok?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
(pc push 5 16?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.ndp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) = Dummy) (1)

∧

(pc push 7 16?(cc, p) ⇒ cc.ndp
cc.h
→ V = cc.valp) (2)

∧
(pc push 11 12?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.ndp
cc.h
→ offField(cc, p) = Dummy) (3)

∧

(pc push 16⇒ cc.ndp
cc.h
→ offField(cc, p) = cc.hatp) (4)

Figure 5.10: Thends ok? predicate.

the value being pushed; (3) says that ifp is going to attempt to execute the DCAS

modelled bypush 12 yesp transitions (the DCAS that should be applied when

the deque is empty), thenndp → L = Dummyso that the left-hand sentinel will

be right-dead; and (4) says that ifp is going to attempt the DCAS modelled by

push 16 yesp transitions (the DCAS that should be applied when the deque is not

empty), then theL field of ndp should point tohatp, p’s view of the right-hat which

a successful DCAS will confirm.

5.5.4 Thedistinctnessok? Predicate

Thedistinctnessok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.11:distinctnessok? tack-

les the issue ofpointer aliasing. Two pointer expressions (either variables or

dereferences of variables) alias each other when they both point to the same ob-

ject (in our case, a node). When this shared node has a field updated, the proper-

ties of bothexpressions can change. For example, consider some processp that

is executing a push operation on the right: if itsndp variable aliases the pointer

&RightHat → Z then whenp assigns itsvalp variable intondp → V, this will

modify &RightHat→ Z, potentially destroying a property required of it by the

Snark algorithm. Conjunct (2) ofdistinctnessok? asserts that eachndp references
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a node distinct from each hat node, allowing us to prove that,for a concrete state

SR?-related to any abstract state, this pathological aliasingnever happens.

It may seem that Conjunct (2) ofdistinctnessok? is an invariant ofSnarkAut,

not something that depends on the existence of a related abstract state. It is true

that (2) is an invariant: however, our simulation relation gives us a direct way

to express and verify aliasing properties ofSnarkAut. Consider what we would

need to know about the states ofSnarkAutin order to show that (2) is preserved

across transitions labelled bypop 13 yesp, the successful DCAS transitions that

remove a node from the concrete data-structure, withsidep = Right. The new

value for&RightHat→ Z comes fromwithin the concrete data-structureso we

need a way to specify thatndp does not point to any node within the concrete

data-structure. Our representation function allows us to do that easily: Conjunct

(1) of distinctnessok? achieves this directly, using thenot in range? predicate,

which in turn depends on the representation functionf .

Conjuncts (3)-(7) ofdistinctnessok? all assert inequalities between the vari-

ablesndp andhatp of each process and the nodes in the global state ofSnarkAut

(the values of global variables and the nodes which constitute the concrete data-

structure). Each conjunct is an implication where the antecedent asserts thepcp

variable of each process is in range of values: this range must encompass the

points at which a process will modify the node pointed to by each variable. This

ensures that we can show that unintended side-effects of each update do not hap-

pen. The ranges of program-counter values must also encompass the point at

which it is first true that the required pointer expressions are distinct. For exam-

ple, we need to know that eachhatp is distinct from&RightHat→ Z whenp takes

the transitionpop 15p which modifies the node referenced byhatp: but to know

this we need to know thathatp 6= &RightHat→ Z after p removed the node from

the concrete data-structure. Therefore, the antecedent to (5) ofdistinctnessok?

is pc pop 14 15?(cc, p).

Note that the antecedents of Conjuncts (3) and (7) assert that the concrete

data-structure is not empty. These conjuncts protect the properties required of the

sentinel nodes when the concrete data-structure is not empty.
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distinctnessok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

(∀p, q ∈ PROC•
(pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ⇒

not in range?(f , cc.ndp, ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)) (1)
∧
(pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z ∧ cc.ndp 6= &RightHatcc.h

→ Z) (2)
∧
(pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ∧ ¬empty dll state?(cc) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L∧

cc.ndp 6= &RightHatcc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ R) (3)
∧
(pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ⇒

not in range?(f , cc.hatp, ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top)) (4)
∧
(pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.hatp 6= &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z ∧ cc.hatp 6= &RightHatcc.h

→ Z) (5)
∧
(pc push 8 16?(cc, p) ∨ pc pop 4 12?(cc, p)∨

pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ⇒ cc.hatp 6= Dummy) (6)
∧
(pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ∧ ¬empty dll state?(cc) ⇒

cc.hatp 6= offHat(cc, p)
cc.h
→ offField(p)) (7)

∧
(pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ∧ pc pop 14 15?(cc, q) ∧ p 6= q ⇒

cc.hatp 6= cc.hatq) (8)
∧
(pc pop 14 15?(cc, p) ∧ pc push 3 16?(cc, q) ⇒

cc.hatp 6= cc.ndq) (9)
∧
(pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ∧ pc push 8 16?(cc, q) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= cc.hatq) (10)
∧
(pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ∧ pc pop 4 12?(cc, q) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= cc.hatq)) (11)

Figure 5.11: Thedistinctnessok? predicate.
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free ok?(ab, cc, f )
def
=

(∀ i ∈ �•
ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top⇒ f (i) /∈ cc.h.free (1)

∧
∀p ∈ PROC•

pc pop 4 12? ∨ pc push 8 16? ⇒ hatp /∈ cc.h.free (2)

Figure 5.12: Thefree ok? predicate.

Conjuncts (8)-(11) ofdistinctnessok? assert inequalities between local vari-

ables: these assertions ensure that the modification of a node locally accessed

by one process does not have unintended consequences for thelocal variables

belonging to that process or another process. The antecedent program-counter

values perform the same function as for conjuncts (3)-(7).

5.5.5 Thefree ok? Predicate

The free ok? predicate is presented in Figure 5.12. This predicate records that

all the nodes in the concrete data-structure and all the nodes pointed to byhatp
variables have been properly allocated.

Much of thedistinctnessok? predicate makes assertions about thendp vari-

ables andfree ok? is needed to make those assertions provable. Recall that the

ndp variable is allocated byp using thenewfunction: thenewfunction chooses an

arbitrary pointer from thefreeset, removes it from that set, and returns the cho-

sen pointer. If we want to show that eachndp variable is distinct from eachhatp
variable or node within the range of the representation function, then we need to

be able to show that these variables and nodes arenot in thefreeset: thefree ok?

predicate allows us to show this.

As with thedistinctnessok? predicate,free ok? needs to be embedded within

the simulation relation: this allows us to express the claimthat none of the nodes

within the concrete data-structure are free.
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5.6 Invariants of SnarkAut

Figure 5.13 presents the invariants ofSnarkAutused in this verification. These

invariants can be divided into three classes:

1. Distinctness properties simple enough to be proved without use of the sim-

ulation relation:nds distinct? andnds not Dummy?.

2. Properties needed to show that the first class of properties are invariant:

nd used? anddummyused?.

3. Control properties that only mention the local variablesof processes and

are true over ranges of program counter values by virtue of tests executed

by the Snark automaton:hat hatOut?, hat not hatOutandhat otherHat.

The nds distinct? invariant asserts that two different processes never allo-

cate the same new node: this allows us to show that updates by one process to

its nd variable do not interfere with thend variables of other processes. The

nd not dummy? invariant asserts that a process never allocates theDummynode:

this allows us to show that updates tond variables do not affectDummy.

The invariants of class (2) assert thatDummyand thend variables are never

free. Invariants of class (1) rely on invariants of class (2)in just the same way as

the distinctnessok? predicate relies on thefree ok? predicate. For example, in

order to show that eachnd variable references a node distinct fromDummywe

need to know thatDummyis neverfree: the invariantdummyused? satisfies this

requirement. The invariantnd used? satisfies the corresponding requirement for

showing that thend variables of distinct processes are distinct. These invariants

are particularly easy to prove, since non-freenodes are never madefree.

Class (3) invariants record the results of tests applied to the local variables of

each process during its execution. Thehat hatOut? andhat not hatOut? record

the result of the test at line 9 of the push routines. These invariants are used to

help show that the concrete data-structure is empty or not empty if the appropriate

DCAS can succeed. Thehat otherHat? invariant records that for processes which

attempt to execute the DCAS at line 9 of the pop routines, the test at line 8 was
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nds distinct?(cc)
def
=

∀p, q ∈ PROC•
pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ∧ pc push 3 16?(cc, q) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= cc.ndq

nd not dummy?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.ndp 6= Dummy

nd used?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
pc push 3 16?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.ndp /∈ cc.h.free

dummyused?(cc)
def
=

Dummy/∈ cc.h.free

hat otherHat?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
pcp = pc pop 9 ⇒

cc.hatp = cc.otherHatp

hat not hatOut?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
pc push 15 16?(cc, p) ⇒

cc.hatp 6= cc.hatOutp

hat hatOut?(cc)
def
=

∀p ∈ PROC•
pc push 10 12? ⇒

cc.hatp = cc.hatOutp

Figure 5.13: Invariants of the Snark automaton.
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successful. This invariant is used to show that if the DCAS can succeed then the

concrete data-structure contains exactly one element.

5.7 Verifying the Simulation Relation

Recall that the step correspondence matches actions of the formpush 16 yesp and

pop 13 yesp (modelling the successful DCASs at lines 16 of the push routines

and 13 of the pop routines, respectively) with the abstract actions do pushp(t)

anddo popp. This section describes in detail how to prove that theobj ok? pred-

icate is preserved across the actionspush 16 yesp and pop 13 yesp under the

assumption thatSR? is true in the pre-states of the associated concrete and ab-

stract transitions. This helps to illustrate how the representation function is used

in the proposed simulation relation and so helps to motivatethe core part of that

relation.

Certain other concrete actions are matched by the step correspondence with the

abstract actionsdo pushp(t) anddo popp, namelypush 12 yesp, pop 6 yesp and

pop 9 yesp. Less detailed proofs thatobj ok? is preserved across these actions

under the same assumption. These proofs help to flesh out how the parts ofSR?

which relate to showing emptiness conditions are used.

The proofs described in this section are the most difficult that were undertaken

in the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm. The proof thatSR? is a sim-

ulation relation was separated out into a series of lemmas. Each lemma asserts

that for one action,SR? is preserved across that action. Some additional sup-

porting lemmas were stated, asserting the preservation of particular conjuncts of

SR? or certain properties of states ofSnarkAut. Proofs for all the lemmas assert-

ing preservation for actions other thanpoply13 have been constructed in the PVS

proof-checker, although some of the lemmas on which these proofs depend have

been left unproven (the PVS theories and proofs are available from the author).

It should be noted thatSR? cannotbe shown to be preserved across actions of

the formpop 13 yesp: theconditions ok? conjunct fails. The predicateobj ok?

is shown to be preserved here under the assumption that the concrete and abstract
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pre-states of the transitions are related bySR?.

5.7.1 What Happens During Push Operations?

Figure 5.14 illustrates the relationship between related concrete and abstract states

immediately before some processp attempts to execute the transition labelled

push 16 yesp with sidep = Right. Let cc andab be related concrete and abstract

states as represented by this diagram; the node markednd stands forcc.ndp; like-

wise, nodes markedhat andhatOut denotecc.hatp andcc.hatOutp. The figure

represents concrete and abstract data-structures that contain one element, but that

detail is not relevant to the rest of the discussion. It also indicates thatDummyis

distinct from both sentinels, which may not be true.

Data−structure

B

Dummynd

Abstract

Concrete
Data−structure

A?

bot

f(bot+1)

&LeftHat

A

?

top

&RightHat

hatOut

hat

Figure 5.14: The representation function before a push DCASon the right.

This section describes in detail how to show thatobj ok? is preserved across

actions of the formpush 16 yesp whensidep = Right. The case whensidep =

Left is symmetric. Issues relating to the preservation ofSR? across thepush 12 yesp
actions are discussed briefly.
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cc.pcp = pc push 16 (pre1)

cc.hatp = &RightHatp
cc.h
→ Z (pre2)

cc.hatOutp = &RightHatp
cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L (pre3)

cc′.pcp := push resp (eff1)

cc′.h := updateP(updateP(cc.h, &RightHat, Z, cc.ndp),

&RightHatcc.h
→ Z, R, cc.ndp) (eff2)

Figure 5.15: Thepush 16 yesp transition withsidep = Right.

ab.pcp = do push(cc.valp) (pre1′)

ab′.deq.seq:= ab.deq.seq[ab.deq.top := valp] (eff1′)

ab′.deq.top := ab.deq.top+ 1 (eff2′)

ab′.pcp := push resp (eff3′)

Figure 5.16: Thedo pushp(cc.valp) transition withsidep = Right.

We need to marshal the premises that will be used in the argument thatobj ok?

is preserved acrosspush 16 yesp actions. Figure 5.15 presents the precondi-

tions and effects of thepush 16 yesp action with pre-statecc, post-statecc′ and

cc.sidep = Right, unpackaged for convenience. Figure 5.16 presents the pre-

condition and effect of the abstract transition labelled bydo pushp(cc.valp) with

pre-stateab, post-stateab′ andab.sidep = Right. The assignments used in these

two figures are meant to indicate that no other state variables change.

Figure 5.17 presents some assertions about processes and related concrete and

abstract states and Lemma 5.1 collects certain inferences from these preconditions

and assertions.

We need to be able to show that (pre1’) is true, given thatSR?(cc, ab) so that

DeqAutis actually able to take thedo pushp(cc.valp) transition. This is a direct

consequence of conjunct (2) of (pre1) andcorrespondenceok? (see Figure 5.1).

The rest ok? predicate and certain invariants ofSnarkAutguarantee that we
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1. cc.ndp → R = Dummy (nds ok?, see Section 5.5.3)

2. left dead?(cc, Dummy) ∧ right dead?(cc, Dummy)

(dead ok?, see Section 5.5.1)

3. cc.ndp → V = cc.valp (nds ok?, see Section 5.5.3)

4. cc.ndp → L = cc.hatp (nds ok?, see Section 5.5.3)

5. cc.ndp 6= &RightHatcc.h
→ Z (distinctnessok?, see Section 5.5.4)

6. cc.ndp 6= Dummy (the invariantnds not dummy?, see Section 5.6)

7. cc.hatp 6= cc.hatOutp (the invarianthat not hatOut?, see Section 5.6)

8. not in range?(f , ab.deq.bot, ab.deq.top, cc.ndp)

(distinctnessok?, see Section 5.5.4)

Figure 5.17: Assertions needed to prove the preservation ofobj ok?.

are able to prove the assertions of Figure 5.17: the bracketed annotations indicate

which conjuncts ofrest ok? or invariants assert each of these properties and where

a discussion of these conjuncts can be found.

Lemma 5.1 The following assertions are true for all concrete states cc, cc′ ∈

reach(SnarkAut) and abstract states ab∈ reach(DeqAut), and p∈ PROC such

that SR?(cc, ab), cc
push 16 yesp

−→ cc′ and cc.sidep = Right:

1. ab.pcp = do push(cc.valp)

2. cc.ndp
cc.h
→ L = &RightHatcc.h

→ Z

3. cc′.ndp
cc′.h
→ R = Dummy

4. ¬right dead?(cc, &RightHatcc.h
→ Z)

5. left dead?(cc′.h, Dummy)
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6. ab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top− 1

Proof: (2) can be seen by considering (pre2) and (4) of Figure 5.17.

(3) is a preservation lemma: it tells us that a property true of the pre-state

is preserved by the transition. Observe that the onlyR field updated during the

transition belongs to&RightHat cc.h
→ Z, but by (5) of Figure 5.17 that node is

distinct from ndp, given that (1) says the property is true in the pre-state, the

property is true in the post-state.

(7) of Figure 5.17 together with preconditions (pre1) and (pre2) tell us that

&RightHatcc.h
→ Z is not right-dead and so (4) of Lemma 5.1 is true.

(5) can be seen by 2) of Figure 5.17 and by observing that noL fields are

modified during the transition.

(6) is true by (7) of Figure 5.17 together with (pre1) and (pre2). Q.E .D.

We need to be able to construct a new representation functionto witness

obj ok? after the DCAS ofpush 16 yesp successfully completes. As mentioned

in Section 5.1, transitions with labels of the formdo pushp(t) are the only ones

for which the representation function is updated. This new functionf ′ is defined

thus:

f ′ =







f [ab.deq.bot := cc.ndp] if cc.sidep = Left

f [ab.deq.top := cc.ndp] if cc.sidep = Right

Figure 5.18 illustrates the representation function, and the concrete and abstract

data-structures after the push is complete: the dotted arrows indicate the pointer

fields that have changed.

Given the assertions of Figure 5.17, Lemma 5.1 and the injectivity of f , we

can argue thatf ′ is injective and does witnessobj ok? after the pair of transitions,

push 16 yesp anddo pushp(valp).

Lemma 5.2 (Preservation ofobj ok? acrosspush 16 yesp transitions) For any

p ∈ PROC, cc, cc′ ∈ reach(SnarkAut), and ab, ab′ ∈ reach(DeqAut) such that

SR?(cc, ab), cc
push 16 yesp

−→ cc′, ab
do pushp(valp)

−→ ab′ and cc.sidep = Right, letting
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Data−structure
Abstract

Concrete
Data−structure

A?

bot

f(bot+1)

&LeftHat &RightHat

?B

B

Dummynd

A

top

f(bot+2)

Figure 5.18: The representation function after a push DCAS.

f be the function witnessing SR?(cc, ab) and f′ be the function as defined above,

obj ok?(cc′, ab′, f ′) and injectivein range?(f ′, ab′.deq.bot, ab′.deq.top).

Proof: Conjunct (1) ofobj ok? is preserved. By (eff2’) we know thatab′.deqis

not empty, so it is sufficient to know that&RightHatcc′.h
→ Z is not right-dead which

will show that the concrete data-structure is not empty. Theeffect of the DCAS of

push 16 yesp means that&RightHatcc′.h
→ Z = cc.ndp, and by (1) and (6) of Figure

5.17, we know that this new value for&RightHat→ Z was not right-dead in the

pre-state of the transition. It is not right-dead in the post-state of the transition,

since the onlyR field updated belongs to&RightHat cc.h
→ Z, and by (5) of Figure

(5.17),ndp 6= &RightHatcc.h
→ Z.

Conjunct (2) ofobj ok? is preserved. The argument for this is based first

on observing that for alli ∈ �, ab′.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab′.deq.top if and only

if ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top ∨ i = ab.deq.top (by the transition rela-

tion of DeqAut). Since noV fields are updated, we know that for alli between

ab.deq.bot and ab.deq.top not inclusive, (2a) is preserved. We also know that

f ′(ab′.deq.top− 1)
cc′.h
→ V = ab′.deq.seq(ab′.deq.top− 1) by the definition off ′
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and (3) of Figure 5.17,ndp → V = valp. Conjunct (2b) is preserved for alli where

ab.deq.bot < i < ab.deq.topbecause noL fields are updated during the transition

and by (2) of Lemma 5.1. (2b) is preserved fori = i = ab.deq.top by (2) of

Figure 5.17 and (pre2). Conjunct (2c) is preserved for alli whereab.deq.bot <

i < ab.deq.top by the injectivity of f : that is, the onlyR field updated belongs

to &RightHat cc.h
→ Z, and this pointer value does not appear anywhere else in the

deque. Also,f ′(ab′.deq.top− 1) = cc.ndp = f (ab.deq.top− 1)
cc′.h
→ R by the

preconditions and effects of the DCAS and by (3b) ofobj ok?.

Conjunct (3) ofobj ok? is preserved. (3a) is preserved because, by (6) of

Lemma 5.1 we know thatab.deq.bot+1 6= ab.deq.topso thatf ′(ab′.deq.bot+1) =

f (ab′.deq.bot + 1) = f (ab.deq.bot + 1) = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z = &LeftHat cc′.h

→ Z.

(3b) is preserved becausef ′(ab′.deq.top− 1) = cc.ndp = &RightHatcc′.h
→ Z. (3c)

is preserved: since noL fields are updated and the value of&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z is not

changed, we know that&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z cc′.h

→ L = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L; moreover,

the node to the left of&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z is right-dead, so by (4) of Lemma 5.1 and

the fact that the onlyR field modified during the transition was that belonging to

the right-hat, we know that&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z cc′.h

→ L is right-dead. (3d) is preserved

by (3) and (5) of Lemma 5.1.

The required injectivity off ′ can be seen by observing thatcc.ndp was not in

the range off between the bottom and top of the pre-state data-structure (by 8 of

Figure 5.17) and the injectivity off given thatf witnessesSR?. Q.E .D.

Note how the injectivity off is used to show that properties required by parts

of the concrete data-structure that were not directly updated during the transition

are maintained.

The proof obligations and style of reasoning associated with actions of the

form push 12 yesp (the DCAS attempted if a process believes the data-structure

is currently empty) are similar. There is one issue which does not arise for

push 16 yesp transitions: we need to know that the abstract data-structure is

empty. This is because thepush 12 yesp transitions updateboth hats, setting

them tondp: if the deque contains any elements, those elements will be lost.

By (1) of theobj ok? predicate, we know thatab.deq is empty if we know
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that the concrete data-structure is empty. If we know the following facts about the

statecc of SnarkAutwhen a processp is about to take the transition labelled by

push 12 yesp, then we can conclude thatempty dll state?(cc) is true:

1. cc.hatp = cc.hatOutp (the invarianthathatOut?, see Section 5.6)

2. cc.hatOutp = cc.hatp
cc.h
→ R (conditions ok?, see Section 5.5.2)

3. ∀ i ∈ � • ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top⇒

¬right dead?(cc, f (i)) (dead ok?, see Section 5.5.1)

Given that the precondition ofpush 12 yesp states thatcc.hatp = &RightHatcc.h
→

Z, (1) and (2) above together imply that&RightHat cc.h
→ Z is right-dead. Because

conjunct (3b) ofobj ok? asserts thatf (ab.deq.top− 1) = &RightHatcc.h
→ Z when

the concrete data-structure is not empty, we know that if thedeque were not empty,

there would be an index of the abstract deque taken to a right-dead element of

the concrete data-structure. This contradicts (3) above, so both the concrete and

abstract data-structures are empty.

5.7.2 What Happens During Pop Operations?

Recall that the step correspondence matches transitions labelled bypop 6 yesp,

pop 9 yesp and pop 13 yesp with the abstract transition labelled bydo popp.

This subsection describes how to show thatobj ok? is preserved across concrete

transitions labelled bypop 13 yesp wheresidep = Right, matched with the cor-

responding abstract transition. For the sake of brevity, the argument will be pre-

sented in less detail than that of Section 5.7.1.

Figure 5.19 illustrates the the relationship between some related concrete and

abstract states immediately before some processp attempts to execute the tran-

sition labelledpop 13 yesp with sidep = Right. As before, the exact number of

elements in the concrete data-structure is not relevant, solong as there is more

than one; also, the sentinel nodes may not be distinct.

Figure 5.20 presents the transition of thepop 13 yesp action that we are about

to discuss, wherecc and cc′ are the abstract pre- and post- states andab and
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Figure 5.19: The representation function before a pop DCAS.

ab′ are the concrete pre- and post-states. Lemma 5.3 collects certain assertions

about related concrete and abstract states which are true when the preconditions

of pop 13 yesp are met, many of which are illustrated by Figure 5.19. This lemma

is stated without proof, but some indication is given of the parts of therest ok?

predicate that would be used to construct a proof for this Lemma.

cc.pcp = pc pop 13 (pre1)

cc.hatp = &RightHatp
cc.h
→ Z (pre2)

cc.hatInp = &RightHatp
cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L (pre3)

cc′.h = updateP(updateP(&RightHat, Z, cc.hatInp),

&RightHatcc.h
→ Z, R, hatp) (eff1)

Figure 5.20: Preconditions ofpop 13 yesp with sidep = Right.

Again, we have to show that (pre1’) is true givenSR?(cc, ab). This is a conse-

quence of (pre1) and conjunct (4) ofcorrespondenceok? (see Figure 5.1).
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ab.pcp = do popp (pre1′)

ab′.deq.top := ab.deq.top− 1 (eff1′)

ab′.pcp := pop resp(ab.deq.seq(ab.deq.top− 1)) (eff2′)

Lemma 5.3 The following assertions are true for all concrete states cc, cc′ ∈

reach(SnarkAut) and abstract states ab∈ reach(DeqAut), and p∈ PROC such

that SR?(cc, ab) and cc
pop 13 yesp

−→ cc′:

1. ∀ i ∈ �•
ab.deq.bot < i ∧ i < ab.deq.top ⇒ ¬right dead?(cc, f (i)), so that there

are no right-dead nodes in the concrete data-structure.

2. ab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top− 1, so that the abstract deque is not empty.

3. left dead?(cc′.h, &RightHatcc.h
→ Z), so that thepre-statevalue of the right-

hat is left-dead in the post-state.

4. &RightHatcc′.h
→ Z = &RightHatcc.h

→ Z cc.h
→ L, so that thepost-stateright-hat

is the node to the left of thepre-stateright-hat.

Proof: Each assertion of Lemma 5.3 can be proven under the assumption that

SR?(cc, ab) holds. Here, we only discuss (2).

(2) holds: by conjunct (3) ofconditions ok? we know thathatp is not right-

dead so the concrete data-structure is not empty. So, by (1) of obj ok? we know

that the abstract data-structure is not empty. Note that we are not able to show

that there is more than one element in either data-structure: recall that the line

13 DCAS can succeed if applied when the deque has only one element. Also,

note that conjunct (3) ofconditions ok? is not preserved across thepop 13 yesp
action.

Figure 5.21 illustrates the situation after the DCAS has removed the rightmost

node from the deque. Note that we do not need to modify the representation

function: as described in Lemma 5.4, the representation function which witnessed

SR? in the pre-state can be used to representSR? in the post-state.
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Data−structure
Abstract

Concrete
Data−structure

A?

bot

&LeftHat

f(bot+1)

BA

&RightHat

?

top

Figure 5.21: The representation function after a pop DCAS.

Lemma 5.4 (Preservation ofobj ok? acrosspop 13 yesp transitions) For any

p ∈ PROC, cc, cc′ ∈ reach(SnarkAut), and ab, ab′ ∈ reach(DeqAut) such that

SR?(cc, ab), cc
pop 13 yesp

−→ cc′, ab
do popp
−→ ab′ and cc.sidep = Right, letting f be

the function witnessing SR?(cc, ab), obj ok?(cc′, ab′, f ′) and injective in range?

(f ′, ab′.deq.bot, ab′.deq.top).

The preservation of each conjunct depends on a case analysis: by (2), either

ab.deq.bot = ab.deq.top− 2 or ab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top − 2. The first case

holds when the abstract data-structure has one element, andthe second when the

abstract data-structure contains more than one element. Asnoted below, showing

the preservation of Conjuncts (2) and (3) ofobj ok? in the first case is trivial.

Conjunct (1) ofobj ok? is preserved. First, consider the case where there

is more than one element in the abstract data-structure (as presented in Figure

5.19), so thatab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top− 2. In this case it suffices to show that

&RightHat cc′.h
→ Z is not right-dead since the abstract data-structure will not be

empty after the abstract transition. By (1) of Lemma 5.3, together with conjunct

(2b) ofobj ok? and the assumption thatab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top−2 we know that
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&RightHatcc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L is not right-dead. By the fact that noR fields are modified

during the transition, we know that this node is not right-dead in the post-state

either, but by (4) of Lemma 5.3 this node is the value of&RightHatcc′.h
→ Z.

Whenab.deq.bot = ab.deq.top− 2, we need to show that&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z

and&RightHat cc.h
→ Z are left- and right-dead respectively because after the ab-

stract transition, the abstract data-structure will be empty. Both requirements de-

pend on the fact that when the deque contains one element&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z =

&RightHat cc.h
→ Z. This can be seen by considering Conjuncts (3a) and (3b) of

obj ok?. To see that&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z is left-dead observe that&LeftHat cc′.h

→ Z =

&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z = &RightHat cc.h

→ Z, but by (3) of Lemma 5.3, this last node is

left-dead in the post-state.

Now by (4) of Lemma 5.3,&RightHat cc′.h
→ Z = &RightHat cc.h

→ Z cc.h
→ L =

&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L, but by (3c) ofobj ok?, this last node was right-dead in

the pre-state. As usual, the fact that noR fields are modified during the transition

implies that this node is right-dead in the post-state also.

Conjunct (2) ofobj ok? is preserved. We need only consider the case where

ab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top − 2, because ifab.deq.bot = ab.deq.top − 2 then

ab′.deq.bot = ab′.deq.top − 1 and (2) will place no constraints on any point-

ers. Observe that, by the transition relation forDeqAut, ab′.deq.bot + 1 < i <

ab′.deq.top − 1 if and only if ab.deq.bot + 1 < i < ab.deq.top − 2. Since

no V fields are updated during the transition (2a) is preserved. The onlyL field

updated belongs to&RightHat cc.h
→ Z and sincef is injective over the required

range, this update does not modify any of theL fields of any of thef (i) for any

i < ab.deq.top− 2, so (2b) is preserved. (2c) is preserved because noR fields are

updated.

Conjunct (3) ofobj ok? is preserved. Again, we only need to consider the

case whereab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top− 2. (3a) is preserved becauseab′.deq.bot =

ab.deq.bot and&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z = &LeftHat cc.h

→ Z. (3b) is preserved, since by

(2b) and (3b) ofobj ok? and the non-emptiness of the abstract data-structure,

we know thatf (ab.deq.top − 2) = &RightHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L; and by (eff1′),

ab′.deq.top− 1 = ab.deq.top− 2, so by (4) of Lemma 5.3f (ab′.deq.top− 1) =
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&RightHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L = &RightHat cc′.h
→ Z. (3c) is preserved because noR

fields are updated during the transition, and the node&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L is

right-dead in the pre-state, so that&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L is right dead in the

post state; moreover,&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z cc′.h

→ L = &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L because

&LeftHat cc′.h
→ Z = &LeftHat cc.h

→ Z and the onlyL field modified during the

transition belongs to&RightHat cc.h
→ Z which, by the injectivity off over the ap-

propriate range, together with (3b) ofobj ok? and the fact thatab.deq.bot+ 1 6=

ab.deq.top− 1 implies that theL field of &LeftHat cc.h
→ Z does not change during

the transition. (3d) is preserved because (3) of Lemma 5.3 tells us that the old

value of the right-hat is left-dead in the concrete post-state; we also know that

&RightHat cc′.h
→ Z = &RightHat cc.h

→ Z cc.h
→ L by (4) of Lemma 5.3; this together

with &RightHat cc.h
→ Z cc.h

→ L = f (ab.deq.top− 2) andf (ab.deq.top− 2)
cc.h
→ R =

&RightHatcc.h
→ Z by (2b), (2c) and (3b) ofobj ok? and that noRfields are updated

during the transition so thatf (ab.deq.top− 2)
cc′.h
→ R = f (ab.deq.top− 2)

cc.h
→ R

implies that&RightHatcc′.h
→ Z is left-dead. Q.E .D.

Transitions labelled by actions of the formpop 9 yesp can be shown to pre-

serveobj ok? in much the same way as for actions of the formpop 13 yesp.

However, we need to know that the deque contains exactly one element. This can

be shown using the following assertions about any statecc of SnarkAutthat has a

related abstract state, when the precondition ofpop 9 yesp with sidep = Right is

met:

1. cc.hatp 6= cc.hatp
cc.h
→ onField(cc, p) (conditions ok?, see Section 5.5.2)

2. cc.hatp = otherHatp (the invarianthat otherHat?, see Section 5.6)

The precondition ofpop 9 yesp implies that&RightHat cc.h
→ Z = cc.hatp. This

fact, together with (1) above, means that&RightHat cc.h
→ Z is not right-dead

in the pre-state. Once again, by (1) ofobj ok? the abstract data-structure is

not empty. But since the precondition ofpop 9 yesp implies that&LeftHat cc.h
→

Z = cc.otherHatp also, and by (2) above, we know that&LeftHat cc.h
→ Z =

&RightHat cc.h
→ Z. Combining this with (3a) and (3b) ofobj ok? implies that

for any related abstract stateab, ab.deq.bot = ab.deq.top− 2.
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For actions of the formpop 6 yesp (wherep successfully applies a DCAS to

test if the concrete data-structure is empty), we need to be able to show that the

abstract data-structure is empty whenever these transitions can be taken. However,

the precondition ofpop 6 yesp transitions guarantees that the node&RightHatcc.h
→

Z is right-dead. So for any abstract stateabsuch thatab.deq.bot < ab.deq.top−1

the predicatedead ok?(ab, cc, f ) would be false.

5.8 Using PVS

The proposed simulation relation is large and complex and showing that the en-

tire relation is preserved across all transitions ofSnarkAutand their associated

abstract transitions would require substantial effort. Toreduce this effort, and

provide a greater guarantee that the proofs are correct, we decided to construct

proofs using the PVS theorem prover [7, 37]. PVS is a powerfultheorem prover

developed at SRI. Its specification language is a form of typed higher-order logic

and is extremely expressive. PVS provides a good selection of proof strategies

for discharging proof obligations automatically, as well as the capability to define

new strategies for specialised purposes.

The PVS specification and proof files for this verification project are available

from the author.

5.8.1 Describing I/O Automata

We defined PVStheories(the PVS term for modules defining a set of types, pred-

icates and lemmas) to express the automataSnarkAutandDeqAut. To do this we

used ideas developed by Devillers in [10] for translating I/O automata to PVS. We

also expressedSR? in the PVS language and defined a higher-order predicate ex-

pressing what it means for a relation to be a simulation. We then set about proving

thatSR? is a simulation relation.

There is close association between work on I/O automata and theorem proving

efforts using the Larch Prover and its associated specification language LSL [13,
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5] (see also [26] for material on the Larch Prover). Using theLarch prover would

have saved us some of the effort involved in translating our automata to PVS.

However, Larch supports a first-order specification language and the higher-order

specification language of PVS has an important property not provided by first-

order languages: we did not need to construct first-order proof obligations for

our simulation proof by hand. Not only could we directly express what it means

for a relation to be a simulation in the higher-order logic, not possible in first-

order languages, but we could directly express the existential quantification over

a function, which is the critical part ofSR?. Had we used a first-order prover, we

would have needed to construct the proof obligations for each transitionby hand:

this would have been time consuming and error prone.

5.8.2 Using the PVS Prover

Some simple specialised strategies were developed to facilitate the verification

attempt. For example, a strategy was developed to set up eachproof obligation,

determine the post-state associated with each label and name antecedent formulas

so that they could be referenced directly; another was defined that could automat-

ically verify simple invariants and some simple proof obligations related toSR?.

However, most of the time, we relied on the inbuilt PVS strategies to provide

automation.

This approach was reasonable successful: PVS was able to automatically

discharge proof obligations that had been reduced, throughhuman guidance, to

properties provable by boolean and equational reasoning (and sometimes, simple

quantifier instantiation). Reasoning of this kind can be themost tedious and error

prone for humans, and we found the most useful aspect of PVS tobe its provision

of decision procedures for these sub-logics.

However, a significant amount of human input was normally required to make

correct quantifier instantiations and to decide whether different parts of the sim-

ulation relation were relevant to a given proof obligation.This second kind of

guidance was particularly frustrating: the time taken for PVS to discharge a prov-

able sequent varied from hours down to a few seconds, depending on the number
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of formulae in the sequent and the PVS strategies seemed to make no attempt to

tell if a formula could be relevant to a proof goal.

However, it was while trying to complete a proof goal that wasbelieved to be

provable that the bug in the Snark algorithm was found (see Section 5.3), so the

level of rigour required by the mechanical proof-checker did provide a positive

consequence.
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Chapter 6

The Bug in Snark

This chapter describes a bug in the Snark algorithm. This bug, described in 6.1,

was discovered during the verification attempt presented inthis thesis: as de-

scribed in Section 5.5.2, certain conjuncts of the proposedsimulation relation

could not be shown to be preserved across transitions ofSnarkAutand an analysis

of the failed proof led to uncovering the bug. Section 6.2 attempts to characterise

the class of behaviours of the Snark algorithm which cause itto malfunction and

describes the properties of the Snark algorithm which allowthese behaviours to

occur. This analysis motivates the proposed corrections tothe Snark algorithm

which are presented in Chapter 7.

6.1 The Bug in the Snark Algorithm

This section describes a concrete scenario which takes a system running the Snark

algorithm from a reachable state to an unsafe state. The finalstate of this scenario

would allow the same node to be popped twice from the deque andits value to

be returned twice. At the end of this section is a general description of the stages

needed to reach this unsafe state, and an explanation of why the problem can

occur.

Figure 6.0 represents a heap state where the deque contains two elements. In

this and the following figures, the dotted box contains the set of nodes that are

117
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part of the current representation of the deque, ie: the nodes that lie between

theLeftHat andRightHat, and the left- and right-dead nodes that are just

beyond the hats. This state is typical of a deque with two elements, and is clearly

reachable.

V2

RightHatLeftHat

null null

Dummy

Dummy

V1

Figure 6.0: Initial state for bug sequence.

The following scenario involves three distinct processesp1, p2, andp. p1

andp2 finish in a kind of ‘race’ to pop the same node. Processp completes the

operations required to ‘stymie’p1 andp2. In general, the role ofp could be filled

by several different processes, all distinct fromp1 andp2.

The stages of the concrete scenario are briefly described below; they will be

described in detail later in the chapter.

1. p1 executes the code for thepopLeft routine until just before it can com-

plete the DCAS at line 13. See Figure 6.1.

2. p executes all of the code for thepopRight routine. See Figure 6.2

3. p executes all the code for thepushLeft routine. This temporarily falsi-

fies the conditions necessary forp1’s DCAS to succeed. See Figure 6.3.

4. p2 executes the code for thepopRight routine until just before it can

complete the DCAS at line 13. At this point, bothp1 andp2 are attempting

to pop the same node. See Figure 6.4.
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5. p executes all of the code for thepopLeft routine, popping the node that

was pushed in step (2). This restores the conditions for the success ofp’s

DCAS. See Figure 6.5.

At the end of Step 5, bothp1 andp2 are able to complete their pop operationson

the same node.

Tables 6.1 and 6.2 contain the code executed by the three processes. For the

sake of brevity, code that lies outside thewhile loop of thepushLeft proce-

dure has been omitted (this code does not update global memory and is irrelevant

to the scenario at hand). The code contained in each entry of the table is executed

without interruption. Note that we have included the optional line 16 of the pop

routines: because of the bug, this line can change the external behaviour of the

Snark algorithm.

During Step 1,p1 executes lines 2 to 12 of thepopLeft routine. Note that

the tests at lines 5 and 8 (rh->R == rh andrh == lh) both evaluate to false.

No updates to the heap occur. Figure 6.1 represents the stateof the system after

this step. The labelsp1.lh andp1.lhR indicate that these nodes are the values

of lh andlhR in the context ofp1. These are the values on which the DCAS at

line 13 of thepopLeft procedure depend.

V2

RightHatLeftHat

p1.lh p1.lhR

null null

Dummy

Dummy

V1

Figure 6.1: After setting up left pop.
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Step 1. popLeft: Idle Idle
3. lh = LeftHat;
4. rh = RightHat;
5. if (lh->L == lh)

[Test fails.]
8. else if (lh == rh)

[Test fails.]
12. lhR = lh->R;

Step 2. Idle popRight: Idle
3. rh = RightHat; 4. lh = LeftHat;
5. if (rh->R == rh) [Test fails.]
8. else if (rh == lh) [Test fails.]
12. rhL = rh->L;
13. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh->L,

rh, rhL, rhL, rh))[DCAS succeeds.]
14. result = rh->V;
15. rh->R = Dummy;
16. rh->V = null;
17. return result;

Step 3. Waiting pushLeft: Idle
7. lh = LeftHat; 8. lhL = lh->L;
9. if (lhL == lh) [Test fails.]
15. nd->R = lh;
16. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh->L,

lh, lhL, nd, nd)) [DCAS succeeds.]
17. return ‘‘ok’’;

Table 6.1: First section of code executed.
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Step 4. Waiting Idle popRight:
3. rh = RightHat;
4. lh = LeftHat;
5. if (rh->R == rh)

[Test fails.]
8. else if (rh == lh)

[Test fails.]
12. rhL = rh->L;

Step 5. Waiting popLeft: Waiting
3. lh = RightHat;
4. rh = LeftHat;
5. if (lh->L == lh) [Test fails.]
8. else if (lh == rh) [Test fails.]
12. lhR = lh->R;
13. if (DCAS(&LeftHat, &lh->R,

lh, lhR, lhR, lh))[DCAS succeeds]
14. result = lh->V;
15. lh->L = Dummy;
16. lh->V = null;
17. return result;

Table 6.2: Second section of code executed.
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V1

p1.lh p1.lhR

LeftHat RightHat

Dummy

null

Dummy

nullnull

Dummy

Figure 6.2: After right pop.

During Step 2,p completes apopRight operation. The deque now contains

one element. Figure 6.2 shows the new state. The pointers that have been changed

are shown with a dotted arrow. Note that the valuelhR in p1’s context is still

equal toLeftHat->R.

During Step 3,p completes apushLeft operation. The deque now contains

two elements. Although the value ofLeftHat has changed,lhR is still equal to

lh->R for the values inp1’s context. Figure 6.3 represents the new state.

V3

RightHatLeftHat

p1.lh p1.lhR

null null null

Dummy

Dummy Dummy

V1

Figure 6.3: After left push.

During Step 4,p2 executes lines 2 to 12 ofpopRight. Again, the tests at

lines 5 and 8 both fail.p2 is interrupted before it completes any updates to the
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heap. Figure 6.4 indicates the values ofrh andrhL in p2’s context.

LeftHat RightHat

p2.rhp2.rhL

p1.lh p1.lhR

null null null

Dummy

Dummy Dummy

V1

V3

Figure 6.4: After setting up right pop.

null

p2.rhp2.rhL

p1.lh p1.lhR

LeftHat RightHat

Dummy

p1.lh p1.lhR

null null null

Dummy

Dummy Dummy

V1

Figure 6.5: After left pop.

During Step 5,p completes apopLeft operation. The state of the deque after

this operation is illustrated in Figure 6.5. The deque now contains one element.

The identity betweenp1.lhR andp1.lh->R has been preservedand it is again

the case thatLeftHat has the same value asp1.lh. So, ifp1 were to attempt

its DCAS at line 12, it would succeed. Also, ifp2 were to attemptits DCAS it

would succeed as well.

If Snark were to perform to specification, then since there isonly one node in

the deque, one ofp1 or p2 should fail to return the value in that node. However,
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bothp1 andp2 are able to complete their DCASsand neither DCAS will inter-

fere with the other. That is, the DCAS ofp1 will test and update the values of

LeftHat andLeftHat->R, butp2’s DCAS will test and update the values at

RightHat andRightHat->L. If both p1 andp2 were able to execute their

respective DCASs without some other process making a changeto the deque, then

both would proceed through their cleanup sections and return. This would have

one of two consequences: both processes could return the same value (V1 in Fig-

ure 6.5) even though it only occurred once in the deque when itwas popped; or

one process could return the value and the other returnnull as if it were a real

value (if, for example,p1 executed the optional line 16, settingp1.lh->V to

null beforep2 read that address).

6.2 Characterising the Bug

The scenario just described is one of many sequences of operations that can cause

Snark to malfunction. The important steps are described below. At the beginning

of such a sequence, the deque must contain more than one element.

1. One process sets up a pop on the deque, but is interrupted before it can

execute its DCAS. For simplicity, assume that this process is popping from

the left.

2. The deque is modified by other processes so that the node that was the

LeftHat becomes the rightmost node.

3. The deque is further modified so that one or more nodes are pushed onto the

left side of the deque.

4. Some process attempts a pop on the right. It is interruptedbefore it can

complete its DCAS.

5. The nodes that were added to the left are removed, so that only one node

remains.
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There are both constraints and degrees of freedom on the order of these steps. The

important thing is that both popping processes are committed to executing the

DCAS at line 13 before being interrupted. This is achieved byensuring that the

tests at lines 5 and 8 fail for both processes. Hence, the constraints described in the

following paragraph are needed to ensure two things: when each process executes

these tests, the deque hasmore than one element; and both processesattempt

to pop the same node. These constraints are described at the granularity of the

steps enumerated above. They could be relaxed slightly, if we were to consider

the interleaving of individual instructions executed by the popping processes with

operations completed by the other processes. However, a very fine description of

the possible sequences would be very complex without being more enlightening.

Step (1) must occur before all the other steps. Steps (2) and (3) can be inter-

leaved. That is, the pops on the right that make the oldLeftHat the rightmost

node and the pushes on the left may occur in any order. It is important that step

(2) is completed before step (4) begins. This ensures that the two conflicting pro-

cesses are popping the same node. Also, step (4) must be completed after at least

oneof the nodes mentioned in step (3) has been pushed onto the left, and before

step (5). This guarantees that when the process executingpopRight makes the

tests at lines 5 and 8, it will find that the deque has more than one element.

6.2.1 Approaches to Fixing the Bug

Chapter 7 presents two fixes for the Snark algorithm, each attacking the bug in the

Snark algorithm from a different angle: the first allows the DCASs to detect all

changes made to the deque that affect the side each process isoperating on; the

second increases the level of interaction between popping processes. This section

shows how explanations for the bug can motivate these fixes.

The Snark algorithm has the property that substantial changes can be made to

the deque that may not be detected by the DCAS instruction in the pop routines.

In this respect, Snark is a victim of theABA problem[31]. The ABA problem

is a common phenomenon in the design of lock-free algorithmsthat use CAS or
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DCAS. It is illustrated in the concrete scenario presented above. Immediately after

step 1,p1’s DCAS would succeed (theA condition). After step (3),p1’s DCAS

would no longer succeed (theB condition), but the change to the deque allowsp2

to set up a DCAS on the node thatp1 is about to pop. However, after step (5),

p1’s DCAS has been re-enabled (back toA), allowing two non-interfering DCASs

to occur on the same node. The correction to the Snark algorithm presented in

Section 7.2 attempts to solve this problem.

Another issue is the lack of interaction between processes popping from op-

posite ends of the deque. The execution described in Section6.1 provides an

example where two processes pop from opposite ends of the deque and do not

interacteven though they are popping the same node. This lack of interaction

is generally beneficial in that it improves the parallelism of the Snark algorithm:

when the deque contains many elements, two different processes may concur-

rently pop from opposite ends of the deque without interfering with each other.

Section 7.3 attempts to solve the problem of lack of interaction without sacrificing

this parallelism: roughly, after it has removed a node from the data-structure with

its DCAS, a process signals to other processes that this nodehas been popped.

This additional interaction prevents the value contained in a node being returned

twice, but because the interaction occursafter the node has been removed from

the data-structure, the parallelism of the Snark algorithmis not affected.



Chapter 7

Corrections for Snark

Having found and analysed the bug in Snark, we are now in a position to consider

corrections for the algorithm. This chapter proposes two distinct fixes presented in

Sections 7.2 and 7.3. The first uses a technique calledversion numberingwhich

is often used to solve instances of the ABA problem [38, 32]. However, this

technique requires that the DCAS operation be able to operate on two words that

are wider than the size needed to represent a pointer. The second option uses a

CAS to allow a popping process to ‘claim’ a node after it has been removed from

the data-structure. As explained below, this has the disadvantage of requiring a

relatively expensive CAS operation on every pop, although the kind of contention

that the CAS is designed to solve would be very rare.

Both fixes incorporate two optimisation presented in Section 7.1. Both these

optimisations could also have been applied to the Snark algorithm.

No formal evidence of the correctness of either fix is provided in this chap-

ter. Enough description of the algorithms has been providedto make it intuitively

plausible that they would not fall victim to the bug described in the previous chap-

ter. Detailed arguments about the correctness of these fixesis beyond the scope

of this thesis. However, issues relating to how a fully formal verification of each

algorithm should proceed will be discussed in Section 7.4.

Both fixes use the same node structure as the original algorithm. This is re-
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peated in Figure 7.1 for convenience.

7.1 Optimisations for the Corrections

Both fixes presented in this chapter incorporate two optimisations. The DCAS at

line 6 of the pop routine (see Figure 2.8), which ensures thatthe deque is currently

empty, can be replaced with a simpler test. The Snark algorithm (in all its forms)

has the property that once theL or R field of a node is set to a self-pointer, that

node will always have a self-pointer in that field. If a process popping from the

left (for example) determines thatlh == lh->L (ie: the test at line 5 succeeds),

then this will be true of that node until the memory is recycled. Hence, if it is true

thatlh == LeftHat after this test, then the node pointed to byLeftHat is

left-dead, and the deque is currently empty. So the expensive DCAS at line 6 can

be replaced by a simple equality test.

The second optimisation reduces the code-length of the pop routine. The test

at line 8, which attempts to tell if there is exactly one element in the deque is

redundant. Firstly, the scenario described in Chapter 6 is acase where a process

is ‘tricked’ into popping from the deque using the DCAS at line 13, rather than

the one at line 9. Also, the authors of [8] present a case wherethe DCAS at line

13 is successfully executed when the concrete data-structure contains only one

element, but where this operation does not disturb the invariants associated with

the deque data-structure. So even in the original algorithm, as long as the deque

is not empty, the line 13 DCAS always represents a valid popping operation on

the deque. By virtue of these observations, lines 8-10 can besafely removed from

1. structure Node {
2. Node *L;
3. Node *R;
4. val V;
5. }

Figure 7.1: Node data structure.
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the pop routine. The reduction in code length would make a verification of the

resulting algorithm much simpler, as it reduces the number of transitions over

which the simulation relation must be shown to be preserved.

Note that both of these optimisations could have been applied to the original

algorithm: neither optimisation was found until the Snark algorithm underwent

the close analysis required for a fully formal verification.

7.2 Algorithm 1 - Version numbering

Recall from the previous chapter that the Snark bug is an instance of the ABA

problem. The first fix uses version numbering to directly attack this problem by

making it highly probable that, during a period of time sufficient for each process

to complete its operation, updates to the global data-structure do not take that

structure to a state that it has been in before. This is achieved by attaching a

version numberto each of theLeftHat andRightHat variables. Both the

version number and the pointer are contiguous in memory and must fit into a

word which is atomically updatable by a DCAS: this restriction is the source of

the caveat that it is only ‘highly probable’ that the system will not return to a state

which it was previously in after a given update and it is discussed in Section 7.2.1.

The structureVersionedRef presented in Figure 7.2 describes the pointer/

version-number pair which is now the type of the hat variables. For clarity, the

types of all the global and local variables are presented in Figure 7.3.

1. structure VersionedRef{
2. Node *ptr;
3. int ctr;
4. }

Figure 7.2: Atomically updatable reference structure.

Figures 7.4 and 7.5 contain code for the right-side operations of the version

numbering solution (the left side operations are symmetricand have been omit-
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/* Global Variables */
1. VersionedRef LeftHat, RightHat;

/* Local Variables*/
2. Node *nd, rhR, lhL;
3. VersionedRef rh, lh;

Figure 7.3: Variable types for version numbering fix.

ted). A dot syntax is used to represent access to one or other of the members of

the VersionedRef structure. For example, the expressionrh.ptr denotes

the pointer value contained inrh. Also, angle brackets are used to construct in-

stances ofVersionedRef. So<nd, rh.ctr+1> is theVersionedRef

value whoseptr is nd andctr is rh.ctr+1.

Note that the DCAS on line 12 of thepushRight routine cannot be executed

atomically. The values<nd,rh.ctr+1> and<nd,lh.ctr+1> must be con-

structed before the DCAS is executed. Similar comments can be made about the

other DCAS operations in Figures 7.4 and 7.5. The presentation used here has

been chosen for clarity: it does not affect the correctness of the algorithm because

the values used to construct the arguments to the DCAS are private to each process

and so will not be modified by interleaved executions of otherprocesses.

Both the push and pop routines work in almost the same way as the original

algorithm, except that they exploit the optimisations of Section 7.1. The only

other differences involve managing the version numbers. When either of the hats

is updated, its associated version number is simultaneously incremented. Sup-

pose for a moment that the width ofctr in VersionedRef is unbounded so

that it can represent any natural number. Recall that the bugin the Snark al-

gorithm happens when a process popping from the right (for example) reads a

value fromRightHat and then the value ofRightHat changes. Later the

RightHat changes back to the value the popping process originally saw, and

that process is able to complete the pop. In the version numbering algorithm, the

RightHat.ctr would be greater when the popping process attempts its DCAS
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1. rtype pushRight(val v) {
2. nd = new Node();
3. if (nd == null) return "full";
4. nd->R = Dummy;
5. nd->V = v;
6. while(true) {
7. rh = RightHat;
8. rhR = rh.ptr->R;
9. if (rhR == rh.ptr) {
10. nd->L = Dummy;
11. lh = LeftHat;
12. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat,

rh, lh, <nd,rh.ctr+1>, <nd,lh.ctr+1>))
13. return "ok";
14. } else {
16. nd->L = rh.ptr;
17. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh.ptr->R,

rh, rhR, <nd,rh.ctr+1>, nd))
18. return "ok";
19. }
20. }
21. }

Figure 7.4: Snark fix, algorithm 1 - right push.
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1. val popRight() {
2. while (true) {
3. rh = RightHat;
4. lh = LeftHat;
5. if (rh.ptr->R == rh.ptr)
6. if (rh.ptr == RightHat.ptr) return "empty"
7. else {
8. rhL = rh.ptr->L;
9. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh.ptr->L,

rh, rhL, <rhL.ptr, rh.ctr+1>, rh)) {
10. result = rh.ptr->V;
11. rh.ptr->R = Dummy;
12. rh.ptr->V = null;
13. return result;
14. }
15. }
16. }
17. }

Figure 7.5: Snark fix, algorithm 1 - right pop.
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than when it saw the original value ofRightHat. In this case the DCAS at line

9 of the pop routine would fail.

7.2.1 Limitations of Version Numbering

Unfortunately, it is clear that thectr component ofVersionedRef cannot

in practice have unbounded width. Because of this, there is apossibility that

the version number of one of the hats could wrap-around to zero, and then be

incremented to the value that a waiting popping process saw when it first loaded

the value of a hat. If this happened, it would be possible for the bug to occur. This

possibility is reduced or amplified depending on the width ofctr. In a system

that supports a 64-bit DCAS but only uses 32 bits for a pointer, 32 bits could be

devoted toctr. Then, for the bug to occur, the value of a hat would have to

be changedan exact multiple of232 times between the moment when a popping

process loaded the value of the hat and attempted its DCAS. Moreover, the other

events which contribute to the bug would all have to occur at their appropriate

times. This seems astronomically unlikely. Conversely, ifthe system offers a 32-

bit DCAS and 32-bit pointers, it will only be possible to use asmall number of

bits forctr.1 In this case, the version numbering fix would be little safer than the

original algorithm.

The fact that version numbers are bounded in width is a problem with all

version numbering strategies [32] and the same count-widthtrade-off exists. In

a sense this makes such algorithms unverifiable, because theproblem that the

version numbering was meant to solvecan alwaysstill appear. However, the

algorithm presented here would be verifiable under the assumption that the ver-

sion number has unbounded width. Also, in some circumstances, the problem of

bounded width version numbering can be completely overcome: Moir [32] dis-

cusses this issue and presents a tagging scheme where the ABAproblem can be

prevented from occurring using only bounded width tags.

1For example, if the system insists on 16-bit word aligned addressing, the low-order bit will be

0 in every pointer. This bit could be used as a counter.
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boolean CAS(val *addr,
val old,
val new) {

atomically {
if (*addr == old){

*addr = new;
return true;

} else return false;
}

}

Figure 7.6: Semantics of CAS.

7.3 Algorithm 2 - Using CAS

The second fix uses the synchronisation primitive CAS. As described in Chapter

2, CAS is just like DCAS except it operates on only one address. The semantics of

CAS is presented in Figure 7.6 for convenience. Code for thepopRight routine

of this fix is presented in Figure 7.7. As beforepopLeft is symmetric with

popRight. The push routines are exactly as in the original routine;pushRight

is presented in Figure 7.8 for convenience.

This fix requires that there be some special valueblock, which may not be

pushed into the deque: this value is used for communication between processes. In

cases wherenull is never pushed into the deque,null may be used forblock.

The approach of this solution is to ‘let the bug happen’. Thatis, the algorithm

allows two different processes to pop the same node from the deque just as with

the original. However, before returning the value in the popped node, each process

attempts to “claim” the node: this is done in such a way that only oneprocess can

successfully claim the node. This is achieved by reading thevalue in the node;

checking that it didn’t readblock and then attempting to CASblock into theV

field of the node. If this CAS succeeds, then any other processthat pops the node

will either seeblock when it reads the value field, or its CAS will fail when it

attempts to “claim” the node. In either case, the process fails to claim the node

and returns the empty value. Such a process is called afailing process.
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1. val popRight()
2. while (true) {
3. lh = LeftHat;
4. lhr = lh->R;
5. if (lh->L == lh) {
6. if (LeftHat == lh) return "empty";
7. } else {
8. if (DCAS (&LeftHat, &lh->R,

lh, lhr, lhr, lh)) {
9. result = lh->V;
10. if (result != block) {
11. if (CAS(&lh->V, result, block)) {
12. lh->L = Dummy;
13. return result;
14. } else return "empty";
15. } else return "empty";
16. }
17. }
18. }

Figure 7.7: Snark fix, Algorithm 2 - right pop.
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1. rtype pushRight(val v) {
2. nd = new Node();
3. if (nd == null) return "full";
4. nd->R = Dummy;
5. nd->V = v;
6. while (true) {
7. rh = RightHat;
8. rhR = rh->R;
9. if (rhR == rh) {
10. nd->L = Dummy;
11. lh = LeftHat;
12. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &LeftHat,

rh, lh, nd, nd))
13. return "ok";
14. } else {
15. nd->L = rh;
16. if (DCAS(&RightHat, &rh->R,

rh, rhR, nd, nd))
17. return "ok";
18. }
19. }
20. }

Figure 7.8: Snark fix, Algorithm 2 - right push.
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A formal argument that it is acceptable for failing processes to return"empty"

would be based on the claim that the deque data-structure wasempty at some point

in time during the execution of the failing process. If this claim is true, that point

in time would provide alinearization pointat which the operation of the failing

process can be thought of as taking effect (see Section 3.4).Recall the bug de-

scribed in Chapter 6. It is clear that if some process observes that theV field of

the node it just popped from the deque (ie., the node that was the target of a suc-

cessful DCAS at line 8) containsblock, either by the test at line 10, or failing

the DCAS at line 11, then someother process has popped that node. In the bug

described in Chapter 6 this can only happen if the first successful DCAS empties

the deque. The process which executes the second DCAS must have started its

pop operationbeforethis first DCAS in order to load a pointer to this node as the

hat. So, the deque is empty during the execution ofbothprocesses and whichever

fails can return the empty value.

7.4 Modelling and Verifying the Corrections

As has already been mentioned, no formal verification of these fixes is provided in

this thesis. However, it is possible to give a brief description of how these verifi-

cations could proceed. Algorithm 1 could be verified using a forward simulation,

just as the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm. Algorithm 2 would be

verified by showing trace inclusion between an implementation automaton and

the canonical automaton for deques in the same way as discussed in Chapter 3.

However, in order to show trace inclusion, we would need to use a more complex

kind of simulation relation, known asbackward simulation.

The I/O automata representing the modified algorithms wouldbe very similar

in structure toSnarkAut(see Section 4.2): they would possess transitions labelled

by internal actions corresponding to each line of code and external actions cor-

responding to invocations and responses of the operations;they would possess

program counter variables and local variables, indexed by processes, that would

be used in the same way as inSnarkAut; and they would operate on a global heap
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structure that would be very similar to that described in Chapter 4.

However, the automata would differ fromSnarkAutin that they would need to

have some extra capabilities:

• Algorithm 1 would be modelled by an automaton that could representVersionedRefs,

either by using variables from the product� × POINTER, or by adding

global and local variables that correspond to, for instance, RightHat and

rh.ctr, that would be loaded or updated atomically at the appropriate

times.

• The heap used in Algorithm 2 would need a CAS operation: this could be

modelled straightforwardly in the same way as DCAS.

7.4.1 Verifying Algorithm 1

Any verification of Algorithm 1 would have to proceed under the assumption that

the counters could represent any natural number. Given thatassumption, Algo-

rithm 1 could be verified using a simulation relation betweenan automaton repre-

senting the algorithm andDeqAut(see Section 4.1.2). This simulation relation

would be based on a step-correspondence exactly analogous to that presented

in Section 5.1: that is, transitions modelling successful pop DCASs would be

matched with ado popabstract transition; transitions modelling successful push

DCASs would be matched withdo pushtransitions; all other internal transitions

would be matched with the empty execution fragment ofDeqAut. This is because

these DCASs still constitute a globally visible change to the sequence represented

by the concrete data-structure.

The simulation relation used would be like the original: thecorrespondenceok?

predicate could be used with minor modifications to the values of the antecedent

program counter variables;obj ok? would need to be modified, but only to reflect

the fact that the ends of the deque are accessed throughVersionedRefs; most

of rest ok? could be used almost unchanged, but with one major difference.

Recall that theconditions ok? predicate (see Figure 5.8) captured aspects of

the executions ofSnarkAutthat were to be used to guarantee that if a DCAS would
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be successful, then the concrete data-structure would be empty or nonempty as re-

quired. This predicate would be greatly simplified in a verification of Algorithm

1. Algorithm 1 has the property that as soon as the value in oneof the hats is

changed, every process that could successfully execute a DCAS operation with

that hat as a target before the change cannot successfully execute the DCAS after

the change and will never be able to successfully execute it again. This is the con-

tribution of version numbering. We could replace conjunct (2) for instance, with

the following simplification (expressed in English and pseudo-code for processes

popping on the right, to avoid the need to fix mathematical notation):

If a process is about to execute the DCAS at line 9, then either

1. rh.ptr->R != rh.ptr andrh.ctr == RightHat.ctr,

or

2. rh.ctr < RightHat.ctr

Note that the strict ordering used in condition (2) precludes a successful DCAS

if that condition holds. Once any update to a hat occurs, all processes that are in

condition (1) will move to condition (2) and stay there. Moreover, it is trivial to

show that, as the counter onRightHat increases, processes in condition (2) must

stay there, without needing to refer to any other part of the state of the automaton.

7.4.2 Verifying Algorithm 2

Algorithm 2 has an unusual property: when a process successfully executes its

DCAS at line 8 of the pop routines, it has not yet been determined which process

will return the value contained in that node. However, the canonical automaton

DeqAutdecides which process will return a value as soon as that value is popped

from deq. This means that the simple step correspondence between a successful

popping DCAS and the abstractdo poptransition would no longer work.

There are reasons to believe we cannot find a forward simulation relation to

verify Algorithm 2. Is there another option for the step correspondence of such

a simulation relation? We could try matching transitions modelling a successful
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CAS at line 11 of Algorithm 2 withdo pop transitions. However, if we did this,

we would have to destroy the clear relationship between the global data-structures

for related states: the concrete data-structure could contain fewer items than the

abstract data-structure in related states.

The real problem is that, during a pop operation, Algorithm 2determines the

deque value represented by its globally accessible data-structurebeforeit deter-

mines which processes will return values popped from that structure, whereas the

canonical automaton for the deque datatype resolves both these issues simultane-

ously, during thedo pop transition.

There is another kind of simulation relation, which can be used to provide a

proof technique for trace inclusion in cases like this:backward simulations[29,

36]. Backward simulations are similar in structure to forward simulations: the

major difference is that where a forward simulation requires an abstract action and

post-statefor each concrete transition (see 3.16, clauses (2) and (3)), backwards

simulations require an abstractpre-stateand action for each concrete transition.

The idea here is that we can choose an abstract state and transition, based on what

we already know about a concrete post-state.

Backward simulation proofs are more complex than forward simulation proofs

and splitting the effort into easier stages is a wise thing todo [36]. Recall that trace

inclusion is a reflexive and transitive relation. Because ofthis, if we can find an

intermediateautomatonI , such that there is a backward simulation relation fromI

to DeqAutand a forward simulation from an automaton representing Algorithm 2

to I , then we will be able to show that Algorithm 2 is correct. IfI has a simple state

space, then the problem of finding the backward simulation will be simplified,

relative to finding a backward simulation from a complex concrete automaton to

the canonical automaton.

This technique of finding an intermediate automaton that satisfies a backward

simulation to the specification automaton is, in fact, complete for trace inclusion.

That is, for automataA andB, if A ≤T B, then there is some automatonI such

there is a forward simulation formA to I and a backward simulation fromI to B

(see [29] for a proof).
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A verification of Algorithm 2 is being undertaken as part of the work leading

on from this thesis (see Section 8.4). It is less interestingto pursue a verification

of Algorithm 1: as mentioned in Section 2.2, the Snark algorithm was designed

to improve on a deque algorithm that required the DCAS to be able to operate on

words containing a pointer and a bit. Algorithm 1 does worse than this, requiring

the DCAS to operate on words wide enough to contain a pointer and a counter. In

this respect, Algorithm 1 is a retrograde step.

The intermediate automaton has been designed to capture the‘unusual’ be-

haviours of the Algorithm 2 automaton in an abstract way: a popping process is

able to remove elements from a globally accessible sequencein the same way as

DeqAutbut when this happens, akeyis associated with the value that is removed.

A popping process is also allowed tocontendon a key and laterclaim the key on

which it was contending. After a process has claimed a key, itcan return a value

associated with that key by some prior popping event. This behaviour is analo-

gous to the behaviour of Algorithm 2: processes contend on nodes by executing a

DCAS on a node that has already been popped from the data-structure; processes

claim the node by executing the CAS on it, thus obtaining the right to return the

associated value.

The forward simulation relation from the concrete automaton to the interme-

diate automaton is built around the use of a representation function in the same

way as theSR? relation of Chapter 5. It also contains conjuncts that express the

analogy between behaviours of the intermediate and concrete automata indicated

above.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter discusses the conclusions that can be drawn from the work presented

in this thesis and some ways in which this work could be extended. Section 8.1

comments on the verification methodology presented in the thesis; Section 8.2 dis-

cusses ways in which the complexity of verifying lock-free algorithms in general,

and the outcome of the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm in particular,

bear on issues currently being explored in the non-blockingalgorithms literature;

Section 8.3 comments on the relevance of the Snark algorithm, now that it has

been shown to be incorrect; and Section 8.4 discusses ongoing work in the verifi-

cation of dynamic-memory non-blocking algorithms.

8.1 Evaluating the Verification Methodology

The work on which this thesis is based tackled the difficult task of verifying a con-

current algorithm that works without locks over dynamic memory. The fact that

the verification attempt presented here led to the discoverythat the algorithm is in-

correct provides excellent evidence that research into formal verification method-

ologies for algorithms of this kind is worthwhile. This section discusses whether

the particular verification methodologies used here are appropriate for the verifi-

cation of non-blocking algorithms that work in dynamic memory.

143
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8.1.1 I/O Automata and Simulation Relations

The technique of constructing canonical automata and showing trace inclusion

using simulation relations provides a tractable proof method for showing that an

algorithm correctly implements its specification. The canonical automaton cap-

tures all traces that are linearizable to executions of the implemented datatype;

simulation relations reduce reasoning about global properties of automata (their

executions) to reasoning about local properties (their transitions) [29].

The fact that simulation relations provide a global to localreduction is useful

when dividing a proof up into manageable chunks: it is natural to show that each

part of the simulation relation is preserved across the transitions labelled by each

action, one action at a time. This was the approach taken in the attempted verifi-

cation of the Snark algorithm and, given the size of the simulation relation, it was

very useful.

8.1.2 The Representation Function

The proposed simulation relation presented in Chapter 5 is built around asserting

the existence of a representation function between relatedstates. This approach

seems particularly apt for the verification of algorithms that work in dynamic

memory: it provides a direct way to assert that the structureof links between

nodes in the dynamic heap matches the structure of the abstract datatype, at the

same time allowing us to distinguish nodes that participatein that heap structure

from nodes that do not. These two properties provide solutions to two of the ma-

jor difficulties in verifying dynamic-memory algorithms: dealing with structures

in the heap of unbounded size; and dealing with the issue of pointer aliasing.

We could have constructed the simulation relation in a very different way, by

using aretrieve function. What follows briefly describes how a retrieve function

could have been used in the attempted verification of the Snark algorithm. This

allows us to assess the merits of the representation function relative to another

commonly used technique (see [39] for a discussion of retrieve functions in the

context of data refinement).
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A retrieve function takes as argument the concrete data-structure (in our case,

the heap and the current values of the hats) and returns the abstract data-structure

being represented (a member of the deque datatype). A simulation relation built

on such a function would assert that, for related states, theabstract data-structure

could be obtained by applying the retrieve function to the concrete data-structure.

Retrieve functions offer the advantage that the required value for the abstract data-

structure in the post-state of an abstract transition can becalculatedfrom the value

of the concrete data-structure in the post-state of the concrete transition. This

property can greatly simplify verification.1

To construct a retrieve function for a verification of the Snark algorithm, we

would need to modify the deque datatype so that it used aunique representation

for each sequence. This could be achieved by replacing the value set of theDeque

datatype (whose elements were tuples made up of a function and two indexes,

as defined in Section 4.1.1) with the set of sequences over thecontained type.

Such a retrieve function would recursively construct the represented sequence by

traversing the concrete data-structure from one of the hats, appending the value

found at each node to the sequence as it went, stopping when itreached a dead

node.

We would need to construct a recursive predicate to collect all the pointers

reachable by following links in the heap from one of the hats,stopping at a dead

node: a pointer would satisfy this predicate just when it pointed to a node included

in the concrete data-structure. Such a predicate would be used for two purposes.

Firstly it would allow us to universally quantify over all the nodes in the concrete

data-structure so that we could make claims about its internal structure. For exam-

ple, we would need to do this to express the fact that the concrete data-structure is

a doubly-linked list; in the simulation relation presentedhere, this was achieved

by conjunct (2) ofobj ok? (see Figure 5.3 on page 86). Secondly, this predicate

would allow us to state which nodes were not included in the list, in a manner

1If we were using a retrieve function we could use a specialisation of forward simulation, called

in [29] a refinement. Refinements offer the same advantages for states of automata as retrieve

functions do for data-structures.
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similar to thenot in range? predicate (see Figure 5.4 on page 87).

The need for the recursive predicate over pointers is the principle disadvantage

of the retrieve function approach. Note that, because it depends on links through

the heap, the set of nodes specified by this predicate could change on every update

to the heap. The representation function allows us to reasonabout inclusion in

the concrete data-structure without mentioning reachability over the heap: all we

need to mention is the set of indexes between thetop and bot of the abstract

data-structure. These indexes only change on particular transitions of the abstract

automaton and they change in ways that are very easy to reasonabout.

However, as has been noted in Chapter 5, there is a drawback inthe use of

the representation function. Because so much of what is known about the heap is

bound up in the simulation relation (in particular, the information we need to argue

about aliasing and the maintenance of properties of nodes),the range of invariants

that can be proved independently of that relation is very limited. This interferes

with the modularityof the proof. It is easy to make mistakes about what needs

to be known to show that certain properties are always true. If it is discovered

during a proof that a proof obligation cannot be met because some other property

has not been included in the simulation relation, that relation has to bere-defined.

If this happens in a mechanical proof-checking context, great care must be taken

to add conjuncts to the relation in such a way that the proofs of properties of the

relation already constructed are not broken. If the simulation relation contained

less information about the state of the concrete automaton,more properties of the

concrete automaton could be stated and proved as invariantsindependently of the

simulation relation.

There are probably several ways around this issue. The most obvious would

be to define an intermediate automaton whose state is made up of the states of

both the concrete and abstract automataand the representation function. Then the

information contained in the representation function could be used to verify any

required invariant.
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8.1.3 Mechanical Proof-checking

Machine-checked proofs are the ultimate in fully rigorous demonstrations. Be-

cause of this, the construction of machine checkable proofsis almost guaranteed

to lead to the discovery of bugs, if they exist (and if the useris sufficiently patient).

Moreover, the automatic proof generation facilities and the strategy language of

the PVS system are powerful enough to discharge simple proofobligations.

Unfortunately, there were difficulties associated with theuse of the PVS sys-

tem. As noted in Chapter 5, PVS needs substantial guidance tomake correct

decisions on the relevance of antecedent formulae and quantifier instantiation, if

the proofs are to be completed in reasonable periods of time.Much more thought

needs to be given to how the proof automation available can bebetter used.

8.2 Complexity of Verification

This section comments on issues relating to the complexity of verifying the Snark

algorithm in particular and lock-free algorithms in general.

Recall that the DCAS operation is not widely implemented as aprimitive in-

struction on multiprocessors and so the development of algorithms that use DCAS

serves mainly to assess the utility of providing a primitiveDCAS instruction. Af-

ter presenting a long and difficult semi-formal proof of the correctness of the Snark

algorithm, the authors of [8] state in their conclusions that “we are not sure that we

can wholeheartedly recommend DCAS as the synchronisation primitive of choice

for everyday concurrent applications programming.” They imply that the DCAS

operation fails to “keep the necessary proofs of correctness as simple as possible.”

If they are right to suggest that DCAS is partly to blame for the complexity of

verifying the Snark algorithm, then the fact that the algorithm turned out to be

incorrect, despite being the subject of a semi-formal verification, amplifies their

point.

However, it should be noted that much of the complexity of lock-free algo-

rithms comes from the need to guarantee a very strong progress property. In recent
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months, a weaker non-blocking progress property has begun to receive research

attention:obstruction-freedom[19, 20, 21]. Without going into details, obstruc-

tion freedom, like lock-freedom, precludes the use of locksin an implementation

of a datatype, but allows the possibility that processes canbecome live-locked.

Preliminary results suggest that obstruction-free implementations are substan-

tially simpler and easier to understand than their lock-free counterparts ([20, 21])

and that this simplicity will have implications for the effort needed to complete

proofs of correctness. The design philosophy so far explored for obstruction-free

algorithms focuses on their safety more than their progress, the idea being that

progress properties can be provided by acontention manager. The contention

manager is implemented separately from any data-structureand attempts to guar-

antee progress by preventing live-lock (as well as other performance problems

caused by contention). The simplicity enabled by removing the responsibility for

guaranteeing progress from the data-structure implementation constitutes a real

advantage if, as this thesis suggests, the complexity of lock-free algorithms makes

the required level of formality in their proofs extremely high.

8.3 The Snark Algorithm

We believe that the algorithms presented in Chapter 7 are correct implementa-

tions of concurrent deques. They are both closely based on the Snark algorithm

and work in very similar ways. This suggests that the basic structure of the Snark

algorithm, the use of the doubly-linked list and the left- orright-dead sentinels, is

sound. In the case of Algorithm 2, most of the design goals of the Snark algorithm

have been met, using the same basic structure. That is, the algorithm allows con-

current, non-interfering access to both ends of the deque when it contains several

elements and no extra width is needed in the addresses operated on by the DCAS.

So the Snark algorithm still represents a useful contribution to the development of

lock-free algorithms (as well as a useful case study in theirverification). The only

wrinkle is that an extra CAS is required on every pop, subverting the goal that

only one expensive operation would be needed per operation (the CAS operation,
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like DCAS, is normally expensive).

8.4 Future Work

At the time of writing, a verification of Algorithm 2 from Chapter 7 is being under-

taken. This verification uses a backward simulation, an intermediate automaton,

and a forward simulation, in the manner outlined in Section 7.4.2. We believe

that an intermediate automaton can be designed to abstractly model the behaviour

of the concrete automaton and that this approach can greatlyreduce the effort re-

quired to construct a relation between states of the automata and show that it is a

simulation. The verification of Algorithm 2 provides an excellent opportunity to

test this speculation.

As well as completing the verification of Algorithm 2, it would be beneficial

to conduct verifications of non-blocking algorithms working in dynamic memory

that implement other kinds of datatypes. This would allow usto test the hypothesis

that the representation function approach used here is generalisable to other kinds

of structures.

In the longer term, we need to develop techniques that make proofs of cor-

rectness more automatic and so less time consuming for the human. There are at

least two complementary ways to attack this problem: one is to use aseriesof

intermediate automata so that a complex simulation proof could be broken into

a set of smaller proofs, each of which may be tractable for automated strategies;

another is to work on developing generally useful automatedproof strategies in

the strategy language of PVS (or some other prover).

The first path would introduce significant amounts of human input: each in-

termediate automaton must be defined by a human, as must each simulation rela-

tion. Defining automata is often not time consuming, and eachsimulation relation

could be expected to be much simpler than the one presented inthis thesis. The

goal would be to make up for the extra effort by avoiding the need to guide the

theorem prover, as it constructs proofs. This human guidance of the proof checker

was the most tedious and time consuming part of the attemptedverification pre-
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sented in this thesis.

We believe that the second path should be takenafterseveral case studies have

been completed. The goal of a particular strategy is to encapsulate a repeatedly

useful piece of reasoning in executable form. We need to explore the kinds of

reasoning required in the verification of dynamic-memory based concurrent algo-

rithms in general, rather than building proof strategies based on limited verifica-

tion experiences. However, until the goal of greater use of automation is met, we

will not be fully exploiting the potential of mechanical theorem provers.
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